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HELLO WORLD!
I hope you are keeping well and in good cheer. Welcome to our first, and unmissably-bumper,
edition of Cinematography World.
The art of cinematography is my life’s work, and I
have been busy with my superb team focusing on
this new and exciting adventure – in print, digital
and online. I am thankful for their help, and to our
incredible supporters worldwide, who have given
us the courage to make it all a reality. We are truly
thankful.
It is our mission to be diverse and inclusive. To help
you be the very best you can be, in whatever role
you have, in the community of people who tell stories
through moving images.

CONTACT US
News hello@cinematography.world
Ad sales & Subscriptions +44 (0) 1428 746 377
Artwork artwork@cinematography.world
+44 (0) 1428 746 375
www.cinematography.world

So please sign-up. Please feel free to get in touch.
Please keep sending us your news and let us know
about the interesting, exciting and innovative projects
you are working on, that you hold dear to your heart.

EDITORIAL TEAM
Ron Prince has more than three decades of experience in the film, TV,
CGI and VFX industries, and has written about the art of cinematography
for 20 years. In 2014, he won the ARRI John Alcott Award from the British
Society Of Cinematographers. He also runs the international content
marketing and PR communications company Prince PR.

Long live cinematography, and the arts and crafts behind the camera. Thank you very much, and we’ll see you
again soon!

And we will do our very best to give you, or your
organisation, the credit you deserve. Wherever you
are… keep well… stay positive… and remember that we are here to help you.

“Count” Iain Blair is a British writer/musician who lives in LA and
writes extensively about film/entertainment for outlets including LA Times,
Chicago Tribune, Boston Globe, Variety and Reuters. He has interviewed
legendary movie stars, as well as Hollywood’s top filmmakers.
Darek Kuzma is a film and TV journalist, translator/interpreter, and a
regular collaborator/programmer of the EnergaCamerimage Film Festival.
He is an ardent cinephile who has a lifelong romance with the visual
language of cinema.
David Wood is a freelance journalist who writes about film and TV
technology and production. He is a former technology editor for Televisual
Magazine, and writes for Worldscreen, TVB Europe and Broadcast.

Ron Prince Editor in Chief
ronny@cinematography.world

John Keedwell GBCT/UAV Pilot is a documentary and commercials
cameraman who has worked on many productions worldwide. He has
great knowledge of film, tape and file-based formats and their methods
of production.

That’s the full story.
Film matters.

Michael Burns has covered film, broadcast, VFX, animation and
interactive design, in print and online, for 20 years. His work can regularly
be found in IBC Daily, Digital Arts, TVB Europe and Broadcast Tech. He
also works as a producer and advisor for conferences and digital agencies.
Michael Goldman is an award-winning, industry journalist and author
based in LA, who specialises in filmmaking, cinematography and the art,
technology and people of the content creation world. His is a long-time
contributor to American Cinematographer and CineMontage magazines.
Natasha Block Hicks is an artist/designer/maker, who spent a decade
as a freelance film and TV camera assistant. She indulges her continuing
love for the art and craft of cinema and cinematography through research
and writing.
Oliver Webb is a film graduate and freelance journalist
based in Barcelona. He is the founder/editor of industry blog
CloselyObservedFrames. His interests include screenwriting, British New
Wave cinema and the works of Ingmar Bergman.
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Opening up
new dimensions.

Good luck to the Cinematography World team on
their first edition and to many more to come!

ZEISS Supreme Prime Lenses
The ZEISS Supreme Prime lenses unite cinematic large-format coverage and high
speed in a small, lightweight lens. Their look is characterized by a gentle sharpness
and a very smooth transition between the in-focus and out-of-focus areas. The
Supreme Primes from ZEISS give the creator absolute control over the image by
revealing subtle nuanced details in deep shadows and bright highlights.
Find out where to buy or rent the lenses on zeiss.com/cine/supremeprime
Shot on ZEISS Supreme Prime: zeiss.ly/sp-imdb
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BEN ROBERTS•VIEW FROM THE TOP

ScreenSkills: supporting
growth and recovery UK-wide

INTRO...

Welcoming a new year is about renewed energy and
new goals, and may the launch of Cinematography
World be a harbinger for new beginnings.

T

o say that, as an industry, we went
through the mill last year is something
of an understatement, particularly
for those who suffered personal loss and
hardship. I am optimistic about the future,
but it is with no small sense of the challenges
ahead as we work to recover from the
impact of the pandemic and also set off into
a new post-EU world.
At the time of writing, the UK and the EU
had agreed a trade deal bringing some relief
to businesses. But it is just the beginning of new
arrangements and procedures, and I would urge
everyone to keep an eye on the BFI’s Brexit Q&A,
which is regularly updated. Currently, all cinemas
have to stay closed. Although some production has
been able to get underway following the Covidsafe shooting guidance, and we can see early
green shoots of recovery, we are not out of the
woods yet.
The fact that we were able to begin to restart
business, to a certain level, four months ago, was
thanks to the joint effort of industry pulling together
and government support. We brought industry
together through our Screen Sector Task Force, to
map out priorities for sector support and a recovery
plan, and we achieved a lot.
The British Film Commission and Pact worked
with industry to produce guidance for Covid-safe
film and TV production, and the UK Screen Alliance
did likewise for VFX and post-production.
The Government supported the passage of
these measures, as well as developing a £500m
Film & TV Production Restart Scheme to help
productions struggling to get insurance cover
against Covid-related losses, now extended to
April 2021, and securing a quarantine exemption
for cast and crew coming into the UK. Nearly 100
productions so far have been assured they will be
supported if future losses are incurred due to Covid.
The UK Cinema Association produced
guidance for cinemas to reopen safely, and the
importance of independent cinemas to communities
was also recognised by Government in providing
a £30m Culture Recovery Fund for Independent
Cinemas in England, administered by the BFI. This
fund was extended just before Christmas with an
additional £14m to fund a second round.
The BFI also did as much as possible with its
limited financial resources, repurposing funding
to support production, exhibition and sales
companies. More positive news came in November
with Government support for a new Global Screen
Fund backed by £7m in its pilot year.
Critical learnings and priorities for the future
emerged during this work, which we want to
explore further with industry. By no means is the
following an exhaustive list.
6 JANUARY 2021 CINEMATOGRAPHY WORLD

Rebuilding for a
cleaner, greener industry
is non-negotiable
Firstly, our workforce, our most important asset.
The pandemic quickly showed us the vulnerability
of a largely freelance sector. We worked with the
Film & TV Charity to set up a £3.15m emergency
fund for freelancers, contributing £500,000 of
National Lottery money alongside Netflix, BBC
Content and others, which has now helped more
than 1,600 people. ScreenSkills’ coronavirus basic
awareness-training course has been passed by
44,000 people, and the new Production Guild/
British Film Commission Covid Supervisor training
programme reflects the high professional standards
that our sector holds itself to. But we need to look
very seriously at how we can help ensure that our
workforce can be sustainable in the longer term, to
be able to carry on working.
Production has restarted strongly. Later this
month we will be publishing last year’s production
spend statistics. Films such as the seventh Mission
Impossible, Jurassic World: Dominion, Locked
Down, Benediction and Mothering Sunday,

and HETV shows such as War Of The Worlds,
Too Close, The Pact and Bloods, all helped to
propel production spend to £832m from July to
September, beyond pre-Covid levels. New studios
at Dagenham have been announced, Pinewood
is expanding and a major Amazon Prime thriller
series is set for the new Leith studios in Scotland.
However, the last year has also shown that we
need to look at how we can change the fortunes
of independent production, for the better and the
long-term, in terms of distribution, finance and
production.
We need to look about how you can get a film
in front of an audience, particularly those that fell
off the release calendar last year, many of which
will struggle to get back onto it when cinemas
reopen.
The BFI is something of a microcosm of the
industry. Our London Film Festival showed us
how adaptable industry and audiences are with
a new hybrid digital and physical model that
becomes truly accessible and which attracted
record audiences. Prior to the current lockdown,
BFI Southbank was seeing audiences coming back
to the big screen. The BFI and BBC British Film
Premiere season has been celebrating new British
filmmakers, their films freely available on the BBC
and BFI players after transmission. But make no
mistake, we want film back on the big screen.
There are two big topics to end on which are
vital to the BFI and the industry’s future if it is to
continue to be vibrant, relevant and to thrive.
The future is now in terms of environmental
sustainability; rebuilding for a cleaner, greener
industry is non-negotiable if we are to reach net
zero carbon emissions by 2050. This year, the
world’s eyes will be on us as Glasgow hosts the
UN Climate Change Conference (COP26). I would
encourage everyone to take a look at A Screen
New Deal – A Route Map To Sustainable Film
Production, which offers a range of more immediate
and long-term solutions.
And finally, improving inclusion and equality.
There is a persistent diversity representation deficit
on both sides of the camera, and there is also a
concern for people in declaring their disability.
I hope that the BFI’s work across inclusion, from
the development of our Diversity Standards to our
own activities, funded projects and initiatives for
change, can help foster a greater degree of trust
among people that the BFI and the industry both
wants and needs.
It is down to us all across film to commit to
change and to make the industry a better place to
work. Let’s do it.
Ben Roberts
Chief Executive BFI

You can’t make great
film, TV and animation
without investing
in the people
Read the stories of the people
we support at screenskills.com

PRODUCTION NEWS

ROGER DEAKINS CBE BSC ASC
RECEIVES KNIGHTHOOD
Double Oscar-winning DP Roger Deakins CBE BSC ASC has been
knighted for services to film in the Queen’s 2021 New Year Honours.

Sir Roger, 71, is widely-regarded as one of the
most influential cinematographers of all time. During
a glittering career, his long-standing collaborations
with filmmakers such as the Coen brothers, Sir
Sam Mendes and Denis Villeneuve have won

him countless accolades
and awards. He was also
previously honoured by
Queen Elizabeth II in 2013
as a Commander of the Most
Excellent Order of the British
Empire (CBE), for services to
film.
The Devon-born DP who was originally turned
down for placement at the
UK’s National Film School
for photographic work that
was not considered “filmic
enough” – counts The
Shawshank Redemption,
Fargo, A Beautiful Mind,
Team Deakins:
Skyfall, Blade Runner 2049
Sir Roger Deakins
and 1917 amongst his
CBE BSC ASC with
best-known productions.
wife James
Undaunted by his early knockback, he spent the following
year photographing the local area’s rural life before
being admitted to the prestigious UK school.
Embarking on a career as a cameraman, Sir
Roger initially worked on documentaries, before
moving on to music video projects in the 1970s and

1980s. In 1991, he began a long-term association
with the Coen brothers, and shot 11 of their movies,
including O Brother, Where Art Thou?, True Grit and
No Country For Old Men.
Along the way, he garnered prestigious awards
from BAFTA, the ASC and BSC, but also earned a
remarkable notoriety for his lack of success at the
Oscars, receiving 13 nominations - the first in 1994
for The Shawshank Redemption - but with no wins.
He finally won the coveted Oscar statuette in
2018 for Blade Runner 2049 - when he modestly
said that the secret of his success was, “I really love
my job”. He returned to the ceremony’s stage in
2020 to collect the cinematographic gong for the
WW1 film 1917, which was shot to appear as one
long continuous take.
Sir Roger married script supervisor Isabella
James Purefoy Ellis in 1991. She has overseen the
digital workflow on many of his films, including
Blade Runner 2049, The Goldfinch and 1917.
Since 2005, Sir Roger has maintained a
website through which he frequently communicates
with admirers and industry professionals, offering
cinematography tips. Since April 2020 he and his
wife have hosted the hugely-popular Team Deakins
podcast, whose guests have included Sam Mendes,
John Crowley, and Denis Villeneuve.

Searchlight Pictures. © 2020 20th Century Studios

NOMADLAND CINEMATOGRAPHER JOSHUA
JAMES RICHARDS WINS 2020 GOLDEN FROG

Golden rog winner
Joshua James
Richards
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Cinematographer Joshua James Richards was awarded the Golden
Frog at the 2020 EnergaCamerimage International Film Festival for his
work on Nomadland.
The low-budget, US docu-style drama, starring Frances McDormand and
directed by Chloé Zhao, which chronicles the life of American retirees living
on the road in trailers, also won the Fipresi Award.
Inspired by Jessica Bruder’s non-fiction bestseller, entitled, Nomadland:
Surviving In The Twenty-First Century, the film is considered a strong awards
season contender. It previously won the Golden Lion at Venice and People’s
Choice audience award at Toronto.
The 2020 Silver Frog went to Finnish cinematographer
Rauno Ronkainen for his work on Antti J.
Jokinen’s Helene, an atmospheric period story of
Finnish modernist painter Helene Schjerfbeck.
Denmark’s Nicolaj Brüel won the Bronze Frog
for Matteo Garrone’s live-action version of
Pinocchio.
The 28th edition of Camerimage, which
took place entirely online, wrapped with
a screening of Andrew Levitas’ Japan-set,
war correspondent story Minamata, shot
by DP Benoît Delhomme AFC ASC, and
an honorary award for the film’s star,
Johnny Depp, as an actor of unique visual
sensitivity.
The festival president Marek Zydowicz
described the 2020 edition as “like
landing on the moon,” but commended
his Camerimage team for pulling-off a
remarkable feat in the face of the Covid-19
pandemic.

As one of the industry’s premier lighting rental resources, we are
extremely proud to support Cinematographers, Gaffers and Crews around
the world on all manner of productions.
Whether working at a studio or on location, our unrivalled collection of
production solutions provides access to both the conventional and the
very latest in advanced lighting technology, all readily accessible via our
growing network of international bases.
Whatever your production type, wherever you are,
when it comes to lighting - we’ve got the lot.

MBS Equipment Company
Lakeside Road, Colnbrook, Slough, Berkshire SL3 0EL
+44 (0) 1753 987 888
www.mbseco.uk

#MBSEUK
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PRODUCTION NEWS

MOVIETECH
DELIVER FULL
FRAME SUPPORT
ON HIS DARK
MATERIALS

PRODUCTION NEWS
Lyra (Dafne Keen) on
the set of His Dark
Materials
Bad Wolf / HBO / BBC

DoPchoice has announced its light
directing tools now support Aputure
Imaging Industries’ new LS600D LED
fixture, and the single tube Helios
and Titan lights from Astera, through
the addition of brand new Snapbags
designs.

Independent camera, lens and grip
specialists, Movietech, have been exploring
new worlds in delivered full frame support
on His Dark Materials season two,
working with cinematographers David
Higgs BSC and Joel Devlin, providing a
comprehensive shooting package from
their large format digital inventory.

The award-winning series, based on the
novels by Philip Pullman, is produced by Bad
Wolf and New Line Productions, for BBC
One and HBO. It was shot on stages at Bad
Wolf Studios, with local support provided by
Movietech Cymru in Cardiff.
Opting for a full-frame digital solution, the crew
paired a set of Zeiss Supreme prime lenses with the
Sony Venice, capturing native 6K in Studio Mode.
The addition of the Venice’s Rialto extension system
allowed the team to split the camera body from
the sensor block to maximise the creative freedom
during shooting.
With their Cooke/i technology XD, the
Supremes communicate specific
imaging information, such as lens
distortion and shading characteristics,
in real-time. The ability to embed
this level of detail within the video
files, whilst simultaneously capturing
images, has proven to be invaluable
to the VFX teams tasked with creating
the effects on His Dark Materials.
Movietech technical manager,
Andy Mossman said, “The Zeiss
Supremes ‘intelligent lens system’
was created to not only enhance
the accuracy of the image, but also

DOPCHOICE
DIRECTS THE
LIGHT FOR
APUTURE AND
ASTERA FIXTURES

to dramatically improve the overall workflow. The
metadata carried within the Supremes and their ability
to directly transfer both imagery and information, is a
huge asset which can mean significant time savings
during the VFX process”.
Combining the Zeiss Supremes, with their
consistent coverage, colour and aperture and the
Venice’s full frame capabilities proved a winning
blend in delivering the show’s cinematic images.
Movietech’s David Palmer adds, “It’s fantastic
to again be working alongside the crew on His
Dark Materials via Movietech Cymru. The attention
to detail and sheer creativity in every aspect of the
production continues to deliver phenomenal results.”

To complement Aputure’s new daylightbalanced point source, DoPchoice has
designed two new Snapbag softboxes to
directly fit the light’s Bowens mount, as well
as a double bracket which enables a pair
of 600D fixtures to accommodate other
Snapbags.
For Astera’s products, the company has
developed Single Tube Snapbags, which
share identical design characteristics to
accommodate the similar fixtures, except that
the Titan is nearly double the length of the
Helios tube, and so is its Snapbag.
All new products come with additional
softening control via a removable Magic
Cloth diffusion panel which is included.
Manufactured by DoPchoice and TRP
International, accessories for the Aputure
600D are available through authorised
dealers. Accessories for the Helios and Titan
are available direct from Astera.

DEMAND FOR SONY VENICE SOARS AS
GLOBAL PRODUCTION PICKS UP
Rental houses across Europe have seen their stocks of
Sony’s Venice CineAlta camera in high demand, as film
and TV production returns to levels not seen since the
start of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Whilst the world awaits the release of blockbusters such
as Black Widow (DP Gabriel Beristain AMC BSC ASC) and
Top Gun: Maverick (DP Claudio Miranda ASC), which used
Sony Venice, the many other productions utilising Sony’s
flagship camera system include: Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom
(DP Tobias Schleissler ASC), The Father (Ben Smithard BSC),
The Crown (season four) (DP Adriano Goldman BSC), His
Dark Materials (season two) (David Higgs BSC), I Hate Suzie
(DPs Tim Sidell/Luke Bryant), Little Birds (DP Ed Rutherford
BSC) and Bridgerton (DPs Jeffrey Jur/Philipp Blaubach).
Dynamic Rentals, the only rental house globally that
exclusively rents to other rental houses, invested in Sony
Venice as its first camera technology two years ago. Now
it has over 50 Venice cameras out on rental in over 15

Anthony Hopkins and Olivia
Colman in The Father
Sony Pictures Classics

countries, across five continents.
“The demand is almost parabolic at times”, said Dynamic
Rentals owner Brandon Zachary. “In an overly-saturated
market, it’s rare to find something that everyone loves. In
a context where rental houses are not only dealing with
the financial impact of Covid, but also the Super35 vs
Full-Frame conundrum, it’s harder than ever to decide
where to invest.
“The Venice’s ability to switch between S35 and
FF is definitely a plus within this context. CVP is our
first port of call when buying digital cinema cameras
and lenses. They know the market well, they
realise having stock on the shelf is important
and they always go the distance to make
the deal work for us. In an uncertain
world, Venice is turning out to be a safe
bet for rental and by extension, production
companies.”
With new 2021 lockdown measures in
force,, Sony has published a video about how
Sony Venice and the Rialto extension system can
be used for safe remote operations.
“We thought it would be helpful to highlight
how technology can support social distancing
for film and TV production,” said Dave
Stannard, Sony regional marketing manager
northern Europe. “We believe the latest tried
and tested production technology can help
talent, operators and all production workers
create the space they need from each other to
stay safe and well on-set.”

Viola Davis as Ma Rainey
David Lee/Netflix

IMAGO ENDORSES CINEMATOGRAPHY
WORLD AS AN OFFICIAL MEDIA PARTNER
A fresh era of support for IMAGO,
the international federation of
cinematographic societies around the
world, begins with Cinematography
World as an official media partner.
Cinematography World Editor in Chief, Ron
Prince, has worked closely with IMAGO for
almost 20 years, following the federation’s news
and activities, championing its many initiatives,
and helping to unite cinematographers around
the world.
“It is a wonderfully positive step forwards for
IMAGO to encourage and develop relationships
with the many different cinematography and
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filmmaking magazines around the world – and
to enjoy the recognition its members, sponsors
and supporters rightly deserve in publications
worldwide,” said Prince.
“IMAGO can rely and depend on
Cinematography World to champion it’s aims
and uphold the needs of its members.”
Interim IMAGO chair, Ron Johanson OAM
ACS, who is also national president of the
Australian Society Of Cinematographers, added,
“IMAGO is delighted to be associated directly
with Cinematography World and we thank them
for the opportunity to further broaden the reach
of our society.”

/gripfactorymunich
@gfm_gripfactorymunich

Visit www.g-f-m.net to check out our entire range
of high end camera support equipment.
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PRODUCTION NEWS

HOLLYWOOD FIRM INVESTS £300M
IN EASTBROOK STUDIOS DAGENHAM
Los Angeles-based developer, Hackman Capital
Partners (HCP), has signed a deal to build “worldclass” film studios in Dagenham, East London.

HCP recently signed an agreement with Barking and Dagenham Council
that will see the US media real estate developer invest £300m over the next
three years to develop the site.
The new Eastbrook Studios will house up to 12 sound stages and prop
workshops on a 22-acre former factory site in Yewtree Avenue, Dagenham,
making the new facility London’s largest film and TV production centre.
The new sound stages, three acres of backlot, offices and ancillary
space, will total over half a million square feet. When completed, Eastbrook

Studios is expected to create 1,200 jobs, and the first productions are due
to start filming by mid-2022.
HCP’s direct investment will also involve an endowment to maximise
local jobs, placements, apprenticeships, plus community outreach and
supply chain opportunities. It is estimated the studios will contribute
£35million per year to the local economy and inspire more development
into East London.
The UK is one of the most sought after countries in the world for major
feature film and high-end television production, with more than £3.6billion
spent in 2019. The sector will play a key role in London’s economic
recovery, and the new Dagenham site will add much needed sound stage
capacity to the overall industry.

RED KOMODO 6K AVAILABLE FROM CVP
CVP, the UK’s only Red Premium Dealer, is
now exclusively taking orders of Red’s new
Komodo 6K camera and accessories.
The Red Komodo was originally conceived
and designed as a crash camera for high-end
motion picture use, and as a B- or C-camera for
productions using Red’s existing DSMC2 line up.
Its compact body features a new 6K Super
35 global shutter sensor, capable of capturing
16+ stops of dynamic range, plus Red’s IPP2

image pipeline, colour science and REDCODE
RAW codec. These features combined with the
typical affordability of Red technology makes it an
attractive option for many content creators.
Komodo comes to market after extensive
testing by many of the industry’s leading creatives,
among them, filmmaker Michael Bay, Emmynominated cinematographer Erik Messerschmidt
ASC, and storyteller/artist Jason Momoa
“The sensor is beautiful,” said Bay. “I always
wanted something this small, this sophisticated in
terms of a high-quality image. It’s very lightweight;
very handheld.”
Messerschmidt noted, “There is no other
camera on the market with a global shutter that
is this size and this versatile. And yet there
are no quality compromises.”

Momoa put the Red Komodo camera to the
test in the frozen tundra of New Jersey, whilst
shooting footage for Harley-Davidson, and
remarked, “It’s like cinema in the palm of your
hands.”
“Red has always been keen to offer highend cinema cameras to as many filmmakers
as possible and Komodo addresses that with
its compact, Hollywood-standard of pedigree
camera at an attractive price point, said CVP
sales director, Jon Fry. “At CVP we have a fleet of
units, fully-rigged in multiple scenarios with the full
spectrum of accessories for visitors to
test and demo.”

Chroma-Q Space Force
®

™

As used by the crew on Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker, the Chroma-Q® Space Force™ is a powerful LED space light
created as a modern replacement for conventional space lights or soft light sources.
Delivering high quality, energy efficient lighting to studios and sets around the world, the Space Force™ range is the perfect
solution where smooth, tuneable white LED illumination is required.
For the ultimate in cutting-edge tuneable white LED space lighting use the Chroma-Q® Space Force™.

UK dealer: A.C. Entertainment Technologies Ltd
+44 (0)1494 446000 sales@ac-et.com
www.ac-et.com
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FURSSEDONN
APPOINTED
MANAGING DIRECTOR
OF PANALUX

PLATZSPITZBABY
DP Darran Bragg wrote in about his work
on Platzspitzbaby (Needle Park Baby),
a £3million, Zurich-set story, directed by
Pierre Monnard, about a drug-dependent
mother, Sandrine (Sarah Spale), who is
relocated to the countryside, along with her
long-suffering child, Mia (Luna Mwezi).
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capture the Swiss countryside during springtime
and our schedule permitted this. Mia’s new home
is set in verdant surroundings, a striking contrast
with her former city life and time on the Platzspitz.
We studied quite a few films that also tell the
story from a child’s point-of-view, particularly The
Best Of All Worlds (dir. Adrian Goiginger, DPs
Yoshi Heimrath & Paul Sprinz), and Eighth Grade
(dir. Bo Burnham, DP Andrew Wehde). I also
studied Room (dir. Lenny Abrahamson, DP Danny
Cohen BSC] for how it deals with a mother and

I love shooting with the
Alexa, but was intrigued to
see if the Venice might offer
an alternative feel
child relationship in a confined space.
We did a single day at the end of March
2019, to grab the last moments of winter for the
prologue, followed by 32 shoot-days across six
and a half weeks. Swiss film productions try to
avoid shooting at weekends whenever possible,
which is fantastic in
terms of everyone’s
physical and mental
wellbeing. We shot
the entire film around
Zurich, including
Platzspitz Park.
I’ve always loved
shooting with ARRI
Alexa cameras, but
was intrigued to see if
the Sony Venice might
offer an alternative
feel. Considering
we had a lot of night
work I also thought its
2500ASA might come
in handy. Opting for
spherical lenses, I shot
side-by-side tests using
both cameras and six
different lens options
based on what would
be readily available in
Zurich.
It was quite a close
call, but the Sony

Venice fitted with Zeiss Standard Speeds and
Zeiss Super Speeds worked well. We both felt
widescreen 2.39:1 was unsuitable, and we went
1.66:1 as it would give us the close compositions
we needed.
Our focus was primarily about staying close
to Mia and portraying events from her point-ofview, which meant using an Easyrig pulled low to
Luna Mwezi’s height, with slim-profile handheld
bars. For exterior locations where we needed to
cover the ground more quickly, without the full
sensation of walking handheld, our key grip, Urs
Schmid, adapted a lightweight aluminium parcel
cart (as used by Swiss Post), so it could be pushed
or pulled as required. We also used a Kyburz
E-Bike, a sturdy electric tricycle (also favoured by
the Swiss Post), that Urs drove with me shooting
handheld on the back.
This was the first ‘period’ film I had lit and
wanted to seek boundaries as well as direction,
from which to build our look. I proposed we
avoid using modern lighting fixtures, namely
LEDs which I usually embrace, as I felt they
might betray the era. Keeping the lamps off the
set was critical as we had a camera that was
constantly following our actors. I’d heard how
some DPs prefer corrected Tungsten over HMI
heads for daylight scenes, and thought this could
be an opportunity to minimise the use of modern
fixtures. Our gaffer, Peter Demmer, is a big fan
of Tungsten. We opted for a series of 9K Pars
(part corrected with half CTB) pushed through the
windows of interior locations. The lighting crew
built a series of ‘eyebrows’ above each window to
block the direct sun, but we allowed some ambient
daylight to leak in which mixed beautifully with the
Tungsten.
Peter also spent time at FTK, our lighting rental,
and came back with a lamp, which he called the
Berkey. This is a square-form Tungsten soft light,
available in 2K and 5K versions. The output is
lower than Tungsten Fresnel heads, but the quality
is fantastic. We often had the 5K, partiallycorrected with CTB, beyond the kitchen window in
Mia’s flat and the effect felt really natural. The units
were also quite light, so we even boomed one out
from a 13th floor window for a scene between
Mia and her father.
The final grade was a Baselight projection
at Cinegrell with colourist was Roger Sommer
who did a fantastic job. My first and second ACs
were Orit Teply and Cyrille Gsell, with Jan Schär
operating playback, plus Leo Weissenbach and
Adrien Fernex working as DITs. Yunus Roy Imer
was the B-camera and second unit operator,
supported by Cyrille. The camera equipment came
from Cinegrell, whilst the lighting and grip was
supplied by FTK. Zurich.”

Panalux, the well-known provider of motion-picture lighting
technology and a member of the Panavision Group, has announced
that Mark Furssedonn will lead the company as managing director.

Photos: Aliocha Merker

D

uring the 90’s heroin epidemic in
Zurich, police contained drug use
within Platzspitz Park. Thousands
would gather in ‘Needle Park’ on any
given day to deal, take drugs or witness the
spectacle. Platzspitzbaby is set just after the
park was closed, when addicts and their
children were relocated to surrounding
towns and villages. The film is inspired by
Michelle Halbheer’s best-selling biography
‘Platzspitzbaby’. It was highest grossing film
in Switzerland and hass interest for a wider
international release this year.
We shot during spring of 2019. Pierre and
I have worked together for many years, on
commercials, music videos and shorts, after
we met on the film course at The Arts Institute in
Bournemouth. We also shot the Swiss feature
Recycling Lily and an eight-episode Swiss TV
series Anomalia.
Pierre’s guiding principle was to tell the story
from Mia’s perspective, which we translated as
keeping the camera close, moving as she moved,
and shooting from her height where appropriate.
We quickly agreed it would be predominately
single camera and handheld to help achieve this.
Tonally, it was important to create a sense of
honesty and tell the story in a realistic way, but we
also wanted moments of lyricism and tenderness
to contrast some of the more brutal elements in
Mia’s life. Pierre and I had always wanted to

Furssedonn joined Panavision in 1997 as operations director for the grip and
remote systems division. His role has since expanded to encompass more of the
group’s operations throughout EMEA, including Panavision’s camera business
in those regions and Panalux’s lighting operations in South Africa and France as
managing director.
“Mark has been an established figure in our industry for over 35 years and
has more than 20 years of service and experience within Panavision,” said Kim
Snyder, Panavision president and CEO. “He will continue to prioritise Panalux’s
dedication to supporting customers throughout Europe and South Africa, and is
in the perfect position to seamlessly guide the company’s on-going technology
innovations.”
Panalux’s inventory of lighting and power solutions is bolstered by proprietary
innovations including the Panalux Sonara 4:4 variable-white LED soft light and
the Panalux Power h40 hybrid generator.
“Panalux’s proprietary equipment positions the company at the forefront
of lighting innovation,” said Furssedonn. “Panalux has a strong heritage and
incredible staff who bring their immense knowledge, experience, and talent to
every job the company supports. That will always be our priority.”
In other news, after 43 years of service, Jeff Allen, managing director of
EMEA operations for Panavision, recently retired. Terra Bliss, formerly VP and
general manager of Panavision New York, has relocated to the UK to assume
the role of managing director of camera for the UK and Ireland. Additionally,
Hugh Whittaker is now serving as managing director of EMEA client relations
and business development, working on cross-portfolio sales within the region.
Whittaker maintains his responsibilities as head of sales for UK Camera.
CINEMATOGRAPHY WORLD JANUARY 2021 15
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MBS EQUIPMENT CO
OPENS COLNBROOK
LIGHTING FACILITY
As part of a programme of continued investment, across all areas of
its business, MBS Equipment Co has opened its new lighting facility
at Colnbrook, West London.

Having considered several possible locations, the company
selected the site to serve as the European headquarters of MBS
Equipment Company, as it is within easy reach of Pinewood and
Shepperton Studios, as well as major transport links throughout the UK
and into Europe.
With a 90,000sq/ft footprint, the building offers capacity to
expand on what has become one of the world’s largest collections
of modern lighting solutions. The layout features textiles and grip
departments, plus equipment test and preparation zones. Separate
areas have also been created for technical workshops, plus an R&D
centre. There are also 23 loading bays and considerable parking
space to accommodate the MBSE transport and generator fleet.
A demonstration suite and test areas will allow cinematographers
and crews to get hands-on experience with the company’s diverse
product ranges. Allocations for training and tuition for the next
generation of filmmakers are also included. A further 20,000sq/ft
of office space will house the company’s finance, administration and
newly-formed Emerging Filmmaker teams.
MBSE UK managing director, Darren Smith, said, “This increased
footprint gives us the opportunity to introduce a variety of exciting
new aspects to our service. We are creating a facility where
cinematographers and crews can try out some of the most innovative
production solutions available. I am particularly delighted that we
can provide a proper environment to welcome emerging and student
filmmakers to experience our equipment.”
MBSE UK continues to maintain its presence within Pinewood
Studios at the North Lamp Store, the historic home of lighting at the
studios. The majority of stock, including low energy and LED, will be
housed at Colnbrook.

The new MBSE facility
in Colnbrook boasts
23 loading bays

AC LIGHTING COMPANIES
SUPPORT MBSE WITH
MAJOR LUMINEX DELIVERY

LEITZ ANNOUNCES HENRI
CINEMATOGRAPHER’S
VIEWFINDER

AC Entertainment Technologies (AC-ET) and AC Lighting Inc have
announced that MBSE has invested in over 500 Luminex network
and lighting distribution devices. This substantial acquisition is now
being supplied to MBSE technical teams on both sides of the Atlantic.
Created specifically for the entertainment industry, Luminex products
are being increasingly used to manage the data behind many of today’s
complex, fixture-heavy productions, allowing crews to manage large
network set-ups, without the need for a separate IT expert.
AC-ET’s brand development manager, Neil Vann comments, “Luminex
is arguably one of the industry’s leading standards for data distribution.
The attention to detail and ability to ensure everything reacts as it is
supposed to, exactly when it is supposed to, makes these products
an incredibly important part of an installation. We are delighted
to be supporting MBSE, both in the UK and the US with this
industry leading hardware”.
MBSE UK technical director, Steve
Howard, adds, “MBSE supports crews
the world over, on some of the most
demanding productions. With the
advent of ever more creative
technology being used on-set, the
need for robust data management
has become essential. These
Luminex units provide exactly
what’s needed to handle the most
complex lighting designs”.
The Gigacore switches and
Luminode Ethernet/DMX processing
units included in the MBSE are
capable of handling up to 300
universes, with simultaneous control
over multiple fixtures, enabling
cinematographers and their crews
stay in control, leaving them free to
focus on their lighting artistry.

Cine lens manufacturer Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GMBH adds Henri, a
new cinematographer’s viewfinder, to its product family.
The upgraded cine application of the new Leica SL2S camera was
the main trigger for Leitz to collaborate on this project. This new system is
based on the knowledge and experience of Leica in camera development
for professional users, combined with Leitz’s understanding of the cine lens
market and the particular needs of its professional users worldwide.
Henri consists of a newly-designed support system for Leica’s SL2
camera, with a pivoting handle including integrated camera controls. By
flipping in the handle, the system can be easily attached to a monopod or
tripod plate.
The modular system allows the camera to be easily taken on and off
with L-PL and L-LPL mounts available. Weighing in at only 4lbs, Henri and
the Leica SL2 Camera are a comfortable and practical ultra-lightweight
solution for cinematographers and directors on-set.
Henri is named in honour of Dr. Henri Dumur, managing director
of Ernst Leitz Optische Werke Wetzlar. “With his 60-year dedicated
work and support for Leitz, Henri Dumur is to this day
unforgotten and an exceedingly respected
personality within the Leitz family,” said the
company.
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VENICE
Thanks to your feedback, the most flexible
Large Format camera just got better with V6
- Full Frame & Super 35 Modes
- 8 Internal ND filters
- 500 & 2500 Dual Base ISO
- Up to 120fps HFR
- Parallel Recording
- Detachable sensor for greater flexibility
- Cost effective and fast 16bit X-OCN workflow
Stay safe while creating emotion in every frame!

Leitz’s Rainer Hercher
with the company’s new
Henri Viewfinder
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these targeted
interventions will help the
recovery and continued
growth of the sector
The new free remote training courses, funded by
the ScreenSkills Film Skills Fund, reflect the evolving
guidance and science including changes in testing,
isolation, test and trace and the advent of vaccines.
The training will initially run from January to midMarch 2021 to reflect expectations that Covid
restrictions will remain in place throughout the winter
months.

Intermediate training will prepare heads of
department to take responsibility for safety measures
on a production, with information tailored to
different departments.
Advanced training will enable highlyexperienced 2nd assistant directors and above to
operate in the role of Covid supervisor, including
producing protocols and risk assessments.
There are 225 places available in total. The
courses build on learnings from the last eight months
and intelligence gathered from industry since
ScreenSkills introduced its free coronavirus basic
awareness on production online training scheme in
June.
Both sets of training have been developed by
industry health and safety experts First Option for
ScreenSkills after a tendering process. First Option
had already partnered with the UK skills body on
the basic training.
Seetha Kumar, CEO, ScreenSkills, said,
“We have listened closely to what industry
has said it needs over and above the basic
training we launched in last summer. We think
these two targeted interventions will provide
important additional support to those with greater
responsibility for ensuring safety on-set and location,
helping the recovery and continued growth of the

NANLUX DYNO LED SOFT PANELS
BEGIN LIGHTING UP PRODUCTION
Developed specifically for movie and TV
applications, the recently-launched Dyno
Series of LED softlights from Nanlux, are
already being used on productions around
the world.
Built on almost 30 years of experience in LED
technology, the Dynos provide crews with an
ideal softlight solution for both studio and location
work.
Nanlux managing director, Nancy Zheng,
says, “The Nanlux team has created a fantastic,
low-energy, soft source which is already making
an appearance on-set. We are delighted with the
positive feedback that we are receiving about this
first release of the Dyno Series.”
The Dyno 650C and 1200C pair high levels
of ultra-efficient, low-energy illumination with
complete control. Precision management over
every aspect of their output, allow users the artistic
freedom to innovate and explore.
Ossie Jung, gaffer at ProLight Direct in the UK,
comments, “What a joy to find a fixture with such
an easy-to-use menu. And then there is the power.
In my opinion, the Dyno 650C outperforms the
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S60C by a country mile. Even in colour mode, it is
so bright, with a super, even spread”.
Key features include: choice of colour modes
HSI, RGBW, gel and XY; wireless and DMX
connectivity; clear 4.3inch display; flicker-free
performance; full dimming from 0-100%; instant
switching between modes; and an on-board gel
library.
Ossie adds “The Dyno
1200C packs a punch,
delivering as much light
as the S360C but at a
fraction of the size/weight
and half the price. Having
shown the fixture to some
gaffers who had already
invested in S360s, one of
their biggest gripes was
the space it took up in their
van. They are now looking to go with
the Dyno 1200C, not just for its performance,
but the fact that they can transport two fixtures
taking up less space than one S360. It’s an allround winner”.

UK

AND

EUROPE’S

LARGEST

UK screen sector.”

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO,

Photos: Josefine Thieme

ScreenSkills, the industry-led skills body for
the UK screen industries, has announced two
new levels of in-depth Covid-19 training.
These fresh initiatives build on the success of
basic awareness online learning programmes
passed by 44,000 people to date.

SCREENSKILLS
LAUNCHES NEW
COVID-19 TRAINING
INITIATIVES

Gillham, directed by Sam Miller, produced by Expectation
Entertainment for BBC2. Crew included: key grip James Sams;
gaffer James Bridget; 1st AC Joanne Smith; 2nd AC Josefine
Thieme; and camera trainee Lucy Bradley.

BROADCAST
AND

CINE

SOLUTION PROVIDER
cvp.com

For over 30 years, CVP has been one of the UK and Europes leading Broadcast
and Professional video solutions providers, offering creative consultation, sales
advice, technical service provision and training.
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ASPEC has also supported initiatives such as
Rental Guard, a global vehicle for tracking and
tracing stolen equipment, and is looking to strike-up
a relationship with Xhire, which fights fraud in UK
broadcast hire.
Due to the pandemic, ASPEC found itself
rather isolated, when in receipt of a message from
BAFTA, announcing that the BBC, C4, C5, ITN,
ITV, Pact, Sky, STV and Association For Commercial
Broadcasters & On-Demand Services (COBA),
were joining forces to introduce new industry-wide
guidelines for producing television safely.
As the Government had only just issued its latest
guidelines, the members of ASPEC found themselves
under a degree of pressure to reopen their
businesses to production. It suddenly dawned on the
associations, representative bodies and interested
parties within the industry, that without camera, grip,
lighting and ancillary equipment, facilities and studios,
any return to meaningful work was nigh on impossible.
Therefore, as soon as there was an indication

KIT &
CABOODLE
You may not be aware of ASPEC (Association Of Studio
& Production Equipment Companies), which provides a
crucial collective voice to camera, grip and lighting hire
companies, plus studio and production facilities.
As such it helps to maintain and enhance
technical, health & safety standards, along with
professional working practices. It also creates
training and apprenticeship schemes, all whilst
supporting new technologies, and fighting
the epidemic of fraud and theft. Of no lesser
importance, ASPEC companies have been closely
working together to agree safe working protocols
during the Covid-19 pandemic. Here, ASPEC’s
acting chair, Barry Measure, writes in with details.
ASPEC’s origins go back to the early 1980s,
when the unusual step was taken to form an
association representing the interests of many
of the then major competing grip, lighting rental
and studio facility companies supplying the film,
television and multi-media industries.
The prime movers at the time were Mr Lighting,
Grip House, Lee Lighting, along with smaller niche
companies, such as Bell Lighting, On The Spot
and Rainbow Lighting – names which, sadly, have
passed into the mists of time.
Initially, called the Lighting Contractors
Association, its success resulted in a decision to
incorporate it as a company to best represent
the interests of the association. And so was born
the Association Of Lighting & Studio Facility
Companies Ltd. It gives one a flavour of the
determination to work together, when one realises
the membership were the fiercest of competitors.
Two of the signatories to the original
incorporation documentation were Dennis Fraser
MBE of Grip House, then part of the Samuelson
Group plc and Tony Lucas of Lee Lighting. You
could not get more competitive than that.
Some of the association’s early successes
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included negotiating unique conditions of business
with the BBC, which ensured a fair and equitable
way of working. However, this was superseded at
the turn of the century, by a process of tendering
to be considered for inclusion on the BBC’s
preferred suppliers list. This was an altogether
more onerous, time-consuming and costly process,
which still did not guarantee a continuous flow
of work to the member companies. Far from it.
Compliance with health and safety regulations,
green credentials, diversity in the workplace,
never seemed to be the most important
criteria, when one quotation was being given
consideration against another.

With some pride, ASPEC
can rank itself amongst the
decision-makers within the
industry
There was also work carried out with the
Ministry Of Transport to try to achieve workable
Tachograph rules for an industry that was
synonymous with working ridiculous hours.
Additionally, a Crane Guidance document, the
first of its kind, saw all the member companies

that supplied camera cranes working together to
put in place a concise publication, which went a
long way in ensuring the safety. This document has
stood the test of time, as was recently updated, to
encompass all the new crane and remote heads in
use throughout the industry.
With an increasing membership, which went
beyond just the provision of lighting equipment
and studios, the old association was rebranded to
reflect the make-up of its membership, which now
included rental companies that hired cameras,
lenses, playback packages, remote systems and
other equipment types.
Thus, ASPEC, the Association Of Studios &
Production Equipment Companies, came into
being, with new committees set-up covering health
and safety in film and broadcast, with the aim of
achieving compliance with new legislation.
In recent years ASPEC gave up some of
its independence in favour of becoming an
association within a larger organisation, PLASA
(The Professional Lighting & Sound Association).
However, after a period of time, it was recognised
that PLASA more represented the events sector.
Therefore, it was agreed that the two associations
would split amicably, and ASPEC once again
become an independent entity, representing its
own unique market sector.
ASPEC has leant its support to member
company initiatives, such as Barry Basset’s (MO
of VMI TV) Camera Technicians’ Apprenticeship
Scheme. This was close to being realised with
fully-funded placements for school leavers within
colleges and member companies, only to be
thwarted by the pandemic.

that lockdown
would be eased,
ASPEC members
resolved to begin
the process of
developing a
“Return To Work”
strategy, to reach a
consensus whereby
there would be
a consistency of
protocols across the
membership – including risk assessments, hygiene
and sanitisation guidance – all attempting to ensure
confidence and security to members’ customer
bases, as well as staff in their workplaces.
This was achieved on 1st June 2020, when
all the member companies were able to reopen
in a soft, staged and safe way. One of the most
positive outcomes was the realisation, amongst the
industry’s representative associations, bodies and

interested parties, that companies making up the
membership of ASPEC, have a crucial role to play in
the development, formulation and implementation of
policies and strategies related to the film, television
and multi-media industries.
It is therefore with some pride, that ASPEC can
now rank itself amongst the decision-makers within
the industry, having been recognised and given
stakeholder status for any future industry initiatives.

www.dopchoice.com
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THE INDUSTRY LENS
Cinematographer
Lily Grimes filming
Horsepolish

THE
INDUSTRY
LENS
Our monthly round-up
from over the water.

LILY GRIMES ON
HORSEPOLISH
London-based cinematographer, and NFTS
graduate, Lily Grimes wrote in with details
about her work on the artist film Horsepolish.
“I always say ‘yes’ to artist films, they’re full
of brilliant surprises. These are people who don’t
know how to think inside a box. They understand
the need for experiment and play. And they hate
multiple takes.
Horsepolish is an artist’s response to Vittorio
De Sica’s 1946 Shoeshine (DP Anchise Brizzi),
which follows two shoeshine boys who get into
trouble with the police after trying to find the
money to buy a horse.
Ours is a circular story about a young
shoeshine whose efforts and aspirations form
a never-ending loop of effort and aspiration
in a tough world. This is the latest in a series
of films made by the artist Oona Grimes, who
also performs, and screenwriter Tony Grisoni,
who directs. Although roles always blur.
The film was planned, as opposed to
written, and, as this project took us further
from the original than our previous films
responding to Neorealist cinema, we had
many more creative decisions to make.
Our location, The Ragged School Museum,
is a fantastic building on the Regent’s Canal
near Mile End in East London. Arguing in
favour of shooting on Super16mm (and for
once succeeding) we bought two rolls of
Kodak Double X 7222 16mm B&W film stock
from Frame 24, later processed from Cinelab,
and rented a beautiful Aaton XTR kit with a Zeiss
11-110mm T2.2 zoom from Four Corners.
I used the Aaton at film school, being lucky
enough to shoot several projects at NFTS on
S16mm. The school starts its cinematography
students on celluloid, which is a massive boon
as it demystifies this beautiful medium. I love the
simple mechanics of the XTR, as well as the SR3,
and the roll-off makes film far more forgiving than
I’d expected.
We also hired horses and handlers from
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The Centre Of Horseback Combat, whose
professionalism and good humour made the
exterior shoot smooth and exhilarating.
We shot in natural light on the canal towpath,
which echoed with horse’s hooves after many
years of cyclists’ bells. Having gone well-beyond
our zero budget, it was a miracle to be offered
two of ETC’s beautiful LED panels by 3LR’s Barry
Grubb. The FoS/4 PL16 and FoS/4 PL8 use
daylight HDR six-chip LEDs with high output and
could augment sunlight, provide subtle fill or act
as strong directional key.

In keeping with De Sica’s film we wanted
simple directional lighting and often used the
sun as our key backlight with subtle fill from the
FoS/4s. When we lost December light, at about
3pm, the PL16 stepped up as our sun and the PL8
provided fill. The FoS/4s boast a ‘deep red’ in
the fixtures, allowing for subtle nuances in skin
tones so we knew the tonal range was there. The
lamps run off DMX technology, but we were using
the very intuitive control panel. We didn’t get to
explore the amazing range of colours and effects,
which I’m itching to use on a colour project, and I
look forward to trying the new FoS/4 Fresnel.

Our reporter Michael Goldman gets some
frank comments from Hoyte van Hoytema
FSF NSC ASC on putting Tenet on to the silver
screen - plus news about remote working,
green energy vehicles, new lighting controls
and a happy 50th anniversary!
For our two interior days I used a Canon
C100 to shoot and review rehearsals. Having no
monitor or playback meant the team placed a lot
of trust in me. Thankfully the Aaton’s viewfinder
and the Zeiss zoom were in great shape and
overall focus and aperture are solid.
As we had such limited film stock we decided
to split the shoot between the Aaton and my
C100. Having shot The Nest, a Neorealistinspired short last year I knew I could grade the
C-Log footage close to a beautiful 16mm look.
We shot all the key emotional scenes on
16mm film and used digital to cover ground
on the longer performance elements where
we needed to shoot, shoot, shoot. Neorealism
explores real lives through rough landscapes and
non-professional actors. We wanted to stay as
close to this as possible.
B&W Super 16mm felt like the perfect medium
and the lightweight ease of the Aaton XTR meant
we were nimble around the horse and could
safely hang out of windows. The emotional nature
of Neorealist storytelling made handheld the
obvious choice, to be close to the shoeshine, but
we also used static shots, especially around the
performance, where we break from the journey
elements and ratchet-up the pace as the labour
becomes the performance.
Lucy Harris, artist filmmaker and editor, is
cutting the film and I’m sure she’ll bring a host of
fresh ideas. I’m excited to be working with the
colourist Michael Pearce again, having graded
the C100’s ProRes 422 footage together on The
Nest.
I’ve never shot a film 4:3, but director Tony
Grisoni was convinced it was the right choice
given were in homage to the great De Sica. I
decided to shoot 1.85:1 and resize in the edit
as it would give us leeway to reframe. But I was
loathe to give up that precious celluloid and the
misty, post-industrial landscape is beautiful in
1:185. It was pure joy to be back on film and
reminded me to keep fighting for it.”

Panavision’s Light Iron Digital recently
announced its latest series of on-going innovations
regarding remote workflows for dailies, offline
editorial, DI and finishing, designed to allow
cinematographers in any location to work
seamlessly and remotely with Light Iron artists.
Among the recent solutions announced by the
company is Outpost Remote Control (RC) - an
updated version of the company’s Outpost nearset dailies solution that permits Light Iron dailies
colorists to have long-distance control.
The company says this update to the Outpost
system was spurred by the industry’s need to quickly
adapt workflows to new remote conditions imposed
by the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Light Iron also announced an expansion of its offline editorial rental
operation in the New York area; the resumption of in-person client hosting
in select locations following a strict series of new safety protocols; and the
hiring of three new executives to its senior leadership team - Seth Hallen (comanaging director), Phil Harrelson (VP of operations), and Laura Browosky
(director of business development).
Congratulations: Happy 50th Birthday to Matthews Studio Equipment. The
veritable company, a longtime supplier of set gear around Hollywood, and
holder of three Scientific & Technical Awards from the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences, invented the first foldable and collapsible C-stand for
film sets, now among its extensive catalog of over 2,000 products.

Cineo Lighting, an NBCUniversal subsidiary, has debuted a new C205
control system for its LB800 lighting fixture, a tool designed with multi-zone
technology to allow the creation of dynamic motion lighting effects.
Company officials say the new control system adds additional control
and communications features, giving the LB800 10-zone control, touchscreen control, configurable LUTs, ACES support, in-fixture presets and effects
creation, Wi-Fi remote control, and more.
Universal Production Services UK has announced the addition of
state-of-the-art green 200kVa Generator Carrier vehicles to the company
fleet – vehicles that run exclusively on Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil (HVO
or renewable diesel) fuel for both driving and location power in order to
significantly reduce emissions.
According to company officials, these vehicles will allow their fleet to
reduce Nitrogen Oxide emissions by 29%, Sulphur Oxide emissions by 50%,
and particulates by 77%.
And… congratulations also go out to to veteran editor Mary Jo Markey,
ACE, who was recently named Artist In Residence for the mid-January 2021
Manhattan Edit Workshop. A 40-year industry veteran, Markey edited 2016’s
Star Wars: Episode VII – The Force Awakens, for which she earned an Oscar
nomination. She also has three Emmy nominations and one Emmy win, for the
2004 pilot episode of the famed TV series, Lost.
Feel free to email “Industry Lens” story suggestions
and news items to Michael Goldman at:
michael.goldman@me.com.
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THE INDUSTRY LENS
Main: Elizabeth Debicki and
Kenneth Branagh star in
Warner Bros Pictures’ Tenet
Opposite: John David Washington and
DP Hoyte van Hoytema FSF NSC ASC.
Inset: Tracking Tenet on location

TIME
TWISTER

Photos: Melinda Sue Gordon
© 2020 Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc

The rollout of director Christopher Nolan’s sci-fi/action
IMAX thriller Tenet has to be one of the most unusual in
modern cinematic history, thanks to its arrival at precisely
the same time the Covid-19 pandemic began ravaging the
globe and, among other things, shutting down cinemas.
I’ve never met a
computer or TV screen that
shows films the way they
were shot and intended

A

s a result, Warner Bros. postponed
its summer U.S release before
arranging an international rollout in
select territories, and eventually, in the US, an
even more limited IMAX or 70mm theatrical
and pop-up drive-in rollout, where feasible.
At press time, the studio was debuting 4K Ultra
HD and Blu-ray sales of the film in the U.S. for
those eager to finally see it at home. However,
routine streaming of the movie for wide home
viewing was initially kept well and truly off the
table at the insistence of Nolan.
Indeed, Nolan recently publicly excoriated his
own studio - Warner Bros. - for its recent decision
to release upcoming theatrical films simultaneously
in available theaters and on its HBO Max
streaming service as, essentially, damaging to
a filmmakers’ right to have their artistry seen as
creatively intended, and to the future health of the
cinema business.
Tenet was not among the films listed as coming
to HBO Max any time soon, but his larger point
was that the on-going damage to the cinematic
exhibition experience could end up permanent,
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beyond the pandemic, and thus hugely damaging
to filmmakers and their art.
Nolan’s friend and cinematographer, Hoyte
van Hoytema FSF NSC ASC has equally strong
feelings about this paradigm, and the irony of
work lovingly crafted for the giant screen being
limited to smaller screens for most viewers.
I recently caught up with Hoyte, who also shot
Nolan’s previous epics, Interstellar (2014) and
Dunkirk (2017). He had plenty to say about how
the business and the art of cinema are intersecting
with the current pandemic-ravaged landscape.
“I think the decision of when to roll out a film in
a cinema, whether it’s safe or not, is not a decision
for filmmakers, but rather, for epidemiologists and
legislators,” van Hoytema says.
“But we filmmakers need to focus on what
we do best – making films and making sure our
platform survives as well as we can. We have to
keep pushing so that when we come out the other
end of this pandemic, we still have a theatrical
industry left. Sometimes, that might mean one
has to wait. Sometimes it might mean having to
be very proactive by trying to open the film in

cinemas wherever the law allows it.”
Thus, van Hoytema declares, “It was a huge
surprise to me” that Nolan’s aggressive push “to
let Tenet live exclusively in theaters was under
big scrutiny. The most important thing he did was
to make sure his film was ready for the theatrical
experience to shield it from going to streaming too
early, and protecting the effort of his crew, as well
as the exhibitors.”
“We want to go back to cinemas one day in
the close future, and to do that, we have to put
good value into our assets, and not flog it for
peanuts at discount prices hastily. We have to give
theaters something to look forward to, and reserve
a competitive edge for them.”
And so, van Hoytema joins Nolan in declaring
that it is important for filmmakers “to keep making
films for cinemas exclusively, both in quality and
quantity.”
And Tenet certain has plenty of “quality and
quantity” to it. Nolan conceived the project many
years ago before finally shooting it in 2019 using
a 250-strong crew on stages in the U.S. and
locations throughout Denmark, Estonia, India,
Italy, Norway and the UK. And, he filmed it in a
way that made it the largest and most complex
project van Hoytema says he has ever been
involved with.
Indeed, the movie was filmed with a strategic
combination of 70mm and IMAX cameras
with specially-configured Panavision lenses,
among others, and a range of unique techniques
designed to permit the filmmakers to shoot the
story’s so-called “time inversion” sequences often
twice, both forward and backwards. That was
necessary for key sequences when time essentially
moves backward. The project is also filled with
filmmaking extravaganzas like crashing a real

airplane into a building, monstrous explosions,
and humungous battle scenes, among other
sophisticated visual delights.
Pulling it all together was, van Hoytema says,
“the most complicated” job of his filmmaking
career – all planned to create a strategically
unique large-screen viewing experience.
“We traveled with six IMAX camera
packages, a Panavision Large Format System 65
package, and an ARRI 65 package as a base,”
van Hoytema says. “Additionally, we carried
a Logmar Magellan 65mm prototype camera
with us. The folks at Logmar were able to use our
production resources to finalize their engineering
and, in return, we got to shoot several scenes of
Tenet on this completely new, from-the-ground-up
built and designed camera.
“Also, a big variety of our primary lenses
were tweaked, built, or customized by Dan Sasaki
(Panavision VP of optical engineering). We also
brought Edge camera arms to several countries
to be placed on cars and boats. We carried a
variety of remote heads, Alpha head systems,
and some self-built remote systems, in addition
to working with local rental houses around the
world.”
“But what excited me the most was that we
were able to travel with a Kinoton 70mm 5-perf
projector and a Sondor 35mm projector to

watch dailies. Every new location we got to,
our projectionist Lucien Nunes would set-up
essentially a small cinema to watch our rushes
that were being transported to and from FotoKem
in Los Angeles.”
Making the film was an adventure van
Hoytema will never forget, and he’s particularly
proud of the work. But as the pandemic drags on,
the exhibition industry continues to suffer. Movies
like Tenet struggle to be seen as artisticallyintended, and studios start making the kinds of
difficult distribution decisions that so recently
upset Nolan and other filmmakers – and the
cinematographer continues to worry where this
paradigm will end up.
In particular, the direction of the impact of
recent events on the movie business has van
Hoytema concerned about a range of political,
artistic and business implications.
“In my mind, there is something diabolic in
using this pandemic to overthrow a perfect and
widely-appreciated branch of entertainment,
trading it for something more easily accessible,
yet slightly shittier,” he declares.
“Opportunism to lure people into paying more
for worse, and selling that by making people feel
they got lots for cheap is dangerous. It’s like fast
food – cornstarch and sugary soda drinks from
big buckets!”
“Of course, it’s a
disappointment, and
cynical to see big film
studios giving the finger
to the people that gave
them so much clout in
the first place by not
nurturing their theatrical
branch with the respect
the creators deserve.
Hastily irreparable
changes made in
unprecedented times
of crisis can lead to an
opportunistic, dark and
depressing decline in
the mechanics of cinema
and distribution, led by
an obsession to sell as
many data streams as
possible over networks
into people’s homes.”

There is something
diabolic in using this
pandemic to overthrow
a perfect, widelyappreciated branch of
entertainment and trading
it for something more
easily accessible, yet
slightly shittier

“In the bigger picture, in my opinion, the
obsession with the quantity of data and the
territorial imperialistic inclination related to that
is very destructive and fascist. I think we look
enough at the small screens surrounding us in
our daily lives, so maybe it’s time to go out and
marvel at bigger, more beautiful things with
other people next to us. I’ve never met a single
computer or TV screen that shows films the way
they were shot and intended. There is always a
lot of compression, as well as an immeasurable
amount of TV settings that will make even
untrained toes curl up.”
All of which is why van Hoytema firmly insists
“there is nothing like the visceral IMAX experience
- not even close.” And, he adds, this is why it’s
worth it for artists like Chris Nolan and others to
speak out on such matters right now, even in the
midst of a pandemic that has altered the terrain.
“There is something icky to me about referring
to people’s blood, sweat, tears, and labor in the
way-too-often-used term, ‘content,’” he says.
“Fill a well with it, sell it at discount prices, make
people believe they got a bargain, and yet at the
same time, to do that, you have to trample over
the very essence of what makes most cinema
great - the interaction between a filmmaker and
their audience.”
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NATIONAL FILM & TELEVISION SCHOOL•STUDENT UNION

Clockwise from right
Screen Team: Ivan Strasburg, Chris Menges BSC with
Oliver Stapleton BSC.
Robbie Ryan BSC ISC .
Kate Reid BSC.
Ben Davis BSC makes a point.
Opposite: Candle lit Dick Pope BSC.

By Natasha Block Hicks

Back in 1975, Oliver Stapleton BSC, says he was on his
way to Canada, to explore and investigate opportunities
in the indie filmmaking scene there, when a casual
invitation led him to the National Film School. “Once I saw
the school, Canada faded out of my head completely, I
was obsessed.” Along with being a working DP, Stapleton
today is also co-head of cinematography at the school,
now called the National Film & Television School (NFTS).

F

ounded on the site of the old Beaconsfield
Film Studios, at that time the NFS (it
added the T in 1982) had been open for
only four years. However, it had already
graduated one of its most famous future
alumni, Sir Roger Deakins CBE BSC ASC.
“Back then, the school was pretty anarchic,”
recalls Deakins. “There was a loose structure of
guidance and there were film study classes but, for
the most part, students made what they could of it
with the facilities that were available to them. Each
student was given a substantial budget and access
to an ‘Aladdins Cave’ of camera equipment and
lighting. We are creatures of our own times and I
am glad to have had the opportunity when I did.”
Neither Deakins, nor Stapleton, had a specific
cinematography career in their sights when they
entered the doors of the NFS. But, their subsequent
trajectories challenged the culture of snobbery
towards film school graduates at the time - there
was enormous resentment towards students who left
the NFS in the mid ‘70s and ‘80s - and helped to
propel the school from its experimental beginnings
towards the global respectability it enjoys today.
“Historically, anyone who came out of film
school calling themselves a DP was laughed at,”
says Stapleton. “But it is a totally different industry
now – 25% of the members of the British Society of
Cinematographers (BSC) are NFTS graduates.”
This includes figures such as: Tim Palmer BSC
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(Killing Eve, Line Of Duty), Gavin Finney BSC,
(Good Omens, Wolf Hall), Adam Suschitzky BSC
(Yellowstone, Fear Of The Walking Dead), Suzie
Lavelle BSC ISC (His Dark Materials, Normal
People), Kate Reid BSC (Hannah, The Nevers),
Urszula Pontikos BSC (Marcella, Film Stars Don’t
Die In Liverpool), Maja Zamojda BSC (The Spanish
Princess, The Great) and Chloë Thomson (Requiem,
Adult Material). Indeed, the proximity of the NFTS
to the BSC saw 2020 as the year in which the BSC
presented the NFTS Cinematography Department
with its Special Achievement Award.
Stapleton and his co-head of cinematography,
award-winning Pink Floyd DP Stuart Harris, took
the helm of the NFTS Cinematography MA in
2016 from the hugely respected Brian Tufano BSC,
cinematographer on films such as Trainspotting,
Billy Elliot and Kidulthood (the latter made during
his tenure at the NFTS), who had steered the ship
solo since 2003. Tufano’s influence on the gender
equality of the cinematography MA was substantial,
and cinematographers such as Lavelle, Reid and
Pontikos all learned their craft under Tufano’s
tutelage. Today, seven of the eight female members
of the BSC are NFTS alumni, a demonstration of
the influence of the film school route on redressing
gender imbalance within the industry.
Access to the substantial NFTS alumni network is
a benefit of attending the school. “Students can go
and speak to 242 graduate cinematographers from
the Roger Deakins level downwards,” says Duncan
Bruce, cinematography coordinator and alumni
manager. “They get advice about anything from
agents to gaffers, job and APA rates.”
An important date in the NFTS alumni’s calendar
is the Sue Gibson BSC Cinematography Award,
now in its fourth year, which recognises a member
of NFTS cinematography alumni who has advanced
the profession of cinematography in a significant
way. Gibson, herself an NFTS alumna (1981) and
the first female president of the BSC (2008-2010)
passed away in 2016.
“As soon as you become a student, you get to
vote,” says Bruce. “The alumni decide the nominees,
the alumni decide the winner. It’s a great way to
pay tribute to Sue.” The inaugural award went to
Charlotte Bruus Christensen DFF for her work on

Our aim is very much
an awareness of gender
balance, diversity and
cultural background
Fences, who then stayed on to present a masterclass
to the attendees.
Teaching throughout the Cinematography MA
is delivered by industry professionals with active
careers. There’s a core of permanent staff: Bruce,
Stapleton and Harris, supported by a host of visiting
cinematographer tutors, such as Dick Pope BSC and
double Oscar-winner Chris Menges BSC ASC.
The longest running workshop is that run by Billy
Williams OBE BSC, “which has been going since I
was at the school in 1978,” remarks Stapleton. “We
also do a seven-day series called ‘Perspectives
In Light’ and bring in the superstars, like Seamus
McGarvey BSC, Robbie Ryan BSC ISC. They come
in for one day, we give them the set and the students
act as their crew.”
Stuart Harris also heads the Directing
Commercials Diploma at the NFTS. “Stuart
introduced this commercials element to the
Cinematography MA,” says Stapleton, “which
means our cinematographers can now get
commercials on their reel.” He explains that
supplementing their income with commercials
allows DPs to wait for the career-boosting projects

they really want. “You can pay the rent shooting
commercials,” he emphasises.
Another new introduction is the Set Protocol
Workshop, “a part of the process we really need to
get right” according to Stapleton, where directors,
DPs and designers are brought together early in
the programme and taught the importance of set
etiquette and collaboration.
Indeed, director/DP partnerships formed at the
NFTS can last well into a graduate’s career and be
a vital part of how they get work after they leave the
monastic bubble of the school.
BAFTA Award-winning DP Jakob Ihre FSF,
recipient of the third annual Sue Gibson Award for
Chernobyl, collaborates regularly with fellow NFTS
contemporary, director Joachim Trier, on features
like Thelma. BAFTA nominee Stephen Pehrsson BSC
has teamed up with fellow graduate, director Toby
Haynes, on series such as Dr Who and Black Mirror.

Indeed, Stapleton himself admits that director,
Julien Temple (whose credits include The Great
Rock ‘n’ Roll Swindle, The Ecstasy Of Wilko Johnson
and Shane), was entirely responsible for getting
his cinematographic career going after the NFS.
Standing up to the pressure to use an established
DP, on movies like Absolute Beginners and Earth
Girls Are Easy, Temple stuck by Stapleton, his NFS
contemporary and friend. “Without Julien I wouldn’t
have had the same career at all,” Stapleton stresses.
Bonds formed within the Cinematography
MA are also really important when graduates
come to find their feet in the industry. “One or two
start picking up work, and when they can’t do a
particular job they’ll say to the production, ‘I’ve got
this mate who…,” explains Stapleton. According to
Duncan Bruce, “around 91% of NFTS graduates
continue a career in cinematography.”
NFTS graduates enter the industry with a working
knowledge of the kit used at all budget levels, both
film and digital. “Next year,” says Stapleton, “we will
be up to six ARRI Alexa Minis with WCU-4 remote
controls, along with dozens of lesser cameras. We
just ordered a second set of Cooke Panchros. We
have good, old-fashioned lighting equipment, but
also the ability to hire-in fancy LED lighting.”
Making a bond with the cinematographers of
tomorrow reaps rewards for rental companies down
the line. “We’ve always found the rental companies
incredibly supportive,” says Bruce. “Panavision and
ARRI often send their teams to the school with large
format cameras, like the ARRI Alexa 65 and the
Panavision Millennium XL2 for workshops,”
The NFTS is also the only UK film school with its
own industry standard stage, “probably one of the
largest stages available to a film school anywhere
in the world,” says Stapleton. It also boasts a 4K
television stage, rehearsal studios and, new in
2017, the Teaching Block Studio which supports
both television and film productions. On a recent
visit back to his alma mater, Deakins notes, “The
school is more structured nowadays and offers a
much broader range of instruction in any number
of disciplines, as well as having incomparable
equipment on which to learn and experiment.”
The NFTS Cinematography Department
was awarded the BAFTA for Outstanding British

Contribution to Cinema in 2018. With nearly
280 applicants for just eight places each year,
expanding to ten as of January 2021, entry may
seem unattainable. But that’s not something that
should put anyone off.
“Don’t think that you won’t get in,” emphasises
Stapleton. “We particularly want to appeal to UK
students, just apply and see how it goes.”
“Also, don’t be put off by the costs,” Bruce
continues. “Apply to the NFTS and if you get in, then
let’s talk about how we solve your money issues.”
Eighty per cent of the UK MA students at the
NFTS receive support, including BAFTA and BSC
scholarships and targetted funds like the Toledo
Scholarship, created to help applicants from the
UK’s ethnic minorities access industry training.
“We aim for what we consider to be the best
candidates,” says Stapleton, “but in that aim is very
much an awareness of gender balance, diversity
and cultural background.”
For Stapleton, returning to the school as a
teacher was like coming full circle. “Without the
NFTS I wouldn’t have had a career,” he reflects. “So
now I’m giving back, why not?”

Applications for the 2022 Cinematography MA
open in January, with a May 2021 deadline. Why
not give it a try? You have everything to gain!
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SMOOTH OPERATORS

SMOOTH OPERATORS

TOAST TO THE OPERATORS

Welcome to the first of our regular looks at camera
operators and their incredible craft - kicking off with
an overview of why operators are indispensable and a
look at the two organisations representing them.
By Natasha Block Hicks

IN PRAISE OF THE
CAMERA OPERATOR
“I believe strongly in the vital, indispensable
role of the camera operator. Here are a few
reasons why. Camera operating is a full-time,
full-attention job.
Maintaining composition, enforcing eyelines,
executing smooth moves, watching focus, noting
errant shadows and objects, flagging anomalies
in hair, make-up, costume and set dressing
– all of these things are performed in real
time as the camera is running. Then there’s the
operator’s constant liaising with production and
the other departments, determining equipment
needs, refining blocking and assisting the
cinematographer in any of a hundred ways.
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Plainly, these responsibilities require the
complete and undivided attention of a single
person. Much of camera operating is intuitive,
similar in a sense to making music. If any
distraction is indulged – even for an instant –
the shot will already have been blown. Some
cinematographers like to operate their own
camera. I feel that when you do both jobs at the
same time, one or the other is inevitably shortchanged.
Camera operating is a unique talent. It is not
part of every cinematographer’s skill set.
Ever see someone new to the geared head
attempt to use it? It’s like watching a camel try
to climb a ladder. Even the simpler fluid head
demands a tremendous sensitivity in order to
handle it effectively.
Although there are aspects of camera
operating that can be learned and improved
upon, the essence of it is a God-given ability.
What elevates some operators are the same
intangibles that elevate some cinematographers
– superior taste and artistry.
The best operators always move their eye
during the shot and make hundreds of minute,
organic adjustments on-the-fly. Their ability to
think on their feet - to rescue what might surely
end up as a busted take - makes them invaluable
to a production.
Then there are the physical concerns. Handto-eye coordination is a given. So are a good
set of legs and a strong back. Operators often
find themselves working from some unusually
contorted positions. Then imagine shooting a
90-day schedule - completely hand-held. If
lighting that much of a film isn’t enough to kill
you, I promise the additional wear-and-tear of
operating at the same time will do the trick.

The camera operator saves time and money
by freeing up the cinematographer.
Some production
people believe that
camera operators
work only while the
shot is happening.
Untrue. Their
contribution is equally
significant while
we’re lighting; this is
the point where their
penchant for finding
faster, more efficient
ways of doing things
really shines. Plus,
their extra set of
eyes help to avoid
mistakes that lead to
costly delays.
Still not
convinced? If the camera operator helps save
only five minutes per set-up over the course of a
twenty five set-up day… well, you do the math.
Every once in a while someone wants to do
away with the mandatory staffing of the camera
operator. In an industry that’s not unfamiliar
with doing dumb things, this would be one of
the dumbest. It has always been my intention to
employ one in the past, and I assure you it will
continue to be in the future!”
Richard Crudo ASC is a cinematographer/
director with more than 40 years of experience
in feature films and episodic television. He is
also a six-term Past President of the American
Society of Cinematographers and a Past
Cinematographers Branch Governor of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Opposite (from top):
Peter Robertson ACO (l) and Hamish Doyne
Ditmas ACO (r) shooting Bohemian Rhapsody
Geoffrey Haley SOC
Gretchen Warthen SOC
Right: George Billinger SOC

ASSOCIATION OF CAMERA
OPERATORS (ACO)
‘We see it first’

Formed in 2009 by a band of established camera
operators in response to a perceived downward
shift in the appreciation for their craft, expertise
and role within the industry, the Association of
Camera Operators has grown into an international
organisation of nearly 200 members. Of these, 130
are full members, each of them dedicated camera
operators with at least three years of notable screen
credits to their name.
According to the ACO’s mission statement: “The
primary aims of the association are to inclusively
celebrate and promote the technical and creative
skills of the camera operator and to enrich these
skills by being at the forefront of developments in
technology and production methods.”
As well as full, retired and honorary
membership, there is an associate membership for
upcoming operators and a ‘Friend of The ACO’
category for individuals such as ACs, DPs, grips
and students.
“A recent victory has been the amount of
people who joined our friends section in 2020,”
says Sean Savage ACO SOC Assoc BSC, the
current serving president of the ACO, well-known
as the Game Of Thrones camera operator whose
handheld camerawork featured in The Long Night
battle sequence.
“We’ve attracted a lot of very enthusiastic
youngsters,” he adds, “which means there are now
200 like-minded people in the ACO. That’s one of
the great benefits you get from being a member.”
Peter Robertson ACO SOC Assoc. BSC,
renowned for the award-winning long-take Dunkirk
Beach scene in Atonement (2007, dir. Joe Wright,
DP Seamus McGarvey BSC ASC) is in line to
assume the presidency in early 2021.
The ACO, with the GBCT, co-runs the Operators
Awards at the BSC Awards which honour an
operator, or team of operators, whose work shows
superior artistry and technical ability. “The award
is an important vehicle for the understanding of
the craft of the camera operator,” says past ACO
president Rodrigo Gutierrez ACO Assoc BSC.
The ACO also supports Women Behind The
Camera (WBTC), an organisation founded by three
female operators including Lucy Bristow ACO,
which acts as a central database for female crew

members and provides training and mentorship.
“It’s parallel to our concerns about the lack of
diversity in the camera department,” says Savage,
who was involved in WBTC’s first Technocrane and
remote head workshop.
Before Covid-19 interfered, the ACO was
launching its own programme of training initiatives.
“In 2020 we wanted to run at least three, daylong courses for ten people,” says Savage. Edward
Wright ACO plugged the gap with an extensive
series of webinars, talking to ACO members and
industry professionals about projects, techniques
and topical issues such as equality and diversity.
“There’s big int erest now in stabilisation of
cameras,” says Robertson, “gimbal rigs, Steadicam
itself. This is the most likely practical workshop to go
ahead in 2021.”

SOCIETY OF CAMERA
OPERATORS (SOC)
‘Best seat in the house’

The Society of Operating Cameramen (SOC)
was conceived in California in 1979 by 13
professional camera operators, to promote and
protect the position of the camera operator within
the film and TV industries. It modernised its name
to the Society Of Camera Operators in 1999,
preserving the abbreviation SOC.
According to its mission statement: The Society
Of Camera Operators advances the art, craft, and
creative contributions of the camera operator.
“The SOC is an internationally-recognised
professional honorary society. The core activities
of the society are the annual SOC Awards, the
Society’s magazine Camera Operator, and our
charitable commitment to The Vision Center,
Children’s Hospital, Los Angeles.”
“We serve the SOC membership through our
commitment to advancing the role of the camera
operator by providing education, supporting
the development of technology and production
methods, and honouring members who have
served before us.”
The society has around 1,200 members across
seven categories: charter/founding, active,
associate, corporate, educator, retired and student.
All members enjoy a subscription to the SOC’s
quarterly print magazine Camera Operator.

The right to use of SOC post-nominal letters
is reserved for active members: career camera
operators with at least five years of notable screen
credits. Upcoming camera operators, camera
technicians and DPs, etc., may join under associate
membership.
“Our most recent membership benefit,” says
SOC executive director Kristin Petrovich, “is the
membership portal that houses over 150 hours of
education, discussions and tutorials.
“Inspirational roundtables, with operators
discussing what motivates their creativity, presented
by notable operators, form part of this wealth of
knowledge accessible to members.”
The SOC also holds practical workshops,
exploring various industry standard equipment,
techniques and challenges, such as the recent
‘Stabilized Camera Light Weight Gimbal
Workshop’.
The SOC Mentorship Program compliments the
educational programme by matching experienced
operators with those looking to elevate their
operating careers or develop an area of expertise,
for on-set shadowing, guidance and support.
The society started to honour its highestachieving members in 1981, with the first SOC
Lifetime Achievement Awards. In 2020, ten golden
“Cammy” gongs were presented at the ceremony.
Four honoured camera operators excelling in
their field, and the other awards recognised
revolutionary technologies and individuals whose
work supports the operator and furthers the industry
as a whole.
A section of the awards night outlines the
charitable work of the SOC with The Vision Centre,
Children’s Hospital, which specialises in treating
paediatric eye conditions. A partnership lasting
15 years, the SOC produce the Vision Centre’s
fundraising videos, and this collaboration has
resulted in over $18.8M raised for the Vision
Centre to date.

Creative, independent providers of professional
image capture solutions and quality engineered
production equipment for the film, television
and commercials industries.
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NOMADLAND•JOSHUA JAMES RICHARDS

JOSHUA JAMES RICHARDS•NOMADLAND
Left: Frances McDormand stars in
Nomadland
Main: DP Joshua James Richards
with director Chloé Zhao
Searchlight Pictures
© 2020 20th Century Studios

Universally-admired as a sublime contemporary
Western, and a hauntingly-beautiful character study,
director Chloé Zhao’s remarkable, hybrid, docu-fiction
drama, Nomadland, follows Fern, a woman who has
lost pretty much everything - including her house and
her husband - during the Great Recession of 2008.

GOD’S BEST LIGHT
By Ron Prince

A

fter packing her possessions into a
garage lock-up, Fern hits the road in
Vanguard, her new but rather tattered
mobile home, and travels through the vast
landscapes of the American West, living life
as a 21st century nomad.
Being a rootless van-dweller of no fixed
abode, Fern necessarily scratches a living as a
seasonal employee – working variously as a
packer at a gigantic Amazon fulfilment warehouse,
harvesting frozen sugar-beet, and scrubbing the
bathrooms and toilets at an RV park.
Along the way she encounters other nomads
and itinerant retirees – such as Linda May,
Charlene Swankie and would-be suitor David –
and spends time hunkering around campfires at
the Rubber Tramp Rendezvous (RTR), the annual
January gathering of nomads, in Quartzsite,
Arizona, learning survival tips and listening to raw
personal stories.
Resisting the entreaties of both David and her
own family to resume a regular existence, Fern
returns to Empire, Nevada, the abandoned sheet
rock factory town, where she built her previous
life, before hitting the road again.
The unhurried, sweeping portrait of recessionhit America, is based on Jessica Bruder’s 2017
non-fiction account, Nomadland: Surviving
America In The Twenty-First Century. The book
was optioned by actress Frances McDormand,
who stars as Fern and who originally reached-out
with her producing partner, Peter Spears, to ask
Zhao to adapt and direct the $5million film. Whilst
Fern and David (played by David Strathairn) are
invented, fictional characters, the vast majority of
the cast is made up of non-professional actors,
real-life drifters in fact, including Linda, Swankie
and Bob Wells.
Independently-produced, Nomadland
premiered on September 11, 2020 at the Venice
Film Festival, where it won the Golden Lion.
It also won the People’s Choice Award at the
Toronto International Film
Festival,
making it the first film ever
to win the
top prize at both festivals.
Amongst
many other accolades,
the film’s
cinematographer,
Joshua
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I prefer the
anthropological possibilities
of filmmaking
James Richards, earned the prestigious Golden
Frog at the 2020 Camerimage Film Festival.
Production on Nomadland, with a small
crew, just 27-strong, took place over four months,
starting in the autumn of 2018 and concluding
in February 2019, but with a brief hiatus for the
Christmas and New Year holidays. The roadtrip stopped at multiple locations in Nebraska,
South Dakota, including the dramatic layered
rock formations of Badlands National Park, plus
Nevada, California and Arizona, where the RTR

scenes were shot. Remarkably, Zhao shot the film
in complete secrecy, whilst also being engaged
in pre-production on Marvel’s Eternals (2021, DP
Ben Davis BSC).
“Chloé wanted to focus on the lives of real
people who are often overlooked, people we
don’t typically see in Hollywood productions,”
says Richards, who hails from the UK, and who
met Zhao at NYU Film School. “They’re homeless
people – both young and old – whose talk
is about DIY survival tips, cancer and PTSD.
For Chloé, it was all about exploring life from
a certain perspective – to see and feel their
situations from the inside out, rather than it being
an observation with a telephoto lens.”
Zhao and Richards had already established
a visual language and modus operandi having
previously collaborated on the acclaimed Songs
My Brothers Taught Me (2015) and the even more
highly-rated The Rider (2017), as Richards explains.
“On both of those films it was all about the
relationships we made with the people, following
them and their lives with a small crew, no lighting,
very minimal camera and lighting equipment and
wrestling with the elements. When Fran and Peter
approached Chloé with Nomadland, they were
very open and receptive to Chloé’s idea of casting
real people, real nomads. But we wondered if we
really could cast actors alongside them and make
it work? It has very rarely been done, and that
really excited me. It was a challenge, uncharted
territory and scary, but probably the right place to
be as a filmmaker.”
During a lengthy pre-production, Richards
and Zhao spent several weeks travelling to their
intended locations and meeting as many of their
nomad characters as possible.
“We shot some tests with them on a DSLR, to
get a sense of how they interacted with the camera
and to see whether we really could get what Chloé
wanted,” remarks Richards. “It was incredibly
important, because if they were not comfortable
with me, the crew and the process, the film was just
not going to work. Going to a world that you would
not otherwise see and getting a glimpse into other
people’s lives is quite a privilege. It’s probably the
part of filmmaking I enjoy most.”

Richards adds that, likewise, Zhao spent
significant time with McDormand. “We needed
Fran to bring herself, and not a heightened
performance, to this film. So Chloé delved into
Fran’s life as much as she did the other nomads.
It meant that what you witness on-screen are
genuine connections in front of the camera.”
As for his initial discussion with Zhao about the
visual aesthetic for the film, he notes, “Chloé was
clear, right from the start, that the images mustn’t
be mundane. Rather, they really needed to sing –
to embrace Fern’s indomitable spirit, as part of a
sensitive and nuanced portrait of a transient life.
For me the environment and the landscape were
not characters in the movie, but more a projection
of Fern’s emotions, and that’s how I approached
things.”
Visual cues included photographers such as
William Egglestone, for his fearless naturalism and
ability to capture the ordinary through exposure
and colour, plus Andreas Gursky, for the presence
and formal power of his renowned factory
landscapes.
Richards says that Carl Dreyer’s The Passion
Of Joan Of Arc (1928, DP Rudolph Maté) was
a particular influence when it came to depicting
Fern, who occupies most of the screen time in
the movie. “During production, Fran cut her
own hair, didn’t have a touch of make-up and
looks absolutely beautiful in this film. Her face is
illuminated in every kind of way, apart from big
film lights, and by the time we finished I knew her
face as would a sculptor.”
Although Richards has lived and worked in
the US for a dozen years, he clearly remembers
watching BBC kitchen-sink dramas in his youth,
and particularly recalls cinematographer Chris
Menges BSC ASC’s use of Steadicam in Alan
Clarke’s TV play Made In Britain (1982), which

contributed to the human connection and gritty
social realism of the visual storytelling. Richards
also reveals, “I grew up on a diet of Westerns too,
John Ford movies, and came to America partly for
those vast landscapes.”
These combined references, instructions and
influences led Richards to shoot Nomadland using
connective camera placement, movement and
framing in widescreen 2.39:1 aspect ratio. He
opted for ARRI’s Alexa Mini camera, paired with
wide Ultra Prime lenses, chiefly 16mm, 24mm and
35mm lengths, provided with the support of Lynn
“Gus” Gustafson, camera rental manager, at ARRI
Rental in LA.
“We went widescreen on The Rider, and I felt
it was the right choice again for the landscapes
we were going to encounter and the framing
possibilities it gives in the centre and sides,” he
says. “I had the camera on DJI Ronin 2 gimbal, as
it does not have the floating feeling you get from
Steadicam can have. It moves more in straight
lines, so I could easily track and follow Fran, such
as in the long take when she walks up through the
RVs at the RTR.”
“Although I tested Cooke and Master Prime
glass, I went with the Ultra Primes partly as we
had fallen in love with them on The Rider, and
partly because of their ability to be able to work
in super low-light situations. I knew that was going
to give me a little bit more leeway when the sun
started to go down.”
To support the naturalistic look, Richards
developed a simple LUT prior to the shoot, that
yielded true colour, a slightly diminished contrast
and detail in the blacks. Throughout the shoot,
Richards typically shot between T2.8 and T5.6,
and rated the camera at
1290ISO, shooting a
stop and a half
underexposed.
“My
target

apertures gave a good sense of depth and
background detail in the image,” says Richards.
“Shooting at 1280ISO took away some of the
sharpness from the sensor, by adding a little noise
in the picture, and gave us a small nudge towards
a filmic look, but without introducing any artifice.”
Despite suffering a scorpion sting to the elbow,
resulting in a large and angry swelling, Richards
operated and pulled-focus himself when shooting
handheld. “Limitations can bring out the best in
you,” he says laughing.
As for the lighting, he says, “The game was
to shoot in available light as much as possible.
The lighting package was tiny, and the most I
deployed was a K5600 Joker in the scene with
piano player. Other than that we used LiteGear
LiteMats and LiteRibbons, with gels, to bring in
light when we needed, such as in the campground
scenes.”
For Nomadland, Richards was particularly
drawn towards shooting in magic hour whenever
possible, which he has described as “God’s best
light.”
“It is a crucial time of day that lends a softness,
richness and warmth to the colours. It’s the time
when I knew we could capture the faces against
the backdrop of the landscape with the Western
glow on the horizon.”
Following Nomadland, Richards worked as a
camera operator on the superhero action movie
Eternals, with Zhao at the helm, and Ben Davis
BSC in charge of the cinematography.
“I fully appreciate the incredible talent and
the genius that goes into making movies like that,”
adds Richards. “It was great observing Ben’s
process, and the huge ship he has to steer, before
realising that I personally cannot be on a sound
stage all day. I have learned constantly that your
environment is everything, and try to live like that.
“Also, I prefer the anthropological possibilities
of filmmaking. I am much more interested in other
people and their stories, than I am in my own
imagination or anyone else’s imagination, I want
to have the experience of making films that I know
I will relish personally.”
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Highs and lows...
Opposite: Roger Horrocks shoots
amongs the kelp.
Below: Craig Foster checks in with an
unlikely friend.

SUCKER PUNCH

Photos courtesey of Netflix

By David Wood

Natural history films have a reputation for entertaining
viewers with breathtaking images of the natural world,
whilst informing them about the lives of the animals
and plants they are watching. But the best films are also
able to engage their audiences emotionally – which is
something that Netflix’s award-winning documentary
My Octopus Teacher certainly achieves.

P

art love story, part eco-documentary,
the film is an intimate memoir of one
filmmaker’s unlikely and touching
relationship with a wild common octopus
over a year-long period.
In 2015, Wildlife filmmaker Craig Foster was,
by his own admission, burned-out after years
of intensive natural history filming in challenging
environments. He realised that he needed to reset
the dial and recuperate.
Part of his self-imposed therapy was to dive
every day in the chilly coastal waters of the Western
Cape around his home. He trained his body to cope
with the low temperatures without the protection of a
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wetsuit, and to free-dive with just a facemask, whilst
immersing himself in the natural history of its kelp
forests and documenting what he discovered.
It was during these dives that he came across
a female octopus who seemed to reciprocate his
interest in her. As their relationship developed Foster
was able to record new octopus behaviour as
he explored her territory, got to know the animals
with which she interacted, and witnessed how she
used her intelligence to a catch prey and avoid
becoming a meal herself.
Their interactions were filmed over the course of
a year on Foster’s own cameras and with the help
of experienced underwater cinematographer Roger

Horrocks, a friend and frequent collaborator with
Foster on numerous wildlife films, which resulted in
a memorable sequence for BBC’s 2017 blue-chip
natural history series Blue Planet II and an archive
of footage that would become the basis of My
Octopus Teacher.
The duo used a range of cameras, with the
highest resolution images being recorded on highend Red Dragon cameras at 6K. “The Red ticks a lot
of boxes, making it the absolute default camera for
blue chip natural history films these days,” explains
Horrocks.
Netflix insists on 4K or higher for its natural
history films, but most broadcasters are now asking

for higher-resolution footage, which is one reason
that a number of cameras from the Red stable
have become the go-to tools for natural history
production, says Horrocks, who is currently
shooting a new series about oceans for Netflix.
“Another absolutely critical advantage of the
Red system is the pre-record function – this gives
it a huge competitive advantage.” In natural
history filming events are often unpredictable
and spontaneous, making a pre-record function
indispensable.
“The ability to offer different frame rates is
another big plus,” says Horrocks. “Shooting at
60-70fps gives you a bit more latitude for nailing
tighter shots with very shallow depth-of-field,
which can be a massive help when recording fastmoving and fleeting animal behaviour.”
Horrocks paired his Red Dragon in a
Nauticam underwater housing with a range of
Nikon lenses, with the Nikon Nikkor 17-55mm
zoom leading the way. “The Nikon 17-55mm
T2.8 on the Super35 sensor gives you really
good photo-journalistic range, which is important
because you can’t change lenses underwater, so
your camera/lens system has to be adaptable to
a range of jobs – wide enough for master shots
and tight enough for portraits and cutaways.”
“The bulk of my footage on My Octopus
Teacher was shot in 6K – you really want to shoot
at full sensor size. I recorded to a 500GB Red Minimag which gives 45 minutes at 5:1 compression
– long enough given that most of the filming was
done in a three hour window in the low slack tide
when shooting conditions were easiest.”
He adds, “The kelp forest is a difficult
environment to shoot in because it can be pretty
rough. The areas we were filming in with the
octopus were very shallow, so the surge of the sea
was very strong, and the turbulence often created
problems with visibility.”
Whilst Foster went free-diving, without a
wet suit, Horrocks was in scuba gear or using

rebreather apparatus to minimise bubbles, which
can scare-off some marine animals. “Although
Craig was diving every day and was able to
adapt his body to the cold over time, I didn’t want
to do anything which would compromise my
ability to shoot,” he explains.
When Horrocks was away shooting on
other assignments, Foster was able to continue
to document the life of the kelp forest, and his
octopus friend, with smaller format cameras from
Sony and Panasonic. Drone footage was also
used for overheads of the seascape. In total 20
different camera formats were used in the film
which did create a headache; how to make all the
footage stand up to the quality of the Red Dragon
6K material?

You can engage
people emotionally and
intellectually in natural
history, without forcing
overbearing messages on
them
“We didn’t want the Red footage to stand
out,” recalls Horrocks, “but there was no getting
away from the fact that the smaller cameras really
struggled in the grade to match the quality of
the 6K material, particularly in terms of dynamic
range. So our colourist Kyle Stroebel really did a
phenomenal job marrying the different footage on
Baselight.”

The key was to focus the viewer’s attention on
the story of Craig’s relationship with the octopus
rather than the cinematography, says Horrocks, who
does admit to having a favourite shot in the film.
“In the film’s opening sequence there’s a
tracking shot of the octopus right above you
through frame. It’s a nice tight shot with a flare
of sunlight – focus pulling that shot properly
underwater isn’t easy so that’s definitely one for
the showreel.”
Finding the right narrative backbone for the
film was a time-consuming process. The idea of
using a direct-to-camera interview with Foster –
explaining how he met and gradually developed
a relationship with his curious octopus, which then
introduced him to a greater understanding of the
whole kelp forest ecosystem – only emerged at
the end of the initial editing process with the input
of co-directors Pippa Ehrlich and James Reed.
The result is a film that carries both an
emotional punch and a subtle environmental
message, dovetailing neatly with the aims of
the Sea Change Trust, the organisation which
Foster founded to help protect and promote
understanding of the in-shore ecosystem at the
South Western tip of Africa.
“Although many landmark series such as Blue
Planet and Planet Earth are now being criticised
for not making clearer statements about the
destruction of the natural world, the popularity
of My Octopus Teacher shows that you can
engage a wide range of people emotionally and
intellectually in natural history without forcing
overbearing messages on them, which can turn
them off to what is a very critical subject,” insists
Horrocks.
“The film comes across as an intimate memoir,
giving space for people to respond in their own
way rather than trying to deliberately evoke a
specific political response. Some people have
described it as an ‘empathy engine’, which I think
is a wonderful description.”
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Whilst director Paul Greengrass addresses themes
about personal discovery, belonging, the power of fake
news and propaganda, in News Of The World, he has
also, together with renowned cinematographer Dariusz
Wolski ASC, fashioned what has been described as a
“fresh take” on the classic road-trip Western and “one
of the most beautiful films you can see” - a winning
combination of heartfelt performances, meticulous
period recreation, tense shoot-outs, dramatic duststorms, shadowy interiors and sweeping vistas.

Director Paul Greengrass and
DP Dariusz Wolski ASC
Opposite: Tom Hanks and Helena
Zengel star in Universal Pictures’
News of the World

Photos: Bruce W. Talamon & Universal Pictures

READ ALL ABOUT IT
By Ron Prince

B

ased on the best-selling novel by
Paulette Jiles, and set in 1870, five
years after the American Civil War,
the $38million movie follows Captain
Jefferson Kyle Kidd, played by Tom Hanks.
A widower and veteran of three wars, he
moves from town-to-town as a non-fiction
storyteller. For a few cents per person, he
shares news amongst the mainly illiterate
locals about presidents and queens,
fantastic feuds, devastating catastrophes
and gripping adventures from both the
near and far reaches of the world.

Travelling across the dangerous plains of
Texas, he comes across a brutal murder and
discovers Johanna, played by Helena Zengel,
a blonde 10-year-old, who was taken-in by
the Kiowa, a native America Indian tribe, and
raised as one of their own. Johanna, who was
being returned to her biological uncle and aunt,
does not speak English and is hostile to a world
she has never experienced.
Kidd takes it upon himself to deliver the
orphan wherever the law says she belongs.
As they travel hundreds of miles through
unforgiving wilderness, they face tremendous
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challenges against human and natural forces,
searching for a place they can call home.
Wolski is a regular cinematographic
collaborator with Sir Ridley Scott on movies such
as the 3D-stereo Prometheus (2012), plus The
Martian (2015) and the upcoming The Last Duel
(2021), and who has also shot four features in
the Pirates Of The Caribbean franchise.
Recalling his path to working on the movie,
he says, “Although I met Paul very briefly when
I was shooting Sweeney Todd: The Demon
Barber of Fleet Street (dir. Tim Burton) and he
was making The Bourne Ultimatum (200 7, DP

Oliver Wood ASC), I had never worked with him.
“He called me out-of-the-blue, and we initially just
talked about how you crack the Western these days,
without veering into sepia brown, and minus any
typical saloon scenes and crane-up shots to reveal a
beautiful landscape – which I found quite interesting
and novel. He wanted to get away from all that,
and to bring his signature documentary approach to
the storytelling. We come from completely different
filming backgrounds, so we tried to find something
in-between that could take the Western further.”
Wolski says a great starting point was
Pasolini’s classic Italian neorealist film, The Gospel
According To St. Matthew (1964, DP Tonino Delli
Colli AIC). “That’s a very interesting movie with its
stylish handheld and very beautifully composed
camerawork – cinema verité, documentary
filmmaking with zoom lenses.”
Along with classic Westerns such as The
Searchers (1956, dir. John ford, Winton C. Hoch
ASC), Wolski also looked at more contemporary
cowboy movies, including The Assassination Of
Jesse James By The Coward Robert Ford (2007, dir.
Andrew Dominik, DP Sir Roger Deakins CBE BSC
ASC) and The Sisters Brothers (2018, dir. Jacques
Audiard, DP Benoît Debie).
“I like the way the more recent Westerns have
been shot by modern cinematographers,” he
remarks. “It was interesting to see how naturalistic
Roger and Benoît went with things like lighting with
candles, hurricane lamps and campfires, but to not
take anything directly. Whilst you can load yourself
up with images before you shoot, it is best then to do
your own thing.”
Filming took place at locations around Santa
Fe, New Mexico in early September 2019,
and concluded 60 shooting days later in early
November.
“When we were prepping in the summer,
there were occasions when it was sunny, but with
super-black clouds and huge lighting storms in the
background,” he remembers. “Although we missed
out on that, we were very lucky to shoot in the Fall,
when the sunlight is a little bit lower in the sky. The
sunsets are beautiful and when the action is front-lit
the image looks natural and interesting.”
Wolksi also admits that, “Normally on a movie
of this ambition, I like to spend my prep time on
location recces, talking to the production designer,
designing scenes and blocking the action. But Paul
has a different approach. He doesn’t like location
prepping and wants to maintain the element of
surprise and spontaneity in his filmmaking. That was
a little troublesome for me at first, but, to make it
work, we found something that also embraced my
own visual sensitivities - a more restrained, subdued
style, not as ostentatious as his previous movies –
and he was happy to go that way.”

Wolski framed News Of The World in classic
Western 2.35:1 aspect ratio, using ARRI Alexa Mini
LF cameras fitted with spherical prime and zooms
lenses, shooting either handheld or on Steadicam
for pretty much the entire movie. He has some
illuminating things to say about how he chooses his
camera packages, and why reliance on primes is
based around old-fashioned thinking.
“I have been through a lot of digital cameras
during my career,” he explains, “such as the 5K Red
Epic that was still in the prototype stage when I shot
Prometheus in 3D-stereo. We shot that movie using
four separate rigs – two with Angenieux Optimo 16-

Sunsets are beautiful
and when the action is
front-lit the image looks
natural and interesting
40mm short zoom lenses on them, the other two with
longer Angenieux Optimo 27-76mm zoom lenses.
This set-up meant we didn’t have to worry about
time-consuming lens changes with primes, because
we were always ready to roll and react between
wides, mid-shots and close-ups. I fell in love with
those zooms back then.

He continues, “I went with the Alexa Mini LF, as
I wanted to go larger format, but felt the Alexa 65
and Red 8K cameras would have been too much.
The ARRI sensors produce a solid filmic image at
800ISO on normal day exposure, and the image
looked absolutely fine when I pushed to 1280ISO in
super-low light levels, like our many fire and candlelit scenes.
“I used Panavision PVintage Primes for our
extremely dark scenes, as they are fast and have a
smooth organic look. I used the same Angenieux
Optimo 16-40mm and Angenieux 27-76mm zooms,
that I used on Prometheus, for the rest of the film.

“Most DPs prefer primes, and would not
entertain shooting large sections of a movie using
zooms. But, the reason for using primes is based on
an antiquated concept. In the 1970s zooms were
really bad - soft, with no contrast, and they would
continually need maintenance as they kept falling
out of focus - that’s why DP prefer primes today.
“But that’s really not the case today, zooms
are very well made now. Of course, some modern
zooms are too sharp, and some have lots of
elements that create flares all over the place. The
Angenieux zooms are not too sharp. They soften
the sensor and flare proportionately. If you have
overexposed light sources, like a window, they just
halo in a perfect way. I think many DPs have soughtout Anamorphics to solve the sharpness problem, but
these zoom lenses to do the same thing, and without
the need for filters.
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“In production, using zooms means it is easier
and faster to reframe a shot. Also, I really don’t mind
slowly zooming in on a face, rather than doing
a push-in on a dolly track. There’s nothing wrong
with that and it is faster and easier too. Essentially,
zooms simplify things and, being lightweight, they
are good for protracted documentary handheldstyle. Using them means you are open and flexible
to opportunities. Even though Paul and I come from
completely different filming experiences, that was
something we had in common.”

I really don’t mind
slowly zooming in on a
face, rather than a push-in
on a dolly track
In the main, News Of The World was a twocamera shoot, with Martin Schaer on A-camera and
James Goldman working B-camera/Steadicam.
The production’s gaffer was Orlando Hernandez
gaffer, with Ryan Nguyen the DIT. Wolski sometimes
operated a third camera, to capture the crowd
responses in some of the scenes when Kidd relates
the news.
Whilst many cinematographers develop LUTs to
help create a particular aesthetic look, Wolski says,
“That’s not for me. It’s unnecessarily complicated
and is another mythology. I prefer to create the look
in-camera through the set decoration, wardrobe,
make-up and lighting design.
“Like any DP who came from film, I was
originally very resentful towards digital technology.

So on digital shoots, I
have always worked
with my gaffer to decide
the colour temperature
of a scene, and my
DIT to do simple on-set
grading of the dailies
using a basic LUT. It’s
not that far removed
from when you lit the film
negative colour-timed
the rushes at the lab.
Essentially, I grade the
movie as we go along,
and the film is close to
the final look when we
get into the DI. That’s the
best place to control a
sky, or adjust a face up
or down a little.”
Wolski says he has been a big fan of LED
lighting since using it to imitate candlelight on Pirates
Of The Caribbean, using LED strips in custom-built
troughs, with gels to mitigate their green hue and
dimmers for flickering effect.
“Of course, these days there’s a wide range
of good LED lights available, and Orlando built
very nice modular lights with dozens of LED panels
on a crane to create moonlight or broke these
down to smaller configurations for the sets. Whilst
I supplemented some of our magic hour and
darker night scenes with smaller LED units, I tried
to light them with as much natural light as possible,
especially hurricane lamps, fire and candles.
“However, outside, on exteriors, I just don’t
believe in lighting at all. If you have great weather,
like we did, don’t mess with it. I always go with what
nature gives me – sunny weather looks beautiful,
cloudy days can look beautiful too. The dust storm

scene, for example, when you just see the shapes of
the characters, is one of my favourites. We shot late
in the day and had black clouds in the distance, but
the lighting was essentially God’s doing.”
The movie was DI graded by Stefan Nakamura
at CO3, Wolski’s longtime colourist, starting with
and SDR version before creating the HDR.
“For me there’s OK HDR and even worse HDR.
Personally I don’t like it,” Wolski declares. “There
is no reason to make everything so bright and
explosive. Stefan did a great job in softening-out the
HDR, making the highlights look real and pleasant,
bringing the whole thing down to what I felt the film
really should look like.”
Wolski concludes: “News Of The World is a
good example of how you can make a goodlooking film with simple resources – no cranes, no
big lights, convenient zoom lenses, uncomplicated
camerawork. It was all pretty straightforward, and
shows how you can do so much with so little.”
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HEART’S
DESIRE

Left: Michał Sobociński
on the set of The Disciple.
This page: Light work plus a classic
Premier Padmini rigged for action
Zoo Entertainment/Niharika Popli /Michał Sobociński

By Darek Kuźma

With director Chaitanya Tamhane’s Venice, Toronto and
Lisbon-awarded film The Disciple, Polish cinematographer
Michał Sobociński PSC is proving to be one of the most
versatile young cinematographers out there.

B

ut how does a 33-year-old Polish
cinematographer, who has just made
a film about a celebrated Polish
sexologist’s struggle with Communist-era
prudery, get chosen to shoot an independent
Indian film about the many intricacies of the
art of Indian classical music?
Well, it was with the support of Oscar-winning
director Alfonso Cuarón and Oscar-winning DP
Emmanuel Lubezki AMC ASC. They had both liked
the depiction of the delicate balance between
personal and social revolutions in The Art Of Loving:
Story Of Michalina Wislocka (2017, dir. Maria
Sadowska, DP Michał Sobociński) to such an extent
that they recommended Sobociński to Tamhane,
whom they had known from The Rolex Mentor and
Protégé Arts Initiative. Tamhane and Sobociński
met when the cinematographer was shooting a
commercial in Mumbai – and rather than have a
collision, they clicked.
The Disciple’s protagonist, Sharad, is adamant
about dedicating his life to become an Indian
classical music vocalist, a noble endeavour that
requires years, possibly decades of training and
absolute discipline under the guidance of his guru.
When it came to shooting this story, Sobociński
believes his perspective as an outsider was definitely
an advantage in creating powerful, evocative
images. But perhaps his greatest asset was that he’s
also an avid musician.
“Artists like The Beatles and John McLaughlin
incorporated Indian classical music into their
songs, but few non-Indian musicians know about
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its existence. Indian classical music is quite singular,
based on improvisation, following years of studying
the centuries-old oral traditions. There is no musical
notation, no transcribed sheets. You have to feel it
with your whole body and mind,” he says.
For Sobociński, this meant not only envisaging
the best way to depict the idiosyncratic music, but
also understanding it at its core.
“In prep, Chaitanya sent me tons of reference
material, I mean hard drives of documentaries and
archival videos, but the music still felt alien to me.
I asked him to take me to a live event so I could
experience it on my own. It was a breakthrough, I
came back with many ideas about how to depict
the music on screen,” says Sobociński. “Because
Chaitanya is a perfectionist, we had enough time to
find the rhythm to Sharad’s story, the right balance

The Beatles and John
McLaughlin incorporated
Indian classical music into
their songs. You have to
feel it with your whole
body and mind

between music, images, and dialogues.”
The Disciple is all about the rhythm, both musical
and internal, as Sharad experiences a range of
emotions connected to his chosen vocation, from
anxiety to elation. Thus, one of the hardest things to
pinpoint was establishing a pattern for the camera
work.
“We did not want the film to be composed
of only static shots, yet concepts like having the
camera moving with the music seemed too music
video-ish,” says Sobociński. “Ultimately, we chose
to sync the camera with Sharad’s emotional state,
the way he thinks and perceives the world. I took
inspiration from the likes of Tarkovsky’s Stalker (1979,
DP Alexander Knyazhinsky) where the camera
movement is inobtrusive and creates a sensation
that something is going on that we are yet to
understand.”
Sobociński says the most obvious movement
happens when the character rides his motorbike,
listening to lectures on his beloved music whilst
the camera follows him in gentle slow-motion.
However, the film is filled with different types of
motion, even though it may seem otherwise. “When
Sharad focuses on performing music or digitising
analogue tapes with lectures, the movement gets
quite complicated, we even used motion control in
one scene, but it’s barely visible. It changes the way
you perceive him and his journey through the world
of Indian classical music.”
In The Disciple perception is essential. More
than anything Tamhane’s film is a character study of
a passionate young man who is not able to achieve

the excellence he was taught to strive for, and thus
becomes ridden with doubts as years go by.
“It’s a story about the evanescence of the
dreams that made you who you are. It can happen
to anyone, though artists are more susceptible if they
don’t learn to fight thoughts that they’re not good
enough,” says Sobociński. “So, it was crucial to
separate visually different stages of Sharad’s life.
In flashbacks from his childhood, when he soaks
up his father’s passion for music, the light is softer,
colours are richer, the locations are romantic. In his
present everything is sharper, flatter, and India is
overcrowded in a way that makes him feel out of
place.”
Making full spatial use of the film’s 2.39:1
aspect ratio, Sobociński chose the ARRI Alexa Mini
equipped with Cooke Anamorphic Special Flair
lenses for the first part of the story, when Sharad
is idealistic. The DP switched to spherical Master
Primes later on to have deeper depth-of-field and
emphasise the man’s transformation. The highspeed motorbike scenes were shot on Alexa SXT to
maintain ARRI RAW format.
“We had a two-week break for Aditya, who
plays Sharad, to gain weight, so the conversion
went smoothly. Everything on this project was like
that. Although we did have some serious challenges
to consider, like creating an eight-story construction
to allow external lighting into Sharad’s guru’s flat,
because Chaitanya wanted to shoot everything
on location. But, overall, this was a unique
collaboration,” explains Sobociński.
“Of course, I had to make some compromises
for the sake of Chaitanya’s vision, but the amount of
artistic freedom I had, I can’t compare it to anything
in my career. The biggest reward has been that
Indian viewers and musicians have responded so
well to the film. Some even said that our scenes look
like their memories. It looks realistic, but there was a

lot of lighting needed to create this deeply spiritual
world visually.”
The Disciple was Tamhane’s passion project,
supported by producer Vivek Gomber’s private
money and his utter trust in his director and crew.
“We had almost six months of prep and
every department head participated in scouting,”
recalls Sobociński. “One time we drove 430 miles
(700 kilometres) to see a location that turned
out to be not good enough for what Chaitanya
had envisioned. We had 56 shooting days, from
October 2018 to January 2019, and we would have
had more if Chaitanya believed it was necessary.
Because some musical performances are done in
one shot by non-professional actors, there were
days we shot up to 50 takes of this scene only. DI
was done in Germany and lasted three weeks.
There were no time restrictions. It was a beautiful
artistic endeavour.”
Needless to say, Sobociński is extremely
satisfied with the experience. “I wasn’t the first
person you would think of in terms of shooting a film
on Indian classical music, but I went out of my way
to make it visually interesting. It’s a story about things
most of us feel at some point in our lives. It would
be wonderful if I could make more films like this this
– universally resonant and incredibly specific to a
certain culture.”
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THE VOICE

View from the top:
Deepa Keshvala and crew
on location

CW talks to Cinematographer Deepa Keshvala
When did you discover you wanted to be a
cinematographer?
When making short documentaries in my second
year at London College Of Communication.
I was more interested in operating camera,
composition and lighting than other parts of the
process. One of my tutors said, “You could be
a cinematographer”. I Googled it and knew
immediately this was it.

What was the biggest challenge on your
latest production?
Trying to shoot 11 pages of dialogue in a ninehour day for a spoof gameshow.
What’s the hardest shot/thing you’ve had to
light/frame?
A black reflective tablet – very painful.
Tell us your hidden talent/party trick?
A solid accent/impression from any country of
your choice. If this is too un-PC, I have a 100%
hit rate on ability to guess baby genders and big
political outcomes, like elections and Brexit.

Where did you train?
I mostly learnt on the job, as a trainee for a couple
of years on indie films. Then I was lucky to jump up
to second unit on commercials under the likes of
Robbie Ryan BSC ISC and André Chemetoff, and
learnt a lot under their great guidance.

What is one thing people would be surprised
to know about you?
I have a whole other life in rural India, and it
doesn’t involve cinema!

How did you get your first break?
Shooting second unit on Hi8 for a music video
directed by Daniel Wolfe, shot by Robbie.

Away from work, what are your greatest
passions?
Dancing, cooking (Indian food), eating, bellylaughing, my friends, India and music.

What are your favourite films, and why?
Taste Of Cherry (1997, dir. Abbas Kiarostami,
DP Homayun Payvar) – golden hour in Tehran,
the pace and the simplicity of the film… it’s
an existential masterpiece. Birth (2004, dir.
Jonathan Glazer, DP Harris Savides ASC) – the
premise of re-incarnation in an unlikely New
York setting, plus Harris Savides amazing, dark
cinematography. Court (2014, dir. Chaitanya
Tamhane, DP Mrinal Desai) – a super-supersimple, but clever, microcosm of India’s very
complicated and corrupt justice system, showing
Mumbai, folk music and modern Indian cinema
with a totally new visual language, mostly locked
wides and a muted palette. Leviathan (2014,
dir. Andrey Zvyagintsev, DP Mikhail Krichman)
– my favourite themes rolled into one – religion
vs. politics – plus amazing cast, locations and
perspectives on Russian society that I hadn’t seen
previously.
What’s the best advice you were ever given?
“Don’t do what you think you should do, do what
you want to do, right now” – Sarah Rollason, 1st
AC. This is also known as, “Always trust the gut!” –
Robbie Ryan BSC ISC.
What quote / mantra do you live by?
“Leave it better than you found it”, and “Each one,
teach one.”
What advice would you give the ‘young you’,
just starting out?
Be kinder to yourself. Don’t worry about kicking
all the doors down at once, it will all happen in
good time. This is a long game.
Who are your DP/industry role models?
Robbie Ryan BSC ISC – salt of the earth, humble,
generous, pure and clean-hearted. All-soul, no ego.
Daniel Wolfe – unapologetically himself,
magnetic, big-hearted, generous and nurturing.
Complex in the most beautiful and human way.
Sarah Rollason, 1st AC – single-mum
extraordinaire, super-supportive and wise, totally
time-defying in her spirit. Matimba Kabalika – a
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How do you like to “waste” your time?
I don’t know if the answer to this is magazine
friendly! Aside from that, I’m quite bad at doing
‘nothing’, but trash TV gets me good.
What is the top thing on your bucket list?
To travel the whole of India. India is the whole bucket.
What’s the best freebie you ever blagged?
A box of Nandos’ condiments. Not the most
expensive, but of the most value.

Study natural light and
be a self-sufficient DP so
you are never at the mercy
of anyone or anything!
force of nature, grounding and groundbreaking,
my partner-in-crime.
Where do you get your visual inspirations?
India – my family, the amazing faces and nature.
My life – my colourful and complicated
upbringing. Documentary – the ‘70s, cult films. But
mostly life – life gives you everything!
What was the worst knock-back/rejection
you ever had?
I try to be philosophical about knock-backs, and
have made it a habit to not hold on to them.

What has been your best/worst moments
on-set?
Best: it was a lifelong dream to shoot my ancestral
village in India during Navratri, my favourite
festival. We caught a lot of magic there on 16mm
in October 2019. Worst: a track length/pCAM
miscalculation leading to a pickle, with a large
audience.
Tell us your most hilarious faux pas?
Tripping backwards while shooting in my bikini
on Fire Island at an ultra-cool swingers house,
landing in the pool but saving the camera!
What is your most treasured cinematographic
possession?
Strong energy. And… my hand-me-down light
meter from Robbie Ryan. I have to hit it a few times
to get it to work, but I refuse to replace it.

Who would you invite to your dream industry
dinner party?
Ooohhh. Of course Robbie and Daniel would be
there (plus the rest of the gang – Lee, George,
Alex, Bafic, etc.). I would bring Harris Savides
back, along with Kubrick, Satyajit Ray, Abbas
Kiarostami and Chadwick Boseman. Living
filmmakers: Rachel Morrison ASC, Robert Elswit
ASC, Ava DuVernay, Issa Rae, LaKeith Stanfield,
Micheala Coel, PTA + Maya Rudolph, Jamie Foxx,
Bradford Young ASC, Daniel Day Lewis, Matimba
Kabalika, the UTA squad. It would be a car crash
and so awkward, but I would like to see it.
In the entire history of filmmaking, which film
would you love to have shot?
Mughal-E-Azam (1960, dir. K Asif, DP R.D.
Mathur)
What are your current top albums?
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, Live at the Barbican ’93;
SAULT, (Untitled); Alice Coltrane, Journey In
Satchidananda; D’Angelo, Voodoo.

What’s the strangest place you’ve ever shot in?
Twickenham Studios. I could feel the ghosts of
cinema past.

Tell us your greatest extravagance?
In life, travelling between here and India. At home,
my fancy Nikon negative scanner.

How do you keep yourself match-fit?
By being on my feet, all the time. And stretching.

What’s the best thing about being a DP?
That it’s a mind, body and soul practice.

The industry is far away
from being the inclusive,
diverse and connected
place it should be
What’s the worst thing about being a DP?
Your life is in constant flux. You are constantly
uprooted, missing the grounding that comes with
routine.
If you weren’t a DP, what job would you be
doing now?
Working for an NGO/campaign or activism
strategy.

For you, what are burning issues in the world
of cinematography, filmmaking and cinema?
Social media can be counter-productive for newgeneration filmmakers. The pressure to publish
new work constantly and compare yourself to
others, within a craft and industry that has always
been a long game, is not particularly healthy. We
should be mindful of that and remain passionate,
focused and have fun always! Independent
cinema struggling in Covid is heartbreaking.
I really hope festivals will resume next year.
Culturally and politically, BBC Films
and Film4 are making some really great and
progressive changes in their development process,
but the industry as a whole is far, far away from
being the truly inclusive, diverse and connected
place it should be in 2020.
On-screen/off-screen representation is
bad. It’s time for a system update!

What do you consider your greatest
achievement, so far?
To have started an important conversation
about the ethics and culture of our industry/
interconnected industries.
What are your aspirations for the future?
To continue being part of a generation of filmmakers
who rewrote the culture and history of cinema,
leaving it an inclusive, colourful and non-‘elitist’
place. And to spend all my time in rural India when
I’m not shooting a film I’m super-excited about.
What is the most important lesson your
working life has taught you? The small but
significant power we have to make change – and
that it is part of our responsibility as filmmakers to
protect, celebrate and mobilise communities we
represent on-screen.
What advice do you have for other people
who want to become cinematographers?
Study natural light and be a self-sufficient DP (learn
to load and focus), so you are never at the mercy of
anyone or anything if ever you want to shoot!
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LA STORY

Erik Messerschmidt ASC on-set during
production on Mank
opposite & below: Gary Oldman
stars as Joe Mankiewicz
Photos: Netflix/ Cean Chaffin /Nikolai Loveikis

To whet the appetite, and create the discussion
about what we were going to do, I assembled a
look book of film frames – noir, classic glamour,
Hollywood B&W glamour – plus photos by Ansel
Adams, and Alfred Stieglitz. David is an incredible
communicator, and we riffed back-and-forth
over as many as 300 images to refine what he
liked and what he felt would not work. It was a
great way to hone-in on the style that he was
responding to – a bit like picking your ingredients
from the grocery store.”
He continues, “DPs love to shoot B&W, and I
am sure many of us are seduced immediately into
thinking we can shoot noir – with lots of hard light,
shafts of illumination coming through venetian
blinds, and things fading off into black. But that’s

By Ron Prince

Earning your stripes as a cinematographer can be hard
enough. But the prospect of shooting your first movie
with a Golden Globe, Primetime Emmy and BAFTA
Award-winning director, about one of the greatest films
of all time, starring some of the best actors working
today, and capturing it all in HDR B&W, would seem
perfectly daunting.

“

Y

es, it was quite intimidating, but it
was also unbelievably exciting,”
admits DP Erik Messerschmidt ASC,
as he recalls the invitation from David Fincher
to capture the filmmaker’s next movie - the
biographical drama Mank.
Mank takes place in Hollywood during the
1930s and early 1940s. It follows screenwriter
Herman J Mankiewicz, played by Gary Oldman,
and the process he undertook for Orson Welles to
develop the screenplay for what would become
Citizen Kane (1941, dir. Orson Welles, DP Gregg
Toland ASC). Nominated in nine categories at the
1942 Academy Awards, Citizen Kane won the
Oscar for Best Original Screenplay, shared by
Welles and Mankiewicz.
The film, based on a screenplay by the
director’s late father Jack Fincher, alternates between
time periods, echoing the non-linear narrative of
Citizen Kane, and revealing the trials and tribulations
in Hollywood that inspired some of the characters
and situations seen in the movie. These include
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Mankiewicz’s friendship with starlet Marion Davies,
played by Amanda Seyfried, his association with
newspaper tycoon William Randolph Hearst,
played by Charles Dance, and his turbulent
professional relationship with Welles, played by
Tom Burke.
Shot entirely at 8K in High Dynamic Range
monochrome, Mank also features allusions to
Toland’s innovative cinematography, as well as
classic day-for-night production techniques, and tips
its hat to classic moments in the original film.
Mank had a limited theatrical release in
November 2020, before streaming on Netflix in
December. It received overwhelmingly positive
reviews, with particular praise given to the direction,
cinematography, production design, soundtrack
and the performances, and is expected to feature
strongly during the 2021 award season.
Fincher’s directorial credits include Se7en
(1995, DP Dariusz Khondji AFC ASC), Fight Club
(1999, DP Jeff Cronenweth ASC), Zodiac (2007,
DP Harris Savides ASC) and The Social Network

(2010, DP Jeff Cronenweth ASC). Messerschmidt,
who came into cinematography from being a
gaffer, had previously lit Gone Girl (2014, DP Jeff
Cronenweth) for Fincher, after which he immediately
made the leap into cinematography as the lead
DP on the first two season of Netflix’s Mindhunter,
directed mainly by Fincher.
“I first met David on Gone Girl and got
along great with him during the shoot,” says
Messerschmidt. “I ended up lighting some
promotional stills for that film which David shot
himself. It was our first opportunity to work together
creatively one-on-one. It went really well, and we
stayed in touch. Both he and Ceán Chaffin, his
producer, knew that I had ambitions to become a
DP. So, when Mindhunter came along, they offered
me the opportunity to shoot it. We have been
working together ever since, and I was thrilled to be
asked to shoot Mank.”
Messerschmidt had six weeks of prep, before
filming on Mank commenced in October 2019
at locations around Los Angeles. These included
Welles’ own private residence in the high
Mohave desert near Victorville, California, where
Mankiewicz was confined to recuperate from a
car accident in which he suffered a badly broken
leg, and where he wrote the screenplay for
Citizen Kane.
Along with shooting on the lots of Warner
Bros., Paramount and Sony studios (the
original MGM in the 1930s), production
also encompassed a stint at Red Studios in
Hollywood, where sets were constructed for the
movie’s Hearst Castle sitting and dining room
scenes.
Although the moonlight stroll between
Mankiewicz and Davies is portrayed as taking
place in the grounds of Hearst Castle, practical
lighting logistics meant it was actually filmed
during the day, partly in the botanical grounds
of Huntington Gardens and also at a mansion in
Pasadena, which Messerschmidt achieved using a
day-for-night technique. The production wrapped
after 72 shooting days in February 2020.
Regarding his early conversations about the
aesthetic treatment for Mank, Messerschmidt
recounts, “David was clear from the very
beginning it was to be shot in B&W. He generally
has a very good idea about what he wants, and
part of my role is to extract and enact that.

I fell in love with B&W
completely. It breaks
down cinematography
into the bare elements
of composition, light and
shape

not really the movie we wanted to make, and we
wanted to avoid parody.
“Thematically Mank was not noir, and we
looked for a balance. And, whilst Citizen Kane
and the incredible work of Gregg Toland ASC
came into our thinking - in the way that we
limited ourselves to just a few lenses, harnessed
deep focus photography and used relatively low
camera angles - we were very much dedicated to
making our own film.
“To our minds, the B&W filming needed to
serve the story rather than draw attention to itself.
We really wanted people to get sucked into the
time period and to help them connect to the story.
Accordingly, Messerschmidt and Fincher
looked at movies that the DP describes as “more
Hollywood glamour than noir”, such as The Big
Sleep (1946, dir. Howard Hawks, DP Sidney
Hickox ASC), The Big Combo (1955, dir. Joseph
H. Lewis, DP John Alton), Casablanca (1942,
dir. Michael Curtiz, DP Arthur Edeson ASC), and
Rebecca (1940, dir. Alfred Hitchcock DP George
Barnes ASC). He also considered Night Of The
Hunter (1955, dir. Charles Laughton, DP Stanley
Cortez ASC), especially for its day-for-night work.
More modern B&W films including Manhattan
(1979, dir. Woody Allen, DP Gordon Willis ASC)
also entered the reckoning, as Messerschmidt
reveals he was keen that the 1940’s sections of
the movie had a more modern look to differentiate
them from the 1930’s flashback sequences.
Exploring the idea of deep focus - images

captured with very deep depth-of-field, resulting
in everything being in focus - which Toland
was famous for executing on Citizen Kane,
Messerschmidt says, “In colour photography you
can use the colour as well as focus for separation
and three-dimensional depth in the image. But,
you don’t have that in B&W photography. It is
a different beast. When you throw things out of
focus in B&W, in many cases the image can get

globular and muddy. The separation is really all
about texture, contrast and tonal differences.”
Obviously, it is entirely feasible to shoot in
colour, and then drain the picture of its chroma,
to deliver a B&W result. But, Messerschmidt says
the difference between that approach versus pure
B&W photography is quite striking. “We shot tests
of both and it was evident within seconds which
we preferred.”
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Gary Oldman as Joe
Mankiewicz with
Amanda Seyfried as Marion
Davies in Mank
Photo: Netflix

In refining the formula for the look,
Messerschmidt worked closely with costume
designer Trish Summerville and production designer
Donald Graham Burt, who used the noir and
monochromatic filters on their iPhones to see how the
textures and colours on props and clothing would
work in B&W. They also looked at photographs from
1930s Hollywood to see what was worn at the time.
“We learned early-on that there were certain
colours of green, for example, that would show up
incredibly dark,” says Messerschmidt. “For instance,
we spent considerable time testing different tiles

It was only after a month of exhaustive testing,
undertaken variously at Keslow Camera and
Panavision in LA, that Messerschmidt came to his
and Fincher’s preferred pairing of camera and lenses
– namely the Red Monochrome with 8K Helium
sensor, along with Leitz Summilux primes for the
mainstay of the production. Fujinon Premier 18-85mm
and 24-180mm zooms were used for crane work.
“Looking at side-by-side tests of different
cameras, using different coloured filters to assess
separation and skin tones, and set at different ISO
ratings for noise, apparent resolution and sharpness,

lenses fall apart past a T5.6. When you close them
down, the line resolution drops dramatically, and
diffraction can happen in the blue wavelength,
which affects exteriors particularly. We were also
looking for a clean and flat image, with good
fall-off, that we could manipulate later in the DI to
emulate and pay homage to optics of the 1940s,
with things like film grain, gate weave, blur, bloom,
barrel distortion and lens flares.
“I gradually whittled down my lens choice to
Leitz Summilux primes as being the best-performing
lenses for our purposes – very clear, consistent,

MANK

Shot on Leitz
SUMMILUX-C
for the bathroom scene at Paramount, where Mank
meets his brother Joe, looking at different greens,
trying to find the one that would show up the best.
“Other colours, that David hated, like salmon pink,
red and teal blue, turned out to work really well in
the camera. We even had to consider the colour and
gloss of the lipstick being used. I remember Michelle
Audrina Kim, our assistant make-up department,
coming over with 49 different lipstick marks on her
arm so we could assess them on camera.”
Messerschmidt also says he and Fincher
momentarily entertained shooting Mank in vintage
4:3/1.33:1 aspect ratio, but just as rapidly decided
against that, preferring to frame the story in 2.2:1 –
which is derived from the Todd AO 70mm format.
“Whilst 2.2:1 is not particularly period-correct, it
is an intimate format and it gave us lots of storytelling
opportunities,” says Messerschmidt. “For example,
we had lots of two shots and over-the-shoulder
takes, plus scenes where we wanted multiple items
in frame at the same time, and the 2.2:1 format
was very appropriate for this. Widescreen felt too
modern and we are not shooting any landscapes.”
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I like the puzzle of
running two cameras,
figuring out the blocking
and getting multiple shots
from a scene
there was no question that the Red Monchrome
camera was so much better than others in giving
us the great tonal shading qualities we wanted.
During production I rated the camera at 3200ISO
for everything, as it brings a palpable texture to the
image, which we really liked.
“I also tested every spherical lens I could get my
hands on, as we were looking for the highest-quality
glass in terms of resolution that would allow me
to shoot at T8 or T11. As it turns out many modern

rectilinear and with the best resolution at T8 and T11.
“Also, as Summilux lenses are uniform in size and
light in weight, this made the camera package quite
manoeuvrable and the lens changes fasts, which all
translated to efficiency. We mainly used the 25mm,
35mm, 40mm, 50mm, 65mm and 75mm Summilux
Primes and swapped them between our A and
B-cameras.”
To further support the use of focus and depthof-field in crafting the look of the movie, and
to also accentuate moments in the storytelling
purposes, Messerschmidt utilised the Cinefade
system and its VariND capability. Cinefade allows
cinematographers to gradually transition between
deep and shallow depth-of-field in the same shot at
constant exposure.
“We were generally shooting at T8, T11 and
sometimes at T16 to achieve the deep depth-of-field
we wanted,” he says. “But when you do that, you
lose the ability to use focus as a storytelling tool, in
terms of helping the audience know where to look
in the frame. There were many moments where we
needed that visual device, to punctuate a scene,

MANK•ERIK MESSERSCHMIDT ASC

Charles Dance as William
Randolph Hearst in Mank
Photo: Netflix

RED
ARSENAL
The most powerful and versatile lineup of
cinema cameras in the industry

isolate certain characters, or to pull the depthof-field as if we were racking focus in-camera.
Cinefade does this extremely well.
“I also used Cinefade’s variable ND filter in
variable lighting situations on day exteriors, when
I wanted to keep the depth-of-field consistent and
have the iris fixed in a specific place, like a T11, and
it was incredibly effective for that too.”
During pre-production, Messerschmidt worked
with Fincher’s regular DI colourist Eric White, to
develop HDR viewing LUTs, including one for the
day-for-night sequence in the garden at Hearst
Castle, which artificially underexposed the camera
by 3.5 stops while enhance the highlights.
“Eric was an incredibly important member of the
team, and is part of the reason why the movie looks
the way it does,” remarks the DP. “I had worked
with him before on Mindhunter, especially season
two, when we developed a workflow that allowed
us to monitor on-set in HDR Dolby PQ Gamma. We
knew we had an HDR deliverable on Mank, which
really influences with way you expose the camera.
You end up with a much better negative if you
monitor in HDR. So we built an HDR viewing LUT
that let me view out of the camera at 600nits, which
was pretty amazing.”
Messerschmidt’s crew was relatively small
and self-contained. Mank was predominately a
two-camera shoot, with Brian S. Osmond and Will
Dearborn wielding A- and B-cameras respectively,
and Jerry Deats working as the key grip. Danny
Gonzalez was the production’s gaffer.
“David is a keen photographer and always very
concerned about having elegant composition of the
frame. So we went with classic camera moves and
classic framing, no handheld, and asked the actors to
be sensitive to their marks.” Messerschmidt explains.
“I initially planned Mank as a single camera
shoot, but then realised we could introduce a
second camera. I like the puzzle of running two
cameras, figuring out the blocking and getting
multiple shots from a scene. I operated the third
camera on rare occasions, such as the dining room
scene at Hearst Castle.

“In the spirit of the 1940s, and earlier movies,
the idea of the moving master was something we
definitely countenanced. We had a lot of long
walk-and-talks in the film – such as when Louis
Meyer, Mank and his brother Joe, walk through

We made the film we
wanted to make, and I am
extremely proud of that

the hallways of the studios, and when Hearst
chaperones Mank to the door at the end of the film
– which we filmed on the dolly.
“However, it was hard to move the camera
much in a bungalow with our bed-ridden lead. So
we generally kept the camera still, and only moved
it when it seemed appropriate and motivated by the
script, like a push-in through a doorway.”
When it came to lighting, Messerschmidt used
wide array of fixtures, from vintage incandescents
from the period to the most modern LEDs.
“We were not worried about the colour of the
light particularly, but more about the quality and
quantity of light,” he states. “I used more hard light
than normal, like hard Fresnel front light, for some of
our noir treatments, such as Irving Thalberg’s office.
For the scene when Louis Meyer addresses the
MGM staff in the studios, we used Arc lights at back
and front and that worked out as one of the nicest in
the movie.
“However, there was some soft lighting too. For
example, we wanted all the Hearst Castle scenes to
feel like the place was cavernous and musty, and so
it was mainly toplit, not overly contrasty and moody.
“On the day exteriors, we did not do much
artificial lighting, except of the day-for-night work,
where we needed to create shape using fill-light
on the actors. We used some pretty big lighting
instruments for that, like HMIs, as we needed
tremendous amount of light on their faces to make it
work. This, combined with shooting in the sunshine,
meant it was fairly uncomfortable for Gary and
Amanda, and they ended-up squinting. So we had
custom sunglass-tinted contact lenses made to help
their vision.”
Looking back on his overall experience of
shooting Mank, Messerschmidt says,
“We made the film we wanted to make, and
I am extremely proud of that. I actually came
out of it with zero interest in shooting colour ever
again. I fell in love with B&W completely. It breaks
down cinematography into the bare elements
of composition, light and shape. I like that, and
learned a lot.”
w w w.RED.COM
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Pahedon Papamichael
ASC GSC lights up the
courtroom for The Trial of
the Chicago 7
Photo: Niko Tavernise
Netflix© 2020

COURT
IN THE
ACT

By Darek Kuźma

B

ased on the dramatic events that
unfolded during the 1968 Democratic
National Convention in Chicago, and
the following six-month-long show trial of the
leaders of countercultural and anti-Vietnam
protest groups that were present there,
screenwriter Aaron Sorkin’s sophomore
directorial effort was by all means an
ambitious undertaking.
The main challenge was not to recreate the
poignant past, but to make a tumultuous event
from half of a century ago resonate with modern
audiences. Also, Sorkin was stepping into the
shoes of Steven Spielberg for whom he had written
the screenplay back in 2007 before the Writers
Guild Of America strike sent the project into a
lengthy limbo.
Sorkin and his producer Stuart Besser chose
veteran DP Phedon Papamichael ASC GSC to
infuse the dialogue-laden ensemble courtroom
drama with a visual flair – to create images that
would be as powerful as the words being spoken.
“For Aaron it was all about language and
pacing,” says Papamichael. “During takes, rather than
watch, he often preferred to close his eyes and listen.
I would say that normally a film gets made three
times: in the writing, in the shooting, and in the editing.
With Aaron it gets made in the writing. On our first
meeting he said he’d rely on me in terms of the visual
language. He’s a brilliant storyteller, but he’s perhaps
not as technical in executing it cinematically as other
directors such as James Mangold or Gore Verbinski.
It gave me a lot of freedom.”
With about 60 per cent of the film being set in the
courtroom where ideas, worldviews and egos clash,
Papamichael looked for a diversity of approaches.
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“Out of the 35-day shoot we spent, I think, 12
days in the courtroom. I didn’t want the film to be
visually repetitive. I had three cameras and placed
them in as many different places as was reasonable,
given the story. Blocking was obvious, defendants
and lawyers don’t switch seats all of a sudden, but
isolated close-ups would not work. I tried to go
wider even in reaction shots - you know, to put the
players who needed coverage, and we had a lot of
them, in a larger context.”

this movie was shot for
big screen and I still think
of it that way. I have to
say, I’m not ready to shoot
any other way
Apparently, the dynamic between the A-list
actors themselves on-set, resembled the one
between their on-screen characters. “Sacha Baron
Cohen: always eager to improvise, Jeremy Strong:
all about method-acting. Mark Rylance: trained
theatre actor/director. Eddie Redmayne: classic
British school, very structured. Joseph Gordon-Levitt:
strong personality, always ready to go. They’re all
brilliant, although it was very difficult to balance
them as a group,” admits the cinematographer.
What Papamichael did to make individual
scenes stand out, was to assign different looks for

different days of the trial. This meant that even with
overlapping timelines, as well as the courtroom
drama being intertwined with frequent vignettes from
the demonstrations, the audience could feel a sense
of progression.
“I built this huge lightbox outside the two bay
windows so I could switch over quickly to different
set-ups,” Papamichael explains. “Sometimes a
courtroom day was one line in a scene that was
sunny, then we immediately shot a courtroom day
that was overcast and the scene was sixteen pages.”
The courtroom was built on location in an
abandoned building in Patterson, New Jersey, which
Papamichael made like a stage. Even with such an
amount of control, there were issues to be dealt with.
“The biggest problem was that I didn’t have
extras to fill the courtroom, so I was nowhere near
shooting chronologically. I was block-shooting.
Three scenes towards the judge, then three scenes
toward the jury, then we had to film all the scenes
with an actor who could be on set this day only. It
was a big puzzle.”
The most important exterior in The Trial Of The
Chicago 7 was Chicago’s Grant Park, where the
1968 protests took place.
“We were lucky. A lot of the architecture is still
the same. Aaron was not particularly interested in
authenticity, he was rather after the essence of the
story and making the subject matter relevant, but
shooting there really helped,” says Papamichael.
The DP says he used a lot of archival materials
as a reference, and the final cut has some cleverlyinserted footage from Haskell Wexler’s Medium
Cool. But the real problem was one of scale. “I knew
I wasn’t doing a film about riots, but in reality there
were 10,000 people in the park, and we had three

hundred extras at most. We prepped different takes
and I told my operators to go hand-held into the
crowd.”
Papamichael immersed himself in the project,
fully-aware of all its potential challenges and
limitations, thus he chose the camera and lenses he
felt comfortable with.
“I really liked my widescreen combo from Ford v
Ferrari (2019, dir. James Mangold), which also had
a lot of characters and interesting acting dynamics.
I found the ARRI Alexa LF with expanded Panavision
Anamorphic C-series and T-series lenses worked
wonderfully well on The Trial Of The Chicago 7. It
lent itself nicely for the group shots, where I could sit
four or five characters in the frame. Aaron suggested
we should use longer lenses, but I like wide lenses,
to be physically close to the actors. And, I was able
to get close-ups that feel like they were shot on
longer lenses.”
One thing Papamichael could not predict was
that the pandemic would make the film end up
being a Netflix movie.
“I’m happy it went that way because probably
more people watched it,” he remarks, “but this movie
was shot for big screen and I still think of it that way.
I have to say, I’m not ready to shoot any other way.”
He concludes that the experience of shooting The
Trial Of The Chicago 7 was indeed a good one.
“Working with Aaron was not easy, he has a
very specific style, which I had to get used to. But
it was definitely interesting. I’ve done five movies
with James Mangold, five movies with Alexander
Payne - they’re great collaborators, who whom I’ll
always like to work with. This one was different. I
enjoyed that. I enjoy different. I hope to get more
of such projects.”
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ALL
THAT
JAZZ
By Iain Blair

Cinematographer Tobias Schliessler
ASC, well-known for his rich, textured
photography and lighting, has long been
the go-to DP for several of Hollywood’s top
directors. These encompass: Bill Condon –
their five collaborations include Dreamgirls
(2006) and Beauty And The Beast (2017);
Peter Berg – their six collaborations include
Hancock (2008) and Lone Survivor (2013);
Ava DuVernay for A Wrinkle In Time (2018);
and the late Tony Scott with The Taking Of
Pelham 123 (2009).
Hitting the right note:
Viola Davis as Ma Rainey
All photos: David Lee/Netflix
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H

arnessing Sony Venice for his latest
project, Schliessler teamed-up with
five-time Tony Award-winner, director
George C. Wolfe on Netflix’s Ma Rainey’s
Black Bottom, an adaptation of the 1982
August Wilson play that launched his
ambitious Pittsburgh Cycle. Producer on this
film was Denzel Washington, who directed
and starred in the film version of the cycle’s
Fences (2016, DP Charlotte Bruus Christensen
DFF ASC).
Set in 1927 and centred largely in a sweaty
recording studio in sweltering Chicago, the
bluesy, tense drama revolves around thorny
issues of race, art and exploitation. It’s a
showcase for Oscar-winner Viola Davis as the
mercurial, fiery and no-holds-barred ‘Mother
Of The Blues’ Rainey who commands both the
stage and the action behind-the-scenes. The late
Chadwick Boseman co-stars as trumpeter Levee,
in his final cinematic role, and the cast includes
Glynn Turman as the doomed pianist Toledo, plus
English actor Jonny Coyne as the white record
producer Sturdyvant.
Here, Schliessler talks about the challenges of the
shoot and his approaches to the cinematography
and lighting.
Turning a play into a film can be quite
challenging. How did you approach the look
of the movie and the technical challenges?
The approach was to make the cinematography
all about the actors, and to not distract from
their performances and dialogue. We wanted a
cinematic look, but not to over-stylise it. The big
challenge was that nearly all of the film takes
place in just two rooms – a basement rehearsal
room and a recording studio where Ma Rainey
and her band are about to record her new album.
And, within that, over half of the story is set in this
23’x18’ basement of the studio.
I heard that George originally envisioned it
as a windowless basement, but that you and
production designer Mark Ricker persuaded
him to add a window, to help emphasise the
light and heat of the world outside?
What happened was that Mark told me how
important George felt a windowless room was
– he wanted the musicians to feel trapped in
the room, as if they were in a slave ship, with no
connection to light and the outside world. This
made complete sense to me, but I also knew it’d
be difficult to make it visually interesting with no
light from the outside, and I told George I was
worried about lighting this space.
The plan was to build this set on-stage, but
Mark showed us an old warehouse as inspiration
for the texture and colour of the brick walls he
was going to build for the room, and it had a
small storage room with a tiny window up by the
ceiling. The sun came through at a perfect angle
and shone on Mark with this beautiful chiaroscuro
effect, just like a Caravaggio painting, and that’s
how we all agreed to add a tiny window.
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Left: Director George C.
Wolfe with Viola Davis
Below: Chadwick
Boseman as Levee

How did you end up lighting the basement?
I designed the whole look around the window,
using 1x20K, 2x10K, 1x5K Tungsten fresnel lights
and multiple narrow par cans through it. If the light
was too hard for close-ups I’d cover the window
with different diffusion frames – Hampshire, Opal
and 250. For fill light we used a 12x12 softbox
above the set with ARRI SkyPanels, which allowed
me to change the colour temperature and intensity
levels from the dimmer board.
There were also practicals on the walls, and for
eye lights I used a combination of LiteMat 4s, 8s
and Chimera pancake lights right on the floor. We
also used old school Chinese lanterns with 250-watt
photofloods at times. Cinelease, Three Rivers and
Cadbury supplied all the lighting gear.
At just 90 minutes, the film is far shorter
than the play, but there’s still a ton of
dialogue. How did you approach shooting
such long sequences and making that
interesting?
It wasn’t easy, especially blocking scenes with
up to ten pages of continuous dialogue in a tiny
room with four actors and all their instruments.
George compared it to a boxing match, with the
actors using dialogue to take swings and hit each
other. This gave me ideas for camera movement
and coverage.
To make sure the actors could perform all the
dialogue and monologues uninterrupted, we shot
with two, sometimes even three, cameras. Kirk
Gardner was my A-camera/Steadicam operator
and Dino Parks was my B-camera operator, both of
whom I had worked with before.

To make sure the
actors could perform
uninterrupted, we shot
with two, sometimes even
three, cameras
Mark built the band rehearsal room set on an
existing brick floor at the stage, and we had to lay
track or build a dance floor to move the camera on
the dolly. To save time we mostly used a combination
of Steadicam, a 15ft Chapman telescopic arm with
a remote head, and camera sliders. Originally our
budget didn’t allow for the Chapman arm, but I felt
strongly that we needed it, and then Denzel offered
to pay for it personally, which was amazing.
How much prep did you have, and how long
was the shoot?
I had just 13 days of prep, followed by a
30-day shoot with 12-hour days, all in Pittsburgh,
including the Georgia scenes at the start of the
movie.
The two main sets were built on a stage at 31st
Street Studios in downtown Pittsburgh. The stage
itself was converted from a 19th century mill, so it
didn’t have any existing green beds or lighting grids,

which meant that all my lighting trusses had to be
hung off condors.
I came on late as I was booked on two other
jobs. On my first day Mark took me through the set
illustrations and got me up to speed before I met
with George to go through the script. George knew
exactly what he wanted from the story, and how he
wanted to interpret it on-screen. As visual references
he showed me photos from Richard Samuel Roberts
and woodcuts from Jacob Lawrence and Aaron
Douglas.
How did you make your camera and lens
choices?
I did a lot of tests, despite the short prep. I
wanted to shoot either large format or Anamorphic
on the Sony Venice, so I had Keslow Camera send
me various lens sets – Hawk V-Lites, Canon K 35s,
Zeiss Supremes and Leica M primes.
Then, with the help of our costume designer
Ann Roth, we dressed stand-ins with the correct
colour tones for wardrobe and did proper lighting
tests for interior and exterior set-ups. Mark got me
4x8 panels of paint samples and textures, and our
set decorator Karen O’Hara gave me a variety of
practicals for the tests.
I wanted George to see the pros and cons of
each lens set, so I made sure to do extreme focus
racks, created lens flares from the practicals, and
shot wide open to see how the different lenses
performed in low light.
Similarly, with the filters I tested my usual go-tos
like Schneider-Kreuznach Hollywood Black Magic,
SFX and Pro Mist, but then I remembered using the
Bronze Glimmer Glass filter by Tiffen in combination

(L to R) Viola Davis as Ma
Rainey, Taylour Paige as Dussie
Mae, and Dusan Brown as
Sylvester.
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with their Antique Suede filter on a commercial,
which was very flattering on darker skin tones.
That combination ended-up being perfect for the
exterior scenes. For the interiors, I only used the
Bronze Glimmer Glass, which gave a beautiful
warmth to skin highlights with a slight blooming
effect.
Had you shot with the Sony Venice before?
Yes, on Peter Berg’s Spenser Confidential
(2020) and also a short film, and I loved it. My
favourite feature is the built-in NDs from 0.3
to 2.4 in one-stop increments. They are very
accurate in colour and eliminate the matching
issues of glass NDs.
The other great feature of the Sony Venice is
that you can shoot at 2500ASA under extremely
low light levels without any noise gain. That can
be a lifesaver, especially when shooting scenes at
dusk against the clock.
The camera also has a great dynamic
range and handles highlights remarkably well.
I especially love how neutral and beautiful the
skin tones are. Overall, I find the Sony Venice
produces a very cinematic image, which is
something I constantly strive for. Netflix asked for
4K, but we shot 6K large format so we could use
the large format lenses which give you a little less
depth-of-field, and let us play a lot with the focus.

mesmerised by Chadwick’s performance – and
I’ve never photographed something so emotional.
When Chadwick walked into an extreme close-up
the look in his eyes gave me chills. Kirk Gardner
was on the slider and instinctively kept pushing in
closer. I had a small eye light on Chadwick, but
suddenly felt I wanted to bring up the intensity to
complement his performance. Magically, at that
moment, it started coming up thanks to my dimmer
operator Eric Androwitch, who also instinctively
reacted to this special moment.
And that’s how this whole movie was.
Everyone had to be in sync in capturing the
performances, as they were too raw and precious
for anyone to make a mistake. The whole shoot
was an amazing collaboration.

I was totally
mesmerised by
Chadwick’s performance.
I’ve never photographed
something so emotional,
the look in his eyes gave
me chills

Did you prepare any LUTs for the film?
Yes, my DIT Curtis Abbott and I took the
tests back to Company 3 in New York to check
the lenses on the big screen and create the
show LUT with my longtime DI colourist Stefan
Sonnenfeld. Ultimately we decided to go with
the Zeiss Supreme Primes as we’d planned a
lot of focus pulls between actors, especially for
the long dialogue scenes, and the Supremes
had the least amount of lens breathing. And we
wanted to use wide lenses for close ups and the
Supremes had the least amount of distortion on
the wider end. They just felt right.
What was your favourite scene to shoot?
The scene where Levee is telling the story of his
mother’s rape and his father’s murder. I was totally
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DP Tami Reiker ASC in the ring
Photo: Patti Perret/Amazon Studios

“Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee…” is probably the
most famous catchphrase of boxer Cassius Clay (later
to become Muhammad Ali). The 22-year old pugilist
prodigy uttered these classic words before defeating
Sonny Liston in the world heavyweight championship
title bout at the Miami Beach Convention Center on
February 25th, 1964.

IT’S A KNOCKOUT
By Ron Prince

All photos: Courtesy of Amazon Studios

Winogrand, together with shots from Muhammad
Ali’s longtime photographer, Howard L. Bingham,

DNA lenses, with a 2.39:1 frameline,” says Reiker.
“There’s an epic, filmic feeling to the Alexa 65 in
widescreen format. I had
fallen in love with it when
shooting The Old Guard,
and Regina knew it from
acting in If Beale Street
Could Talk (2018, dir.
Barry Jenkins, DP James
Laxton ASC).
“However, we didn’t
quite have the budget
for that. So, before we
presented this idea to
our producers, I called
ARRI Rental in LA, spoke
to Chris Ragsdale, their business development
executive, and sent him the script. He said ARRI
Rental would totally help us out with costs and
equipment, and I am hugely thankful for that.
“The Alexa 65 was so perfect, not only to shoot
the movie, but also the amount of latitude the 6K
images give you later in the DI to manipulate the
image without losing quality. I chose the DNA lenses
for their softness, and the fact that they open up to
T2, giving a very shallow depth-of-field.”
One extra and subtle addition to the camera
package came in the form of Tiffen Bronze Glimmer

I read the script, loved it and put
together a look book of visual ideas.
Regina and I really hit it off, and before I
knew it, we were off for the shoot

H

owever, the first half of his celebrated
saying could be equally applied to
Tami Reiker ASC’s lustrous and gliding
cinematography, the latter to the impact
delivered by debut director Regina King, in
the storytelling of One Night In Miami.
The $17million, independently-produced drama,
available on Amazon Prime, is a fictionalised
narrative about a meeting between Muslim minister
and human rights activist Malcolm X, boxer Cassius
Clay, NFL megastar Jim Brown and soul legend
Sam Cooke, in a modest Miami motel suite, as they
gather to celebrate Clay’s surprise title win over
Liston.
The four were friends in real life, and the gettogether of these iconic celebrities really did take
place, although little is known about it. The film’s
scenario is peppered with historical facts about
each of the characters, who engage in thoughtprovoking speeches and heated arguments, as
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Malcolm X challenges each of them to harness their
fame to champion the cause of equality for black
people in the face of segregation and endemic
racism.
One Night In Miami is the first feature directed
by King, the Academy, Golden Globe and
Primetime Emmy Award-winning actress, from a
screenplay adapted by Kemp Powers from his own
successful 2013 stage play of the same name. It
stars Kingsley Ben-Adir as Malcolm X, Eli Goree as
Cassius Clay, Aldis Hodge as Jim Brown and Leslie
Odom Jr. as Sam Cooke.
The film premiered at the Venice Film Festival on
September 7, 2020, a first for an African-American
woman director, and received overwhelmingly
positive reviews, with critics praising King’s direction,
the performances, the screenplay and Reiker’s vivid
cinematography. The movie’s critical standing is such
that it would be a huge surprise if it didn’t make a
good fist of things during the 2021 awards season.

“I had not met Regina before, but had always
admired her work as an actress,” says Reiker,
who studied cinematography at New York’s Tisch
School Of The Arts, and whose credits include Lisa
Cholodenko’s High Art (1998), plus Gina PrinceBythewood’s Beyond The Lights (2014) and The Old
Guard (2020).
“I read the script, loved it and put together a
look book of visual ideas before I interviewed with
Regina. When we met, we had both independently
come to the same conclusions and felt this film
needed to be immersive, for the cool blue of the
Miami exteriors to contrast with really saturated,
vibrant colours of the hotel suite, and for the camera
to be able to drift and change to depict the action
from different perspectives. Regina and I really hit it
off, and before I knew it, we were off for the shoot.”
Amongst the pictorial references Reiker included
in her look book were colourful stills from street
photographers, such as Saul Leiter and Garry

and Neil Leifer’s famous ringside photo of Ali
towering over Liston, taunting his vanquished
opponent to, “Get up and fight, sucker!”.
Further references for the film’s boxing sequences
included Taschen’s hardback tome, Greatest Of All
Time: A Tribute To Muhammad Ali, and a plethora
of boxing movies, including Raging Bull (1980, dir.
Martin Scorsese, DP Michael Chapman ASC).
Reiker also referenced the dynamic and
striking use of colour in such movies as In The
Mood For Love (2000, dir. Wong Kar-Wai, DP
Chris Doyle), together with the artworks of painter
Jacob Armstead Lawrence, known for his portrayal
of African-American historical subjects and
contemporary life.
Reiker had five weeks of prep prior to six weeks
of principal photography, which took place in New
Orleans, Louisiana, from the beginning of January to
the end of February 2020.
The interior of the Hampton House motel suite
was built on a stage at La Place studios, with
the commensurate exteriors shot on location in
Thibodaux. The movie’s boxing matches were shot at
Second Line Stages in New Orleans.
At the end of February, the production relocated
to Long Beach, California to shoot the Fountainebleu
and liquor store exterior scenes, but was shut down
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. However, these
were picked-up during two days in June as soon as
the film business started up again in Los Angeles.
“One of my first suggestions to Regina regarding
the immersive experience was that we shoot One
Night In Miami in large format and play with the
depth-of-field, using the ARRI Alexa 65 and Prime

Glass #1 filtration. As Reiker explains, “Whilst the
DNA lenses take the edge off the digital sensor
with a lovely softness, the Bronze Glimmer Glass
also gives warmth and richness to the image,
with beautiful results on skin. I had never used this
filter before, and it is more subtle than the name
might suggest. It creates an understated halation
around practical and spectral illumination and, in
combination with foundation make-up, it blends
shadows on dark skin tones, whilst keeping the
apparent sharpness intact. It was incredible on the
actors faces, creating the look and feel we wanted,
and I used it for the entire film.”
Whilst the lenses and filtration, together with
production design by Barry Robison and Page
Buckner, and wardrobe by Francine JamisonTanchuck, combined to take the look of the
production back to the early 1960s, a pair of day
and night LUTs, which Reiker describes as being
“very heavy”, plus a modicum of on-set grading,
helped to inject the colour saturation she originally
envisaged with King.
Reiker generally rated the camera at 800ISO, to
retain the richness in the image, although sometimes
went to 1280ISO for night/dark exterior sequences,
to keep the depth-of-field at around T2 to T2.8,
rather than boost the lighting.
Although the brace of boxing matches in the
movie - Clay’s fight against British champion Henry
Cooper at Wembley, and the bout with Liston in
Miami - were shot on the same studio stage at
Second Line Stages, they necessarily needed to
look authentic. This was achieved by meticulously
recreating both boxing rings and their lighting grids
from archive footage and photos taken during each
contest. Steadfast research from the production’s
gaffer, Allen Parks, unearthed a host of original 18inch Altman 1K scoop lights, sourced from MBS in
Burbank.
“The lighting grids at those fights appeared
super random, with some lights on and some off,”
says Reiker. “But with the 1K scoops bouncing off
the white boxing surface there as was enough
light to illuminate the actors as well as the ringside
audience, so we did not need any supplementary
lighting.”
Both boxing matches were shot with three
cameras, usually with two sited ringside to observe
the action, the audience reaction and match
commentators through longer lenses. The A-camera,
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I wanted the film to be
rich in colour and wanted
to keep energy in the
frame without the camera
being a distraction
operated handheld by Chad Chamberlain,
captured the fisticuffs closer-up inside the ring.
Chamberlain also operated handheld for the tenminute scene between the protagonists that takes
place on the motel roof at night – which, for safety’s
sake, was actually shot 12ft off the ground on a set
built using shipping containers, with a waist-high
railing painted black to ensure invisibility in shot, and
accent lights placed in the far distance.
Drifting the camera around the actors for
the extended scenes in the motel room was an
altogether different affair.
“We had a number of ten and 12-page scenes
in the suite that were just wall-to-wall dialogue,
with hardly any action. That is very daunting for
any director and cinematographer,” declares
Reiker. “We did not want the on-screen result to

12-foot jib arms for those scenes, with the cameras
underslung on Lambda heads and manuallyoperated. On those jib arms we could go from 2ft to
8ft, and swing right and left, so long as they didn’t hit
a wall or a light. Along with practicals, we placed
Astera Titan and Helios LED tubes, with honey crates
and fabric grids, in every corner of the room, to
keep the characters softly backlit, and also hid them
behind furniture.
“In practice, this set-up allowed the cameras to
essentially float from character-to-character, and
give us incredible perspective changes. During
production, we were all on headsets, and I could
speak to the operators to give them direction. We
did ten-minute masters in the hotel suite, shooting
the entire scene in one take, without breaking-up
for coverage. This also suited the actors as they

DP Tami Reiker ASC with director Regina King
Photo: Patti Perret/Amazon Studios

get chopped up in the editing, and preferred the
camera to be able to move and shift perspectives
between the characters – to witness the reactions
between one person talking and another person
listening, either by a camera move or a focus pull,
whilst also being able to see the detail on faces.
“So I suggested to Regina that we use two
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did not want to break for close-ups and coverage,
but retain the power of the dialogue and their
performances.”
Reiker adds, “Of course, it was a little unnerving
for everyone at first – the actors, operators, focus
pullers and boom operators – to concentrate for
such long periods of time, especially as we did

not set marks for the actors. But everything soon fell
into place after rehearsals. The actors were free to
improvise and move around a little. The operators
could organically react to the actors, and we
continually found incredible moments.
“Although we worried we might have missed
something, our editor, Tariq Anwar, was very
pleased with the material we shot, and felt he had
what he needed for his editorial purposes.”
Reiker completed the DI grade in Covidsafe conditions with Ian Vertovec at Light Iron in
Hollywood, in a two-theatre set-up – one for the
Light Iron team, the other for the filmmakers. The
final grade started with a theatrical version as the
film was opening at the Venice Film Festival, before
creating HDR and SDR versions for streaming.
“The DI was quite simple as we were in the
same facility, just in different rooms,” says Reiker.
“We had social distancing protocols in place,
including disinfecting the rooms between sessions,
and we communicated theatre-to-theatre over
Google Meet. This proved quite an effective way
to collaborate, as we were able to involve more
people without physically having them in the room.
“For example, we had several VFX reviews
with artists from out of town, as well as the assistant
editor, Naomi Sunrise Filoramo, without them
having to travel to the facility. They could just join
our Google Meet. If they required visuals of the DI
to communicate more effectively with Regina, we
would set up a Streambox stream for them whilst the
rest of us were in theatres.”
So how does Reiker feel about One Night
In Miami getting some 2021 Oscar buzz? “It’s
fantastic,” she exclaims. “The movie could not be
more timely or relevant. It has such a strong message
for young people that they can create change. And
it’s not just an American message, it is universal.”
And how about the prospect of an Oscar
nomination? “That would be incredible – in the
sense of me personally getting something like that,
but also in the fact that there has only been one
other woman so far in the whole history of cinema,
Rachel Morrison ASC, to have been Oscarnominated for cinematography.
“Whether I get nominated or not, it is pleasing
to see more and more women, and more diversity,
behind-the-camera right around the world. Although
it’s slow, the change is going to come.”

EXCLUSIVE Q&A
WITH REGINA KING
Oscar-winning If Beale Street Could Talk actress, and debut director
of One Night In Miami.
When and why did you decide to take-up
directing?
I can’t remember exactly when. It was a while
ago. I think it was something that was a natural
attraction after having worked in front of the
camera for so many years. I started paying
attention to what a director does outside of
working with actors while working with John
Singleton. He let me into the process after I got
the part in Poetic Justice. I began to get a better
understanding for the responsibilities of a director.
How does your experience in acting help
you as a director?
Each informs the other, giving me a deeper
understanding and respect for both crafts.
What inspired you to want to direct One
Night In Miami?
It’s on the page! Kemp wrote a powerful
piece. The conversations he captions in 1964
are still happening in 2020. While this fact is
heartbreaking, the script still reads to me like a love
letter for the black man’s experience in America.
What were your initial conversations with
Tami about the look/aesthetic of One Night
In Miami?
I wanted the film to be rich in colour and wanted
to keep energy in the frame without the camera
being a distraction. Tami and I connected when we
first met because she had the same view. We both

agreed that there are films we love that are of the
same period that remain faithful to the tone of the
‘60s. But we also know these films don’t always
appeal visually to a younger generation. So our
mission was to keep the authenticity of the period
with warm tones.

Why is One Night In Miami important to the
world?
It’s a reminder of how far we haven’t come as a
country. It’s a peek into the struggle artists have
with themselves when it comes to determining
how our art meets our social responsibility.

What were the key challenges for you and
Tami?
Time. Time. Time. Like all filmmakers will say, there
just wasn’t enough. We didn’t have a rehearsal
period before we started shooting. We had
one night to rehearse the day before we started
principal photography. So we had to dedicate
some of the time that would be used for shooting to
rehearse and block scenes. Not ideal, but it was the
cards we were dealt. Tami and I pretty much spent
every moment together discussing and planning
what we would change or do more of after we
would make discoveries each day. We rode to
work together, ate lunch together, and ate dinner
together. Communication was key.

What advice do you have to other people
wanting to direct?
If it’s truly what you want to do, understand
that you are playing the long game. You will
never stop learning. Your work is what turns
a “No” into a “Yes”. So find a way to shoot
something that best reflects you. There are some
successful directors who financed their first piece
of work with credit cards. Everybody’s journey
is different. Don’t think you have to reach your
success the same way another director reached
theirs.

What message/impact do you hope that One
Night In Miami will have?
I really want every black man that I know, love
and respect, to walk away having seen a bit
of himself in this film. I want the black men I
don’t know to see the same. We rarely get the
opportunity to see our men portrayed as we know
them in our lives. They are complex, intelligent,
vulnerable and strong.

What’s the best advice you were ever
given?
My life is filled with great advice. Too much
to qualify as one piece of advice being better
than another. So I guess the first advice that I
remember applying was from my Mom. The
Seven Ps – “Proper prior preparation prevents
piss poor performance”.
What mantra do you live by?
GIMOSAS – “God Is My Only Source And
Supply”.
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PURE HEROINE
By Ron Prince

All Photos: Clay Enos Clay Enos/ ™ & © DC Comic/Warner Bros Pictures

At the close of 2020 – a twelve-month
period devoid of a major superhero to
save the earth from absolute calamity,
never mind the cinema-going experience
– one comic-book blockbuster made it to
the large screen, and thereby rescued the
year from being remembered as one of
complete and utter gloom.

GAL GADOT as Diana Prince in Warner Bros. Pictures’ action adventure
“WONDER WOMAN 1984,” a Warner
Bros. Pictures release.
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Below: Director
Patty Jenkins with
Cinematographer Matthew
Jensen ASC
Centre: Gal Gadot as
Wonder Woman

E

nter… Wonder Woman 1984 for a shot of pure, unadulterated
heroine! Released simultaneously on large and small screens
in mid-December, the vivid, action-packed adventure swoops
and soars through the consumerist excesses of Cold War America,
radiating the warmth, love and innate goodness of lasso-wielding
Amazonian warrior-goddess Diana – delivering an escapist tonic for
the times, over $100million, and counting, in global theatrical grosses,
and the news that Warner Bros. has accelerated the development of a
third movie in the much-loved franchise.
Wonder Woman 1984 is the sequel to 2017’s First World War-set Wonder
Woman, directed by Patty Jenkins and shot on 35mm celluloid by DP Matthew
Jensen ASC, which returned an impressive $821million at the box office. Jenkins
and Jensen, along with many department heads and crew members, teamed-up
again for the new movie, which was also captured on 35mm celluloid, but this
time is bookended with stunning sequences shot on 70mm 15-perf IMAX. These
encompass a colossal and exhilarating set-piece on the legendary island of
Themyscira, Diana’s idyllic childhood island home, and a concluding winter coda
to the storytelling.
The new movie represents the ninth instalment in the DC Extended Universe –
a series of superhero films, based on characters in American DC Comic books,
and distributed by Warner Bros. Pictures. Jenkins co-wrote the script with Geoff
Johns and Dave Callaham, and Hans Zimmer composed the score. Gal Gadot
stars as Diana Prince/Wonder Woman, alongside Chris Pine, Kristen Wiig,
Pedro Pascal, Robin Wright and Connie Nielsen.
Set in 1984, Diana Prince is living a low-profile life, working as a
senior anthropologist at the Smithsonian Institute in Washington DC, whilst
inconspicuously fighting crime incognito as Wonder Woman.
However, she all too soon has to muster her inner-strength, wisdom and
courage to stop a scheme, hatched by double-dealing tycoon Maxwell Lord,
that threatens global thermonuclear catastrophe, whilst also battling her bookish
gemologist friend Barbara Minerva, who transforms into the savage villainess
Cheetah, and who also possesses superhuman strength and agility. Into the mix,
there’s something Diana never expected – the surprise return of her long-dead
lover, Steve Trevor, the WWI super-spy who was seemingly blown-up in a plane
crash at the end of the first movie.
“It was a thrill, and quite extraordinary, to see Wonder Woman become such
a big commercial success,” says Jensen, who originally caught Jenkins’ eye with
his work on the 35mm-originated Filth (2013, dir. Jon S.Baird). “But beyond the
box office figures, the cultural impact of that first film, and the way it resonated
with people emotionally, was the most eye-opening and pleasant surprise. This
was something we definitely took into our reckoning for Wonder Woman 1984.”
Jensen continues, “From the outset, Patty made it clear that while she wanted
to hold firm to the epic scope and intrinsic ethos of Wonder Woman being

a bastion of truth and honesty, she wanted the aesthetic to move in a new
direction. Much of the first movie was set in the gloaming of war-torn Europe, but
Patty wanted this new production to look and feel quite different – to produce
something very uncynical and not aware of itself in the manner that many big
action movies are these days. Something colourful, joyful and gleeful – a fun
experience, like those sort of blockbuster movies were in 1970s and early
1980s.”
For inspiration, Jensen admits to referencing a host of motion pictures from that
period, “escapist movies that just did not have the same sense of the world that
we do now,” he explains.
These included many Steven Spielberg features, and films such as 9 To 5,
(1980, dir. Colin Higgins, DP Raymond Villalobos ASC) and Heaven Can Wait
(1978, dirs. Warren Beatty/Buck Henry, DP William A. Fraker ASC).
Additionally, Jensen and Jenkins, together with production designer Aline
Bonetto and costume designer Lindy Hemming, both also making a return from
the original movie, examined a plethora of contemporary and modern fashion
photography, “images that had rich, neon-infused palettes to see how those kinds
of looks could work for us from a colour standpoint,” says Jensen.
“On the first movie, the task was very much about maintaining a cooler,
desaturated look, and sometimes I had to fight to
push colour into that movie through my lighting and
then in the DI grade,” he remarks. “But this time around
it was quite the opposite. Aline and Lindy are both
such talented people, with great taste and great eyes.
I very much followed their leads, complementing
the bright, poppy textures and materials in their set
and wardrobe designs, with bright and colourful
background illumination, that was quite often
integrated into the lighting set-ups at our different
locations and stages.
“In fact, letting the colour in the backgrounds and
the wardrobe come through, allowed me to focus on
the beauty lighting our stars – to make them look as
glamorous a possible, and to emulate the films of that
period. Although, believe me, that’s not hard to do

Patty wanted this new production
to look and feel quite different,
something colourful, joyful and gleeful
– a fun experience, like those sort of
blockbuster movies were in 1970s and
early 1980s

when you have leads who are as naturally stunning as Gal and Kristen.”
Pre-production on Wonder Woman 1984 kicked-off in early December
2017 in the UK, at Warner Bros. Studios Leavesden (WBSL), under the working
title of Magic Hour. Principal photography commenced on June 13, 2018, with
a four-week shoot at locations around Washington D.C., including the Lincoln
Memorial, the DAR Constitution Hall near the White House, and the Hirshhorn
Museum & Sculpture Garden, part of the Smithsonian Institution. Filming in the US
also encompassed the Landmark Mall in Alexandria, Northern Virginia, a defunct
shopping precinct due for demolition, that saw no fewer that 62 stores brought
back to period life, for an early stunt/action set-piece surrounding an attempted
jewellery robbery.
For this shopping mall sequence, the rigging requirement in both grip and
lighting was huge. Jensen and his gaffer, Christopher Prampin, lit the store
interiors with every available KinoFlo 4ft 4Bank fluorescent tube to support the
vivid colour palette. This was not such an easy task as the popular fixture has
essentially been discontinued, and replaced with LED technology.
The centre of the cavernous mall was lit with a combination of natural daylight
– its three concentric rings of windows/skylights were silked with full grid, and
half a mile of truss supported a quarter mile of diffusion material – together
with three lighting balloons, along with five 18Ks on the roof. A Beebee night
light, comprised of 15 6Ks on a moveable arm, was used to punch light through
the mall’s main window. The art department provided many fixtures, such as lit
signage and wall lamps, that also provided visual accents.
By mid-July, filming in the US was complete and the production moved across
the pond for a four-week stint on sets constructed at WBSL, as well as London
locations including St. Andrew’s Place, Regent’s Park and the Royal College Of
Physicians.
During September and October 2018, production also took place at
Almería, in Andalusia, southern Spain, plus Fuerteventura and Tenerife in the
Canary Islands where the movie’s opening action-sequence, set in Themyscira
was shot using IMAX.
Further shoots then took place in back in the UK at The Imperial War Museum
in Duxford, plus Hyde Park and The Savoy Hotel in central London. Principal
photography finished on December 22, 2018, after six-months of physical
production and 120 days of filming. Additional photography and reshoots took
place for four weeks in July 28, 2019 at WBSL.
Jensen’s crew included Simon Jayes who operated A-camera throughout the
production – supported by 1st ACs Ray Milazzo during the US shoots, and then
Sam Barnes when production switched to the UK. Tim Wooster was the DP on
the second unit during the European leg of production, which involved no fewer
than 70 shooting days, including photography during an intense sandstorm in
Fuertaventura. Hamish Doyne-Ditmas DP’d the film’s splinter unit. Jensen’s US

Cinematographer
Matthew Jensen ASC
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Left: Director Patty
Jenkins, Gal Gadot,
Pedro Pascal and Kristen
Wiig on the set of Warner
Bros. Pictures’ action
adventure Wonder
Woman 1984, a Warner
Bros. Pictures release.

gaffer was Chris Prampin,
with David Sinfield in
charge of the illuminations
everywhere else.
“I have to say that,
having worked all over
the world, US and UK
crews are neck and neck
the best people you can
find,” remarks Jensen.
“It can be a gruelling
experience working
on big production like
this one, with 12-hour
days in the UK, and
even longer in the US, and the working week extending into the weekends for
technical recces and pre-lighting sets. The crew who made those sacrifices did
so because they were interested in being well-prepared and doing a great job,
and I am hugely thankful for that.”
Just as he had on Wonder Woman, so too Jensen shot extensive tests
during pre-production to zero-in on Jenkin’s desired palette, experimenting with
traditional and LED lighting set-ups, different lenses and filmstocks, exposures,
filters and colour grades, to discover what she responded to best. Crucially,
as part of this process, he also had to countenance his director’s desire for an
overall epic quality as a key ingredient in the visual recipe.
“It was always a dead cert that Wonder Woman 1984 would be an
analogue film production, no question about that,” Jensen declares. “Patty
believes in film. It remains a powerful medium with incredible texture. It looks
glamorous, and actors look better on celluloid. Film also lends itself so much
better to period films than digital, and it’s reminiscent of films from that era we
were echoing too.

Matching traditional
film and modern LED
lighting technology is one
of the trickier parts of our
jobs as cinematographers
at the moment
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“There’s no doubt that widescreen 35mm delivers a grand visual impact. But how
we came to raise the bar by also incorporating IMAX was part of an evolutionary
process. On Wonder Woman we made 70mm prints, in part to prime cinemas for
Dunkirk (2017, dir. Christopher Nolan), which Hoyte van Hoytema FSF NSC ASC
filmed using IMAX 65mm (15-perf) and 65mm (5-perf) large format film.
“Looking back at the 70mm print results we achieved from a 35mm DI on the first
movie, Patty and I felt it would be interesting to shoot Wonder Woman 1984 in a
larger film format, and considered shooting the whole movie in 65mm 5-perf.

“But, given the scale of our film, the logistical complexity of shooting at so
many different locations in different countries, and the fact that we would be
vying for the small number of existing 65mm film cameras, that were already
being shared between Hoyte on Tenet and Linus Sandgren FSF ASC on 007 No
Time to Die, meant that shooting a whole movie using large format film was not
going to work for us.”
However, an alternative suggestion was at hand, as Jensen explains. “We
mentioned our desire and our dilemma to our producer Chuck Roven, who
suggested we try shooting some of the movie in IMAX 70mm 15-perf. He had a
good relationship with the folks at IMAX Corporation having previously worked
on The Dark Knight (2008) and The Dark Knight Rises (2012) (both shot using
IMAX by Wally Pfister ASC). So we filmed tests in IMAX on the backlot at
Warner Bros. Studios in LA. The results looked so epic and stunning, that we set
about isolating the scenes we wanted to shoot in the IMAX format.”
The upshot of this creative and collaborative synthesis led to Jensen and
Jenkins to capture the action-packed opening and closing winter coda
sequences of Wonder Woman 1984 in IMAX 70mm, 1.90:1 aspect ratio, with
the rest of the story in shot widescreen 2.39:1 on 35mm.
IMAX MSM 9802 cameras, plus a range of proprietary glass, including
Jensen’s workhorse 50mm and 80mm primes, were supplied by IMAX Corps.
Panavision provided its Panaflex Millennium XL2 cameras and a range of Primo
lenses for the film’s 35mm segment, with Jensen using 27mm, 40mm and 65mm
as his main lenses. Panavision also provided Jensen with 65mm 5-perf cameras,
fitted with Panavision Sphero 65 lenses for dialogue portions within the IMAX
sequences. The company’s lens guru, Dan Sasaki, tuned each of the three sets of
lenses to ensure a homogenous look and feel.
“I had never shot IMAX before, it was a steep learning curve for me,” admits
Jensen. “A great deal of my prep
was dedicated to learning how
to get the best from the IMAX
cameras, their idiosyncrasies,
the extra-large negative – and
disseminating that knowledge
amongst my crew and the post
teams.
“Along with extensive
conversations with the people at
IMAX, I also spoke to Larry Fong
ASC, plus Zach and Debbie
Snyder, about their experiences
of using IMAX film on Batman
v Superman: Dawn of Justice
(2016). Also, Hoyte was kind
enough to dispense his thoughts
about shooting in IMAX – such
as how best to move the weighty
cameras, the short run-time of
the magazines, various tricky
technical issues, and his favourite
lenses. He also advised me to
not even think about shooting
any synch-sound sequences, as the IMAX MSM cameras can clatter like sewing
machines, and that 65mm 5-perf would be better for those dialogue moments.”
In the main, Wonder Woman 1984 was a two-camera shoot, although that
figure could easily swell up to six units on the bigger action sequences. “Apart
from a few fast handheld pans to follow a punch, this was a dolly, tripod and
crane show,” says Jensen.
With regard to manoeuvring the IMAX and 65mm cameras, he remarks,
“Those are big lumps, and actions sequences with big lumps are very hard. So

we spent time in prep finding the best way to whip the cameras around. For the
shoot, we mainly used Chapman Hydrascope telescopic cranes with remote
G3 stabilised heads, as they could support camera payloads and give the
performance we needed.”
Regarding the shoot Jensen also adds, “The familiarity and ease of working
with many of the same cast and crew was certainly beneficial to us all. For
example, I understood Patty as a director much better. I knew what she liked
and did not like visually. Also, second time around, I felt like I got much better at
shooting Gal – her natural beauty, her physicality, and how Wonder Woman
should look and move. I knew more instinctively where to place the camera for
all of that.”
When it came to selecting the celluloid emulsions, Jensen harnessed the same
trio of Kodak Vision3 filmstocks that he had used on Wonder Woman.
“I love the look of film,” he says. “That’s not to say I don’t like digital. I have
done interesting work and have gotten some very good results on digital. But
I really like the textural quality of film, and it is easier to shoot actors faces – it’s
more forgiving.
“I captured the most of the darker interiors, and all of the night exteriors,
on Kodak Vision 3 5219 500T colour negative, as it’s fast and its dynamic
range offers a lot of flexibility. The 500T also delivers a lovely rendition on skin
tones and has an overall warm vibrancy of colour saturation. For the daytime
sequences I split between Kodak’s two daylight stocks – the 5203 50D and
5207 250D.”
Jensen says he particularly looked to the qualities of the 50D for the IMAX
sequence in Diana’s Themyscira homeland that opens the movie. “I wanted this
scenario to be bold and colourful, with beautiful flesh tones, and to make full
use of the natural sunlight in Fuerteventura. With its fine grain and rich colour, the
5203 50D in IMAX really delivered a vivid and gorgeous image. Also, with the
50D being a slower-speed stock, it meant I could reduce the number of instances
the assistants might need to fiddle around fitting ND filters, and thereby lower the
risk of the IMAX cameras developing any mechanical issues.
“The 5207 250D, because it is a faster stock, helped me get out of jail on
occasions, such as when the sky was grey and overcast during our UK exterior
shoots, or when I needed to extend the shooting day before we wrapped. Like the
50D, the 250D loves colour, it responds well to both HMI and Tungsten illumination
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in the frame. It performed just great, and I was very pleased with the results.”
Speaking about the experience of analogue film production, Jensen says,
“I enjoy shooting on film because of the discipline it enforces on-set. There is a
sense that that the film running through the camera is as precious as gold. So
everybody is on their A-game. From the crew to the cast there is a special focus
that happens when the camera rolls. You shoot the take, have break, reset and go
at it again if needs be. To my mind, digital has created some sloppy work habits
on-set where the camera just rolls, and I don’t believe that leads to better work.
“Also, I like to assess how a scene is lit with my eye, and enjoy lighting
through the lens, rather than judging things on a monitor that is often removed
from the set. Also, on digital shoots, despite my very best efforts, I find myself
inevitably running back to the monitor or the video village. I feel more present onset and connected to the process when I’m shooting on film.”
Jensen says he lit Wonder Woman 1984 for the most part using Tungsten
fixtures. These were supplemented with LED illuminaires, including LiteMats and
ARRI SkyPanels, which had been scrupulously selected and tested during prep to
ensure a seamless match with the Tungsten lighting.
“Matching traditional film and modern LED lighting technology is one of the
trickier parts of our jobs at cinematographers at the moment,” he says. “LEDs from
different manufacturers have different colour spectrums. On a digital shoot, you
can generally suss-out the issues by scrutinising a monitor. But with film you have
to do tests – despite having colour temperature meters and even your eyes – so
that you can properly consider the different manufacturers and to see how the
various Tungsten, HMIs and LED lights are working together. You can be easily
fooled, so we conducted rigorous tests to see what did and didn’t work.”
Cinelab, based in Slough, UK, looked after the 35mm negative processing,
with Company3 providing 4K scans and graded dailies. Processing of the IMAX
15-perf and 65mm 5-perf material was done at FotoKem in Los Angeles. The
initial 2K dailies scanning of that IMAX film footage, and the subsequent 8K
scanning of selects, were split between FotoKem and IMAX Corps due to the
volume of material.

“We had a pretty
unique situation in how
we finished Wonder
Woman 1984,” Jensen
recalls. “For Chris Nolan
and Hoyte it’s all about
the photochemical print,
but we were a DI show.
How we scanned and
processed our negative
was bespoke to us, and
I was kind of on my own
as far as figuring that out
was concerned.”
The DI grade on
Wonder Woman
1984 was performed
by Stefan Sonnenfeld at Company 3, who worked on the film between the
company’s London and Santa Monica sites. Jenkins attended the Londonbased grading sessions, whilst Jensen worked remotely due to other working
commitments.
When asked about his greatest challenge on the film, Jensen declares, “The
sheer scope of it all. The long schedule, across four countries, the vagaries of the
IMAX cameras, the extensive second unit work, and the back-end workflow. The
entire movie was a challenge.
“We had a lot at stake on this as a sequel, and everyone knew we had to go
one better this time around. But we had a lot of fun making this film, and I love the
on-screen result. When the next movie gets greenlit, I would love to make it three
out of three.”

I like to assess how
a scene is lit with my
eye, and enjoy lighting
through the lens, rather
than judging things on
a monitor that is often
removed from the set

Wonder Woman 1984 is available to rent on Premium Video on Demand

LIGHT AT THE
END OF THE TUNNEL

We have everything you need to get your
production back up and running, whatever
its size, wherever it’s based.
+44 (0)203 427 7600
setlightingandrigging@wbsl.com
wbsl.com
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There is much filmmaking
wizardry in evidence at the place
where the Harry Potter franchise
was brought to the big screen.

STUDIO PLUS
By Michael Burns

your rigging or your lighting from outside the studios.
It’s all here on-site, it’s easily accessible, its quick,
and we can make sure we keep our costs low
because of that.”
McBride says the industry – and thus the WBSL
inventory – has changed a lot during the last twenty
years, particularly during the last five, with the
movement from Tungsten and HMI to LED, and LED
controls.

We’re mindful there
are new technologies
which are starting to come
into our field, such as
virtual walls

W

arner Bros. Studios Leavesden
(WBSL) is experiencing exponential
growth as a destination for motion
picture and high-end TV production, with
its onsite lighting and rigging division both
contributing to and benefitting from that
success.
The former Leavesden Studios, the base for the
Harry Potter film series between 2003 to 2010, was
transformed into WBSL after Warner Bros. bought the
entire real estate of 200 acres (80 hectares) and then
spent 18 months and £150 million refurbishing it.
Part of the complex became the fabulous Harry
Potter Studio Tour attraction, whilst the rest became
a commercial filmmaking studio facility containing
four elements: 540,000sq/ft (50,000 m2) of
studio space, including one of Europe’s largest
filtered/heated stage-based water tanks, plus 100
acres (40 hectares) of backlot with 180-degree
uninterrupted horizon; the set lighting and rigging
division; a satellite of Soho post house, Warner
Bros. De Lane Lea; and an industrial complex
(Leavesden Park) for vendors and companies
that support the production work at the studio. As
WBSL reports into the parent company in Burbank,
it also enjoys a strong connection to Hollywood.
According to Emily Stillman, senior vice
president of studio operations at WBSL, the complex
had nine stages in 2012. “From the moment we
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opened our doors we started expanding,” she says.
“Year-on-year we have reinvested in the facility,
growing from nine stages to 19 with over half a
million square-foot of support space.
“We also have seen our clientele change over
the years, starting primarily with feature films. As
the market for high-end TV has strengthened, we
are now approximately 50/50 television and film
productions.”
Stillman stepped up to her current role at the
end of 2019, when Daniel Dark, who had been SVP
at WBSL, moved to Burbank and has since been
promoted to EVP of worldwide studio operations
for the company. At the same time, Jackie Rowden,

We have seen our
clientele change over
the years, we are now
approximately 50/50
television and film
productions

well-known in the production industry, retired from
her founding role as director of the set lighting and
rigging division at Leavesden.
“Jackie did an incredible job of launching a
lighting company within a studio, so that the films
on-site used the set lighting and rigging equipment,”
says Stillman. “Through Jackie’s determination and
perseverance, and her really good relations with the
industry, she set up a great concept, and pulled the
team together to have a sustainable long-term, longrunning business.”
The division has grown further still and
considerable investment has been made into the
inventory under Rowden’s successor, Ed McBride,
formerly at Lee, Panalux and latterly at WBSL, ever
since the division was working out of a “Portacabin
on what was still a building site”.
“We now have a large asset base of lighting
and rigging equipment, catering to on or off-lot
productions large and small, Warner Media work,
and non-Warner Media work,” says McBride. “We
have 12 mobile generator units, and approximately
ten trucks, enough to cater for any production. We
are not just restricted to the Leavesden base. We go
where the job goes. We have a big production in
the Republic of Ireland for Apple TV at the moment,
for example.
“What we’re trying to do is offer a complete
package,” adds McBride. “You don’t need to get

“You can use these systems by remote, with a
flick of a switch. You could even do it from home if
required,” he says. “That has meant larger investment
in LED, especially the ARRI Sky Panels. They’ve
been a real game-changer, taking over from the
conventional soft light. You can change day-fornight, night-for-day at the switch. This technology
gives filmmakers that level of versatility, and
obviously reduces the carbon footprint as well.
“We’re mindful there are new technologies
which are starting to come into our field, such as
virtual walls,” he continues, with Stillman adding that
there’s a plan at the moment across both Leavesden
and Burbank, to develop LED stages.
“We’re driven by cinematographers and gaffers
when we invest or innovate with new lights,” says
McBride. “At the moment we’re converting some
older fluorescent tube fittings to LED. We also
devised a lighting desk facility where you can

control every single light from one focal point, such
as a tablet given to the gaffer.”
WBSL has also been pioneering built-in lighting.
“One of the productions at Leavesden, Avenue 5
(DP Eben Bolter BSC) has the key lighting built in
all around the spaceship sets,” says McBride as an
example. “That’s becoming more common because
of what you can do with an LED ribbon. It’s flexible
so you can bend it, you can hide it away in nooks
and crannies, and you can still control it the way you
control the bigger lights.
“We have a dedicated team with decades
of experience,” he adds. “We’re able to cope
with any production — whatever the technical or
budgetary requirements, we can make it fit.”
Rigging too has grown, boosted by the size
of the sets on the backlot at Leavesden. “We are
fortunate to have an immense, backlot which is a
key asset for any production coming in. Most of our
clients chose to use the backlot to accommodate
their key sets relying heavily on our rigging
department to support the builds.” Big productions
recently supported by WBSL include Mission
Impossible, Fast & Furious 9, Pennyworth, Avenue 5,
the Fantastic Beasts films and Spiderman: Far From
Home.”
Also key to rigging operations are senior
manager Lucinda Perkoff, whose ongoing efforts
since 2012 have led to a growth in location work

as well as for the studios, and Noel Tovey, the new
sales VP for all WBSL support businesses, who
recently joined from Pinewood-Shepperton Group.
Stillman says its 100-acre backlot is another
of the unique selling points of WBSL. “We’ve just
purchased 50 acres to extend the backlot,” she
says. “That gives filmmakers the space and the
freedom to be able to create those kinds of sets and
have them on the doorstep of their stages as well.”
With Covid-19 measures firmly in place –
including sterilising kit after every job and a strict
appointment system that complies with track and trace
– WBSL has been working to ensure that filmmakers
can be confident of a safe working environment.
With the advance of LEDs, now dominating the
lighting inventory, that workplace is also more
environmentally-friendly.
“LED has just taken over,” says McBride. “The
space light is gone, the Sky Panel is here, as are
Creamsource with the Vortex and Chroma-Q with the
Space Force, along with alternative products that do
the same things. They’re all LED, they’re all green, and
we have to be ready to accommodate them all.
“We’ve been looking at green initiatives for quite
some time,” he adds. “We’re looking at greener
fuel for our generators, and other aspects, such as
transport. Also LEDs do give us longevity – you don’t
have to change the bulbs as much. We will have to
become greener, like every other industry.”
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COLD LIGHT
OF DAY

Left: It’s a wrap - DP
Martin Ruhe ASC battles
the elements
Right: George Clooney
directs and stars in The
Midnight Sky

By Ron Prince

Photos: Philippe Antonello/NETFLIX ©2020

All films present challenges. When it came to shooting
Netflix’s The Midnight Sky, starring, directed and
produced by George Clooney, those facing German DP
Martin Ruhe ASC included a number of firsts – whiteout
cinematography in bone-chilling temperatures, the
creation of zero-gravity effects, and the use of the very
latest VR production technology to tell the story.

S

et 30 years into the future, The Midnight
Sky follows Augustine, a terminally-ill
scientist, who has devoted his life’s work
to finding planets fit for human habitation.
However, after a mysterious, catastrophic
global event he finds himself alone in an Arctic
base station as the other researchers evacuate
to spend their final moments with their families.
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Whilst life on Earth is all but over, a team
of astronauts aboard the spaceship Aether are
heading back home from a mission to colonise K23,
one of Jupiter’s moons, but unaware of the disastrous
situation. As Augustine races across the Arctic
Circle to warn-off the shuttle from returning home,
he discovers Iris, a mute little girl, abandoned in the
exodus, who may have some answers he needs.

Out on the ice, the temperature was
-20°C and sometimes as low as -40°C
with the wind-chill. My light meter got
frozen in my pocket
The Midnight Sky is based on the 2016 novel,
Good Morning, Midnight, by Lily Brooks-Dalton.
With Clooney performing as Augustine and sevenyear-old Caoilinn Springall as Iris, the cast also
includes Felicity Jones as shuttle voyage leader
Sully, David Oyelowo as her husband and the ship’s
commander Adewole, together with Demián Bichir,
Kyle Chandler and Tiffany Boone as their spacetravelling crew mates.
The Midnight Sky was not the first time that Ruhe
had worked with Clooney. They had previously
collaborated on Hulu’s episodic, Catch-22 (2019),
which earned Ruhe an ASC nomination for his
outstanding work on the series. Before that, Ruhe
was the DP on Anton Corbijn’s suspense thriller, The
American (2010), which starred Clooney as an icecold hitman.
“I like working with George. He is a great
filmmaker who makes the process enjoyable for
the cast and crew,” says Ruhe, whose credits
also include Corbijn’s Control (2007)and Daniel
Barber’s Harry Brown (2009). “When we first spoke
about this project, he said it was The Revenant and
Gravity in one film – epic but also intimate, which I
really liked the sound of.”
Based out of Shepperton Studios, UK, principal
photography on the film took place over 70
shooting days, between mid-October 2019 and
early February 2020. Along with occupying multiple
stages at Shepperton – where sets were built for
the movie’s different Arctic and Aether space station
sequences – production also encompassed four
bitterly-cold weeks on Vatnajökull, the biggest
glacier in Iceland and Europe’s largest icecap,
followed by a fortnight of rather better weather
amongst the observatories in Roque de los
Muchachos mountains on the Canary Islands, where
flashback and K23 sequences were shot.
“When we went through the script together,
George and I referenced a number of older postapocalyptic science fiction films – On The Beach
(1959, dir. Stanley Kramer, DP Giuseppe Rotunno

AIC ASC) and Andromeda Strain (1971, dir. Robert
Wise, DP Richard H Kline ASC) – to see how they
had handled the relationships between the last
people on earth. We also looked at films like Everest
(2015, dir. Baltasar Kormákur, DP Salvatore Totino
AIC ASC) for its snowbound survivalist storytelling.
“Although George has been in space quite a lot,
in Solaris (2002, dir/DP Steven Soderbergh) and
Gravity (2013, dir. Alfonso Cuarón, DP Emmanuel
Lubezki AMC ASC), we also looked at The Right
Stuff (1983, dir. Philip Kaufman, DP Caleb Deschanel
ASC) for its zero-gravity work. Our production
designer Jim Bissell also did a lot of research talking
to people who know a lot about space.
“But then we put it all away and made it our
own way. One of George’s main requests was
that he did not want the film, especially the space
sequences, to be too clean or pristine-looking,
which led me, amongst other things, to be very
particular about my lens choice and camera angles
in the space scenes.”
Working with ARRI in Berlin, Ruhe conducted
lens tests with the Alexa 65, used for the mainstay
of the production, and Alexa Mini LF, whose more
diminutive form factor was more suitable for the
confines of the Aether space shuttle.
“Signature Primes are great, but, like most other
lenses I investigated, they were too clean for our
purposes,” says Ruhe. “In the end I decided to go
with the ARRI DNA lenses, which I had speciallydetuned by ARRI’s optical team. This gave them a
distinctive and rather crazy character, where the
centre of the image remains in focus but falls apart
quickly with distortion around the edges.
“Shooting open gate ARRIRAW (6560 x 3100),
in 2.11:1 aspect ratio on the Alexa 65 and Mini
LF large format cameras made me think differently
about focal length and depth-of-field. You get a nice,
elegant and much more intimate connection with
faces and characters, and George really liked that.”
Typically, a DP will create LUTs with their
colourist before embarking on a shoot, but Ruhe

says, “It was tricky in this instance, as the lighting setups for the interiors of our spaceship were still being
developed whilst we were shooting in Iceland. Also,
when you shoot in snowy environments, any looks
you introduce can become very obvious, as you
are tinting white. I wanted to see what we got from
our Iceland shoot before superimposing a look. In
the end, George liked what we shot on the glacier,
viewed as Rec709, and the end result is quite close
to what we saw in-camera.”
Regarding the shoot in Iceland, great care
needed to be taken due to the inclement conditions.
“Every shooting day, we drove one hour from the
hotel to the base camp, loaded the equipment we
needed into large snow vehicles, and then drove
another 45mins across the glacier to the location,”
says Ruhe.
“We always had to be in a convoy due to
crevices, plus whiteouts can happen in minutes.
Out on the ice, the temperature was -20ºC and
sometimes as low as -40ºC with the wind-chill.
My light meter got frozen in my pocket. The crew
were totally wrapped-up against the elements, but,
because of the storytelling, the actors were not. One
time, we had to stop shooting, as we couldn’t see
George’s eyes — he had icicles on his eyebrows
and had de-ice his face so we could see him again.
“Essentially, there was no messing around. We
had to work as quickly as we could, but be mindful
that lens changes involved a lot of de-packing of
the camera, with bare hands in contact with frozen
gear and.
“As the weather could turn into a whiteout at
any moment, the location people were nervous as it
might take hours to find anyone if they went off in the
wrong direction. So we all wore whistles. To protect
Caoilinn, who was only seven at the time, we
shot as much as we could with her stand-in Karen
Anderson.”
The dramatic scene that takes place during
a blizzard was partly filmed in 50-mile-per-hour
winds with commensurately sub-zero temperatures,
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Industrial Light & Magic’s
(ILM) ground-breaking
StageCraft in use on The
Midnight Sky

Bye 360-degree camera stabiliser to the Steadicam
system, meant that Jacobsen was able to spin the
Alexa LF Mini around the optical axis for full effect.
For other scenes the camera was mounted
on either a StabilEye wire rig, or a 50ft Super
TechnoCrane with a Spacecam Oculus 4-axis gyrostabilized gimbal, so the camera could similarly
rotate its optical axis.
The Midnight Sky was generally a two-camera
shoot, with Ruhe operating A-camera. Julian Bucknall
was Ruhe’s first AC, with Lewis Hume performing the
commensurate role on B-camera for Jacobsen. John
Flemming was key grip, and the production’s DITs
were Joe Patel and Joe Steel. Ruhe says his team
were “top people, that I knew I could rely on.”

IT’S OFFICAL!
CINEMATOGRAPHY WORLD IS PROUD TO BE
AN OFFICIAL MEDIA PARTNER OF IMAGO

The luminous density
made it look so real - you
really cannot tell what was
shot on the glacier and
what was in the studio
and partly on-stage at Shepperton. To recreate the
snowstorm indoors involved plenty of smoke and
heavy wind, plus a large Rosco backdrop behind
which were no fewer that 500 ARRI SkyPanels, plus
an 18K HMI to emulate the idea of the sun.
“I have to thank my genius gaffer, Julian White,
and his amazing team for the very special lighting
set-ups throughout this movie. For this sequence
alone, subtle chase illumination across the
SkyPanels, plus the 18K lamp, gave the image an
ideal luminous density and made it look so real –
you really cannot tell what was shot on the glacier
and what was shot in the studio.”
Amongst the plethora of other visual tricks in the
film, was the use of Industrial Light & Magic’s (ILM)
ground-breaking StageCraft production technology,
originally used on Lucasfilm’s space Western series
The Mandalorian. StageCraft consists of large
LED video screens on which digital environments
and background plates can be rendered in realtime. Camera-tracking technology maintains the
appearance of correct parallax and background
perspective as the actors are captured performing in
front of the video wall.
The StageCraft technology was used to shoot
many of the scenes in which Augustine looks out
over the snowy landscapes at different time of day
and night from the Arctic observatories. Background
plates were shot in Iceland by B-camera/
Steadicam operator Karsten Jacobsen, and played
back on a StageCraft system measuring some 40m
at Shepperton Studios.
“We did not want to use greenscreen, because
of the spill issues it can bring to lighting and post,”
says Ruhe. “The StageCraft system is an incredible
tool, although I wondered at first whether it
would look truly realistic. The ILM team spent time
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calibrating it and getting the real-time perspective
right, and the results look amazing. It is very versatile
as a lighting source, and it is great for the actors
to be able to work with a real image in front of
them. It also saves a lot of time in visual effects post
production.”
Ruhe also found himself having to grapple with
portraying zero gravity. “Thankfully, we did our previsualisation and VFX work at Framestore in London,
who were able to bring some of their knowledge
and expertise from Gravity to the process,” he says.
Ruhe pre-visualised many of the zero gravity
sequences using an iPad
as a virtual camera to
move around a realtime CG render of the
Aether spacecraft and
the characters. Amongst
other things, this revealed
the level of wire-work
that would be required
to puppeteer the actors
in different scenes.
Indeed, some of data
from that work was
replayed on motorised
wire rigs during
production.
To create the full
floating effect, and
maintain intimacy with
the characters, Ruhe
shot the space scenes
as much possible with
Space saver: Felicity Jones
Steadicam, operated
stars in The Midnight Sky
by Jacobsen. The
addition of a Rock-A-

The DI grade on The Midnight Sky was
performed by Stefan Sonnenfeld at Company3,
with Clooney, Ruhe and VFX supervisor Matt Kasmir,
variously in remote attendance.
Looking back at the production, Ruhe says, “It
was tough but George made it special. He has
worked so long in the business and understands the
filmmaking process and the people. He loves his
actors and deeply understands every aspect of the
story. You are part of a great team, in whom he puts
his trust, and you work in a focussed environment
where the spirit in one of encouragement. I love that.”

Working together to support the members,
sponsors and supporters of IMAGO around the world.
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NAKED TRUTH
By Oliver Webb

Director Tim Mielants with DP Frank van den
Eeden on the set of Patrick.
Opposite: Kevin Janssens and Jemaine Clement sitting pretty.

Photo: Savage Film

A

fter the sudden death of his father,
a handyman sets out to recover his
missing hammer on a journey of
self-discovery during a warm summer at
the family-owned nudist campsite. Patrick
(Kevin Janssens), a 38-year-old with a bowl
haircut and learning difficulties, lives at home
with his newly-widowed mother. Keeping to
himself, he spends his time building stylish,
handcrafted furniture in his workshop, where
he also gets regularly seduced by a lustful
cougar camper. Whilst pressure begins to
mount on Patrick to fulfil his father’s duty
in running the camp, he must also contend
with Herman, one of the residents, who is
scheming up a plan to purchase the place.
Beautifully-shot in warm, natural hues by DP
Frank van den Eeden NSC SBC, director Tim
Mielants’ debut feature, Patrick, is a poignant
portrayal of grief and loss, in a unique twist on the
tragi-comedy genre. Mielants forces viewers to
focus on Patrick’s personal journey as he searches
for his beloved hammer, and the full-on nudity
soon becomes nonchalant. Ultimately, as one of
the campsite visitors says, “Sometimes, to get what
you want, you have to not want what you want.”
Are there any DPs who have particularly
influenced your work?
My love and interest in cinematography was
only there when I fully-understood the role of the
DP in moviemaking. Halfway through filmschool
I switched course and I went from directing to
becoming a DP. I do recall one film in particular
which I saw at a very young age, which was
Kubrick’s The Shining (1980, DP John Alcott BSC).
This was truly a moment where I felt the power of
cinema and how cinematography can influence
the way the audience feels. It has a lot of depth,
centre framing and long elaborate shots. It’s less
about cutting, more about tension and having the
camera travel through space. I think you can still
find the influence of The Shining in some of the
work that I’m doing.
So was this the initial conversation you had
with Tim, the director, about the look of
Patrick?
The Shining wasn’t the first thing we brought to
the table, but it was in our thinking. Tim lives three
blocks away from me. During pre-production, we’d
meet in the morning and spend half a day reading
the scenes, talking about how to depict Patrick,
the central character, and how we can evolve the
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story visually with him. After these weeks we had
a blueprint of what this film should look like. If you
come to set really well-prepared, it creates this
sense of openness on the other side, because you
have weighed-out more or less a lot of options.
In a way, Patrick is a comedy, but Tim did
not want to approach this as a comedy at all. He
wanted this movie to look and feel very serious,
even like a costume drama, so to speak. He’s very
much in love with films that are very cinematic.
He showed me segments from The Turin Horse
(2011, dirs. Béla Tarr and Ágnes Hranitzky,
DP Fred Kelemen), Tarkovsky’s Stalker (1979,
DP Alexander Knyazhinsky, and Paul Thomas
Anderson’s There Will be Blood (2007, DP Robert
Elswit ASC) among our references, and we found
the grammar of what Patrick should look like in
terms of visuals, quite early-on.

How long was the shoot, and what were your
working hours?
We had 33 days of shooting from 9th July until
29th of August 2018. We had a lot of split days,
arriving at, say, 2pm, and shooting until midnight in
order to catch this nice light at the end of the day.
Which did you use for additional light sources?
The biggest HMIs I had were 4Ks, and we had
three of these in our lighting package. We also
had LED lights – ARRI SkyPanels, L7s and L10s.
We used what I call sodium streetlights, which
are real orangey street lights that you find a lot
in Belgium. I had them built for me so I could use
these in frame. My gaffer was Bert Reyskens, who
developed the portable DMX Gaffer’s Control
system, and the company we used for lighting was
Spots Unlimited.

Did you colour with a DIT on-set?
No, we had the footage graded at the same
house where we did the post-production, namely
Ace Image Factory in Brussels. I developed the
look with colourist Olivier Ogneux who has
been grading with me for several years now. He
created five different LUTs for me. In the end we
only went with one LUT. What we were looking
at on-set was more or less very close to what we
expected to be the end result.
Was it mainly a single camera shoot?
Yes, it was. There was one scene where all the
people are gathered and discuss where to go with
the camp concerning financial matters. I think there
were 15 actors there, so we had two cameras there
side-by-side to cover that sequence.
Which camera and lenses did you use?
We decided to go with the ARRI Alexa Mini
because we had a lot of small spaces. I knew
early-on that we wanted this to be widescreen
and Anamorphic, so I went with Hawk’s V-Lite
glass. It’s a very light set, with a range of primes
that goes from 28mm to 140mm. We mainly used
45mm and 55mm. Tim doesn’t like wide-angle
lenses, he thought there was too much drawing
attention to the lens itself. My camera and lens
package was supplied by LITES in Brussels.
You used interesting camera pans between
characters in the film? Please explain your
storytelling reasons for that?
In general we opted for longer shots in Patrick
and we were not so interested in simply covering
a scene in multiple set-ups. Sometimes we’d
shoot a scene in a single dolly shot with slow
pans between the actors, but without actually
following the dialogue between them. Essentially,
we wanted the slow camera moves to depict what
was going on inside Patrick’s mind, instead of
capturing or covering the dialogue. It felt like an
interesting way to depict his character.

Were there many sets built specifically for the
production? What locations did you use?
No, we didn’t have the money for this. We
built one set, Patrick’s tool shed. All the other
locations were actual places scattered around
the southern part of Belgium in the Ardennes, the
hilly-mountainous part of the country. We wanted
to use our locations to give the film an epic kind of
feel with large vistas and to make the characters
sometimes seem really small.

How much of the film was shot in natural
light?
The general idea was that everything outside
was shot in available light. But at the end of the
shooting day we might have needed an extra
light source. For the interiors we had to do some
additional lighting, because we were shooting in
the middle of summer and contrasts can be very
high when you are shooting inside.

There’s a haunting shot towards the end of the
film during the final meeting scene. We see
Patrick lingering outside before he confronts
Herman. Could you tell me more about this,
and how it was shot?
It was an idea from Tim and is a good example
of how he thinks and works visually. We saw this
location and he brought up this idea of keeping the
camera inside the caravan, but looking at Patrick
who goes around outside. The soundscape changes
from inside to outside and back again, following

Keep a good focus
and positive energy, and
always look for what is
best for the movie
what is in shot. It wasn’t easy to do, but I really like
this shift in perspective during the shot.
How did you accomplish the incredible topsyturvy camera move during the fight scene in
Herman’s caravan?
It was shot over two days. As the fight goes
on Patrick and Herman end up in the very little
caravan toilet, which was a separate set-piece.
It had this mechanism so it could fall over and
I would shoot the action handheld. As this little
set-piece tipped over, I could continue framing,
go a bit lower with the camera and we’d have this
fallen-over effect. Using the camera handheld, we
cut back to the caravan, which at this moment was
turned on its side under our direction, then had
Kevin crawl out. The effect of the camera being at
90 degrees, framing the caravan as it used to be
and then bringing the camera back to horizontal
level, was a nice way to bring Patrick’s dizziness
to the screen.

What was the movie’s biggest challenge?
The budget was not so big, around €1.5
million Euros, and I think the biggest challenge
was to simply not waste any time or money and
get the most out of each day.
In terms of technical challenges, the opening
scene with the overhead shot of Patrick floating
like a starfish in the water looks very simple, but it
wasn’t easy to get. We used a DJI Inspire 2 drone
with the Zenmuse X7 Super 35 gimbal 24mm lens
camera. I think we were lucky with shooting this
during a very warm summer. We couldn’t have
wished for better weather.
Was working with an almost entirely naked
cast a strange experience?
We didn’t want this to be about nudity. It was
there and we wanted it to come across as normal
as possible. In a funny way you forget that you are
watching naked people, which was also hugely
important because in terms of cinematography this
was what we were looking for.
I found the same experience watching the film.
This was what Tim was hoping for - that the
nudity would be there and at a certain moment
you’d just get over this and continue with the story.
What’s the best advice you’ve ever received?
Don’t be an asshole on-set. If you have this
ambition to work creatively with a group of people,
you have to be a team player, to be very human
and open. Keep a good focus and positive energy,
and always look for what is best for the movie.
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This movie was shot for
big screen and I still think
of it that way. I have to
say, I’m not ready to shoot
any other way
Cinematographer Charlotte Bruus
Christensen DFF ASC stepped out of her
comfort zone and pulled an impressive
double duty working as both director and
DP on BBC/FX mini-series Black Narcissus.

LEAP OF FAITH
By Darek Kuźma

T

his past decade has seen Danish-born
becoming a cinematographer to look
out for when it comes to exploring the
beauty and the frailty of the human condition
through captivating images and visual
candour, too rarely seen in modern cinematic
storytelling.
After having impressed the world with her
cinematographic collaboration with director Thomas
Vinterberg (Submarino, The Hunt, Far From The
Madding Crowd), she went on to work with the
likes of Tate Taylor (The Girl On The Train), Denzel
Washington (Fences), John Krasinski (A Quiet
Place), and George Nolfi (The Banker). At one
point, however, she admits it was high time to try her
hand at directing.
“I’m a DP at heart and I absolutely love what I
do, but people kept telling me I should try directing,
and I guess I was curious,” she explains. “Over the
years, there were a number of projects available,
but I wasn’t sure I was ready.
“Then producers Andy Macdonald and Allon
Reich, whom I met on Far From The Madding
Crowd, sent me the scripts of Black Narcissus. They
were very good, but I obviously was hesitant about
reinterpreting Powell and Pressburger’s 1947 classic
– one of the most forward-thinking films of its time,
touching upon women’s sensuality and sexuality. But
then I read Rumer Godden’s 1939 novel, on which
the original film was based, and I was hooked. It
was the novel that convinced me I should do it.”
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The story is as follows: in 1934’s colonial India,
a group of young British nuns head a mission to a
remote part of the Himalayas to reclaim a derelict
cliff-top palace, known as the ‘House Of Women’,
for their country and faith. After months of isolation
from the world they were accustomed to, some of the
sisters start to crack under the spell of the impossible
vastness of the surrounding Himalayan landscape,
as well as the palace’s dark secrets and tumultuous
history. Haunting mysteries awaken forbidden desires
that seem destined to repeat a terrible tragedy.
Black Narcissus stars Gemma Arterton as Sister
Clodagh, Alessandro Nivola as Mr. Dean, Aisling
Franciosi as Sister Ruth, Diana Rigg as Mother
Dorothea and Jim Broadbent as Father Roberts.
The three-part drama is produced by DNA TV in
association with FX Productions for BBC One and
the FX Networks. Macdonald and Reich of DNA TV
are executive produces along with Amanda Coe,
who also served as writer, and Lucy Richer and
Ayela Butt for the BBC. Black Narcissus is available
on BBC iPlayer and FX on Hulu.
Whilst Godden’s novel was definitely influential,
it was Powell and Pressburger’s film that immortalised
this story. Their Black Narcissus is considered one of
the best British films ever made, a cinematic marvel,
with Jack Cardiff OBS BSC’s Oscar-winning
cinematography shot in full Technicolor splendour
being unrivalled for decades to come. Thus, finding
an interesting way to approach the story in 2020
was fundamental to the project.

“This is not a remake of any kind, rather a
reinterpretation of the novel that in many ways tries
to honour the film,” says Bruus Christensen. “We
were focusing on staying true to the story and being
as culturally specific as possible.”
This meant shooting in Nepal for two weeks and
getting inspired by the traditions of Hinduism and
Buddhism.
“We shot all the interiors of the palace at
Pinewood Studios where they also made the
classic film. Then we built the exterior in a car park
in Bovingdon. But all walking shots, exteriors of the
village, and all our plates were shot in Nepal. We
even built Mr. Dean’s house up in the mountains at,
like, 4,000 metres.
“It was a tough shoot, especially as we went to
Nepal first. The meant I had to choose the plates
and then try to get the best lighting to match when
we shot in the UK, which was tricky, but we found
a way despite the grey English winter weather. I
have to give a lot of credit for this to our amazing
gaffer John “Biggles” Higgins who was in fact a true
collaborator throughout the show.”
Control was crucial as Bruus Christensen not
only debuted with Black Narcissus as a director, but
also added another exquisitely shot project to her
filmography as the show’s cinematographer.
So was it difficult to be her own DP?
“At first, I did of course consider finding a
wonderful DP to collaborate with. However,
the more I thought about it, the more I came to

realise that ‘singing without the guitar’ on this first
directing job was somehow too scary,” says Bruus
Christensen. “I developed my interest in directing
through the camera. I get ideas via translating words
into framing and lighting.”
The result speaks for itself, as an imaginative,
vivid reimagining of a story filled with centuries-old
themes about womanhood that reverberate now
more than ever.
Colour was a key factor in tying the show’s
look with its subject matter. “We have worked hard
on establishing different colour schemes using the
novel’s descriptions for the project’s needs,” says
Bruus Christensen.
“There were challenges, like making the
whiteness of the nuns’ costumes work in the barren
winter landscape, or interpreting the paint of the
palace’s rooms through the Hindu religion. But
colour was an essential tool of describing the clash
of ideas and systems of faith. Nuns carry themselves
awkwardly in fair habits around this alluringly
colourful environment, whilst the natives’ ‘flowerfruitiness’, as I call it, is in constant conflict with the
nuns’ black-and-whiteness.”
Bruus Christensen says she wanted to shoot Black
Narcissus on film, but when she realised that was not
financially viable, she chose the next best alternative
– ARRI Alexa LF, which she considered the best way
to retain the film look. She equipped the camera with
different sets of lenses, but most of the series was

Charlotte Bruus Christensen DFF ASC
behind the camera for Black Narcissus.
Centre: Prayer time for Sister Clodagh
(Gemma Arterton )
Photos: Miya Mizuno/FX

shot on custom-made Panavision spherical lenses
labelled ‘Black Narcissus lenses’ after the shoot.
“Because we looked for references in a lot
of old photographs, like Ingrid Bergman photos, I
needed true softness with which I could handle all
the colour of costumes and design. I wanted lenses
that would not mute the vibrant set but make it very,
very soft, sort of melting things together. I have to say
the combo I used made the image soft, almost to a
degree where I would be nervous, but in the end it
was a very good decision.”
Colour palette and framing were also ways of
depicting the struggle for control in the palace.
“In the beginning, when the nuns arrive, this is a
very composed world, with their idea of order being
summoned in all those locked-up frames, and the
camera slowly moving through corridors But they’re
obviously so out of control that when they start to
lose their minds to dark thoughts and repressed
desires, the camera work becomes subjective.
“I wanted to use the cinematography to express
the feeling of the story, not the objective reality. At
one point, the palace becomes quite surrealistic and
we make the sunset almost magenta. Nowadays,
people tend to desaturate colour to have a cool
effect, I desired to have as much colour as I could.”
The surreal aspect is first introduced with brief
flashes of Sister Clodagh’s imagination running
wild, using handheld-shot images of her making
passionate love to a man.

“We almost didn’t shoot those snippets because
of Covid, but I’m glad we did because they will
make people connect emotionally with the story of
women who were taught by men that they weren’t
allowed to have desires,” says Bruus Christensen. “
We live in radically different times, but I strongly
feel we can all connect to the idea of a person we
cannot be. Especially young ladies who are trying to
appear in a certain way on Instagram or Facebook.
But what they are really doing is escaping from who
they are into projections of who they would like to be
because it’s socially acceptable.”
Taking it all into account, Black Narcissus is
positively different from the plethora of projects that
occupy the modern television landscape. Both in
terms of how it was shot and how it wants to tell its
story, without compromising its very own nature.
Something that has to be admired.
“We all agreed that this is an old-fashioned story
that needed to stay old-fashioned to sound true,”
Bruus Christensen concludes. “I believe there’s much
to this story that can interest the 2020 audience, but it
wasn’t modernised narratively or aesthetically.
“We’ve added some elements, and there are
a few references to Powell and Pressburger’s film
– such as the iconic shots of Sister Ruth putting on
lipstick or opening the door to escape the palace
– but it is a European-style slow-burner you have to
devote time to get into. If I am ever to direct again, I
want to do more of these kinds of projects.”
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FOUR
LEGGED
FRIEND

By Michael Burns
Photos: Disney/Graham Bartholomew
Elbrus Urtaev /David Procter

The Victorian tale of Black Beauty - transplanted into the contemporary American
Midwest - gave British cinematographer David Procter the chance to get in touch with
nature in more ways than the obvious.

B

ased on the 1877 novel of the same
name by Anna Sewell, the US/UK/
South African/German co-production
stars Mackenzie Foy, Claire Forlani, Iain
Glen and Fern Deacon. Featuring the voice
talents of Kate Winslet, a wild black mustang,
called Beauty, narrates her life from humble
roots in the Onaqui Mountains of Utah, and
her subsequent journey through the hands
of different owners. Some are kind, such as
John Manly and his niece, Jo Green. Others
turn out to be far from well-meaning.
According to Procter, Black Beauty director
and screenwriter Ashley Avis’ vision for the Disney+
distributed movie was designed as a powerful
cinematic journey, with nods to Hollywood classics,
yet with an aesthetic more in line with independent
film. Also, although this updated version of the

beloved tale strays away from the original story, its
spirit of empathy towards countering animal cruelty
remains unblinkered.
Avis was familiar with Procter’s work on Netflix
Original The Innøcents (2018), and his first feature
Bypass (2014), and, after agents WPA paired
the cinematographer with the director, a call with
producer Jeremy Bolt settled the deal. From the
outset, Procter says their sensibilities and tastes
seemed perfectly aligned.
“I was struck by Ashley’s motivation, to raise
awareness of the current mistreatment of wild horses
captured in the American west,” he says. “I’ve
always been drawn to issue-based dramas, films
with underlying political or social commentary.”
Describing her as a “deeply emotive storyteller”,
Procter hails the passion and energy Avis brought
to the film. “Her equine knowledge and profound

connection to the script translated into an intuitive
partnership with the cast.”
Indeed, six weeks of pre-production in Cape
Town, South Africa, included a lot of horse-related
prep. “Several horses played Beauty throughout her
life and I was regularly shooting tests of dyes, horse
make-up and photographic studies’ Procter reveals,
Principal photography ran for six and a half
weeks of 12-hour days, from mid-October 2019, on
location and at Cape Town Film Studios, followed
by a couple of days on location in New York.
“Due to the tight schedule and often large sets,
I worked with all my key team on headsets whilst
darting around the set like a spider-monkey,” he
adds. “For set-builds such as John’s (Iain Glen)
cottage at Birtwick, the stable complex and the wild
horse holding facility, I worked closely with Ashley
and production designer Darryl Hammer exploring

Race pace: Teryx
tracking vehicle
helped capture
wide/medium shots
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Into the fire: B-Cam
Op Dale Rodkin
follows McKenzie Foy

We wanted to embrace
the rugged, earthy tones
of nature, rather than push
artificial colour into the
imagery
geographical scene blocking and studying sunpaths to optimise their positioning, which kept us
well-prepared.”
Shot in 2.39:1 aspect ratio, predominantly on
two ARRI Alexa Minis, Black Beauty also saw Procter
deploy an ARRI Alexa SXT for high-speed sequences.
“My principle lenses were a set of Optica Elite
S7 Anamorphics. I love the character, unusual falloff and imperfections of these re-housed Russian
lenses,” Procter says. “They have beautiful flare
characteristics, without being overbearing, and
when I presented my tests to Ashley, she was sold.
“With many key scenes set at dawn or dusk, we
also carried a set of Zeiss Highspeed T1.3 spherical
primes. The significantly wider aperture than our
primary Anamorphic set gave us over 20 minutes
additional shooting time each day, whilst also
allowing coverage in the ethereal gloaming light.
We also carried an Angenieux 12:1 zoom for our
more unpredictable horse coverage, and on multicam days we utilised additional Kowa and Hawk
Anamorphics.”
Procter says lenses with natural character help
to do more than simply document their subjects. “I
studied the body language and expressions of our
lead horse, Jenny, during prep and tried to design
reciprocal frames for her, based on traditional
human coverage – we found the eyes and ears to
be critical emotive beacons.”

Describing the film as “a lyrical journey”, Procter
says the intention was to “approach the photography
in a balletic way, embracing gentle camera moves
and subtle parallax. We sought bold juxtaposition
between the vast expanse of nature and more
claustrophobic frames in stables and confinement.
“We wanted to embrace the rugged, earthy
tones of nature, rather than push too much artificial
colour into the sets and imagery, avoiding the
archetype high-contrast, heavily-saturated images
one might associate with this genre of film,” he adds.
“We strove for a gentler, more painterly aesthetic.”
Procter intentionally pushed his lenses to their
optical limits, finding that the “aberrations, distorted
bokeh and flare helped create painterly and
evocative portraiture”.
The primary objective was to humanise Beauty,
narrated by Winslet, with Avis dictating that no
scene could play out
that the horse couldn’t
directly witness. “This
gave us strict visual
parameters, to always
have a subjective
viewpoint from
Beauty’s paddock
or stable,” Procter
explains.
“The intimacy
between Beauty
and Jo (teenage
lead Mackenzie
Foy) develops slowly
through the film and
we carefully evolved
from detachment to
the mutual connectivity
of over-shoulders and
shared frames,” he
adds.
For Beauty’s
lighting, Procter

drew on his extensive experience in shooting car
commercials and products. “Beauty’s coat tone
relied heavily on reflective light as well as direct
sources,” he says. “For some paddock scenes we
lit her direct with an ARRIMAX 18K, unconventional
but effective, and built large 20x20ft ultra-bounces
for reflective light. As so much emotion is carried
in Beauty’s eyes, we used large circular sources
to ensure a glinting eye-light at all times. These
techniques were a delicate balancing act in scenes
with fair-skinned Jo.”
For exterior shooting in the South African summer’s
brutal top-light, Procter utilised 30x20ft black-out and
silks on Manitous, wind-permitting of course.
“Where possible, we flagged the sun when
the angle was problematic and back-lit with pairs
of ARRIMAX 18Ks on another machine,” he adds.
“Capturing scenes with any semblance of lighting

Key Grip Rob Fischer, B-Cam
Op Dale Rodkin with Liberty
Trainer Cody Rawson-Harris
and cast Fern Deacon
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Horse talk: DP David
Procter with director
Ashley Avis

continuity was a daily battle, led by my gaffer
Justin Paterson and his team. For interiors, Justin and
I worked closely with production designer Darryl
Hammer on practical lamp design and positioning,
embellished with SkyPanel S60s and Astera Titans.”
It was important narratively to make Beauty’s
various stables feel comfortable. “By creating the
feeling of sunlight beaming in through windows
and skylights, we were able to romanticise these
temporary homes, representing their emotional
comfort,” Procter says.
For night work, multiple Manitous and cherry
pickers with ARRIMAX 18Ks, M90s, and large
SkyPanel softboxes were deployed.
“Convincing moonlight requires lighting deep into
the background and so we were attentive to rake light
to the perceived horizon,” Procter reveals. “The DMX
effects control of the SkyPanel softboxes was great for
embellishing the light emanating from the fire.”
For Beauty’s final moments away from Jo,
Procter wanted to explore “an almost dungeonlike aesthetic, with amber bulkheads feeling
almost flame-like, mixed with murky green-spiked
fluorescents. This dirty colour mix aims to embellish
the squalor in which she’s living. This culminates with
the heat lamp casting Beauty in sinister red light for
her weakest moment of despair.”
The film threw up some challenges. Principally,
the precise composition when working with horses.
“The horse team, Film Equus, were incredible and
liberty trainer Cody Rawson Harris could truly
achieve the impossible,” says Procter. “But an
amount of flexibility was required for improvisation.
No camera was ever completely locked off, instead
working on track, sliders or Steadicam, even when
still frames were required, to allow for constant
reactive re-framing.”
To minimise unnecessary machinery around the
horses, key grip Rob Fischer introduced Procter to the
Skyhook system.
“Coupling film and industrial technologies the
system allows a Movi-XL to be suspended from a
130ft cherry picker on a weight-adjustable spring-

Mackenzie Foy and Iain
Glen star in Disney’s
Black Beauty
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Capturing scenes with
any semblance of lighting
continuity was a daily
battle
balancer, which renders the camera completely
weightless. Working like a pendulum, with a 3m
vertical range of movement, it allows the camera
to cover a 30ft radius of movement. We used this
extensively in the riding ring scenes, but also for
intimate moments such as where Jo first names
Beauty.”
A dramatic fall during the film’s race sequence
was rehearsed extensively and achieved incamera under the guidance of Film Equus and stunt
coordinator Mo Marais, but the key challenge was
proximity to Beauty whilst on the move.
“Drones, and the Teryx tracking vehicle were
excellent tools for wide and medium coverage.
However, to embellish narrative subjectivity we
needed to be much closer, and so the H2H (Horseto-Horse) rig was born,” says Procter.
“By utilising a fusion of traditional
cinematography tools with drone technology, Rob
Weidner, our operator/gimbal-tech, designed a
rig that could be held by a stunt rider right in the fray
with the horses, yet the head and focus could be
controlled remotely using a Futaba transmitter and

Teradek RT FIZ. With a wireless Teradek 3000, and
multiple hidden receivers we could use the H2H rig
across vast distances. This enabled shots that would
have been otherwise impossible to achieve safely.
A mechanical horse rig was also utilised for close
coverage of our cast riding at speed. The rig was
modified to replicate the various gaits of a horse
and mounted on a low loader.”
Avis was passionate about the NYC winter
scenes being on Central Park’s iconic Mall & Literary
Walk, but logistics precluded this. “Working closely
with VFX supervisor Marc Bloch from Black Ginger,
we devised a plan to shoot the scenes at Cape Town
Film Studios against bluescreen, and later shoot the
location plates in NYC,” reveals Procter, who scouted
Central Park on Google Maps.
“All scenes were then storyboarded with
focal lengths in mind, and we sent local DP Josh
Kraszewski to scout with an Artemis viewfinder and
a stills camera to our pinpointed locations. These
stills then gave me a rough guide to environment for
our studio shoot of our cast, horses and carriages.”
Only the snow-covered floor was real in the
studio, which was lit with 140 SkyPanel S60s and
multiple M90s for directional light.
“With precise lens data and Q-Take for
refinement, we were able to then shoot the
Central Park background plates in February 2020,
completely re-locating some scenes,” says Procter.
“This process was the reverse to the traditional
method, and so challenging, but I’m very proud of
the team for pulling it off.”
This was Procter’s first studio film and he admits
to having had initial reservations about potential
politics of such large-scale production. “However,
producers Jeremy Bolt and Dylan Tarason had
assembled the most devoted and dedicated team
I’d ever encountered – their passion and energy
was infectious. My entire camera and lighting team
were world class, among the best I’ve ever had
the pleasure to work with. The speed and passion
of every single individual enabled us to shoot a
Hollywood biopic in a fraction of the time.”

Ron Johanson OAM ACS says that even though the ACS
and its members are Down Under, they are part of a
worldwide community, and share the same concerns as
the global industry continues to grow and change at an
alarming rate.

WHO CARES WINS

A

s a society, the ACS has achieved so
much since its formation in 1958. It
has become, I believe, a real voice
for all Australian cinematographers, along
with achieving a global outlook thanks to our
IMAGO partnership.
We work across numerous genres and
platforms, but the bottom line is that no matter the
genre, no matter the choice of camera or lenses, we
are all cinematographers. There are, I’m sure you’ll
agree, subtle differences between all of us, and the
ways we shoot. The methodology may be different,
the crew may be a different size, but the bottom line
is that we compose, light, expose and operate the
camera to achieve the same ultimate end.
The ACS is unique in that our membership
comprises a broad cross-section of practitioners
working across numerous and varied genres, but
the common link between us are the images and
the integrity of those images captured by gifted
cinematographers for all to see. We share a
common knowledge and a common language,
along with the benefits of previous generations for
us to draw upon.
Looking more broadly, it’s vital for all of us to
continue to ask questions, to seek out the answers
and, in this ever-changing technological age,
to leave no stone unturned to gain the required
knowledge.
I think it’s fair to say that we, as
cinematographers, live a fantastic life – travelling
and meeting so many different and exciting
people, and then having our achievements
displayed on the large or small screen for the
world to see.
Along with these highs, the other side of the
coin is that our industry experiences an equal
number of lows. These can prove to be difficult to
deal with and are often not recognised and dealt
with in some way. There can be no warning signs
and many things – including lack of work, feeling
unwanted or unappreciated, lack of confidence,
relationship breakdowns, financial concerns and
getting older, to mention but a few – can bring on
these moments of doubt and fear. Sound familiar?
Cinematographers are like any other creative
person who relies and depends on an accolade,
a compliment, or positive feedback to give them
reassurance until the phone rings with that next
booking. It’s a fine line, but people need to be
aware that it’s not necessarily ‘what you say’ but
‘how you say it’.

It’s vital for all of us to
continue to ask questions,
to seek out the answers
Let’s raise our awareness, and try not to lose
another life that could have been saved. Look for
the warning signs. Ask people how they are. And,
if they need a hand, offer yours. It could be as
simple as that! The ACS feels very strongly about
anything that could seriously affect the welfare of
any of our ACS members and all crew members
working honestly and diligently for a day’s pay to
provide for their families.
Our industry, and particularly our field of
cinematography, is in a constant state of change.
Whether it will ultimately be for the better,
only time will tell. Are we as cinematographers
fully-versed with what our role really is, given
the range of new technologies? Has it become
clouded, and do people know and understand
who or what the cinematographer is and what
we do?

There is now so much more for us as
cinematographers to think about: new digital
cameras and formats, the ongoing demand
for larger sensors, new lighting fixtures, bigger
screens, lighter lenses and the associated
technologies, changing workflows, virtual
production, new philosophy and management
styles – all of which affect our crews. We may
be Down Under, but we are part of a global
community and a global industry that continues to
grow and change at an alarming rate.
Are we keeping up? And, if not, why not?
I think we are, and in some ways our
isolation allows us to step back, observe, and
then try things from another perspective. It’s
what we’ve always done, but now we have to
be better and smarter. We have always been
expected to achieve ‘more’ for ‘less’, but this
has never been more evident than it is today.
As cinematographers, the final look of the film is
our responsibility, yet in some cases this is being
compromised unnecessarily.
Ultimately, we have to make sure we know
and understand where cinematography, and
the associated technologies, are heading in
order not to compromise the overall outcome of
the production, and to make sure our name is
attached to something that really does end up
being what was initially expected. We need to
fully-understand the practicalities and the politics
of the deal, as well as the ‘back end’ if you like.
The ACS has always believed in an open
book philosophy with the other guilds and
societies worldwide. Our thirst for knowledge
and information, and the sharing of this, is of
paramount importance to us all, enabling us to
maintain a sustainable and beneficial industry.
But there is much more to the ACS that can be
seen reflected in our broad-ranging committees,
ACS members who give of themselves in order to
deal with the complexities of our current industry
and the rise of technology, among many other
new developments.
We are blessed to have, even in these times
of Covid-19, a buoyant industry, great locations,
responsive and world-class facilities and support.
But, above all we have wonderful people, and it
is these people that the ACS consider our greatest
asset.
Ron Johanson OAM ACS
ACS National President
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Opposite: Alan Church Optical Camera, Shepperton
Studios, Simon Giles on set
with Sir Michael Caine.
This page: Alan with Script
Supervisor Rachel Griffiths at
Cinecitta Studios and (below)
Alan with director Roland Joffe
Bottom: Suiting up for BAFTA

OPTICAL
ILLUSIONISTS

You mustn’t get too het up with the
technical side of it because what you’re
doing is putting a story on the screen

By Michael Burns

A CGI specialist who first made his mark with optical printing, the career of VFX
supervisor/producer Alan Church reads like a textbook history of visual effects
development in the UK. From being responsible for the last non-CGI gun barrel
sequence for a 007 James Bond film, to steering massive VFX extravaganzas like
Good Omens, Church, often working with partner Simon Giles, also a VFX supervisor,
has produced some of the most seamless effects se-quences in feature films and TV.

A

lan Church fell in love with the magic of the movies as a child
watching James Bond movies, and their iconic title sequences
created by Maurice Binder. Imagine then his joy when, after
taking a junior position at General Screen Enterprises (GSE) in 1981,
he was tasked with inviting Binder to join the company and thereafter
assist him on a few films.
“I had the most incredible training,” says Church. “I gained a lot of
experience with titles, opticals and visual effects. Handling negatives, dealing
with clients, working under
pressure sometimes with
five different directors at
one time.”
GSE also saw the
first of Church’s career
highlights, on Licence To
Kill (1989, DP Alec Mills
BSC).
“It was Timothy
Dalton’s last Bond,
and Maurice Binder’s
last set of titles. With
his blessing I took the
gun-barrel sequence
away to work on it. I got
Tim firing the gun and
locked myself away in
my optical camera room,
just putting together all
these elements, putting my
stamp on them.”
Soon after, Church
was approached to work with Derek Meddings at Meddings Magic Camera
Company, based at Shepperton Studios. “That’s where I learned model unit
photography and floor effects, becoming part of Derek’s crew and Paul Wilson’s
VFX camera crew on The NeverEnding Story II: The Next Chapter (1990, DP
David Connell ACS),” he says. “I was loading and focus-pulling, but we were
also shooting elements that I was putting together in the optical camera.”
Among many projects at Magic Camera, Church went on to work on the
end sequence of Cape Fear (1991, DP Freddie Francis BSC), and work with Roy
Moores BSC on the back projection for GoldenEye (1995, DP Phil Méheux BSC).
It was whilst at Magic Camera that Church first worked with Simon Giles.
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Starting out as a graphic designer at the BBC’s Lime Grove studios after art
college, Giles had worked on shows like Panorama and Money Programme,
doing title sequences and directing, and using the Quantel Paintbox. Headhunted
by Sky in 1989, Giles applied his digital design skills for the news and the sports
channels, then was tasked with doing all the titles and the corporate iden-tity for
the initial Sky Movie channels. Having met Church through a mutual friend, he
approached Magic Camera, drawn by its filmic focus.
“I managed to do quite a lot of sequences using motion control and live
action shoots using the stage at Magic Camera,” says Giles. “Through that
connection, I started doing title sequences for movies as a freelancer. After The
Adventures of Pinocchio (1996), I decided to join Alan in Soho.”
Seeing the way the CGI wind was blowing, Church had taken a job as VFX
producer at Cinesite. “Within a year, I was asked to set up the Film Factory for
the VTR group,” he says. “Simon and I started doing a few jobs together, then he
joined me there.”
While the pair were running operations at the Film Factory, they won their first
episodic TV work on the
BBC’s Gormenghast
(2000, DP Gavin
Finney BSC). Church
was VFX producer
and Giles was VFX
supervisor.
“It was creatively
different to other things
being done at the time,”
says Giles. “I managed
to get it shot on 35mm,
rather than Super 16mm.
Other companies
wanted to charge three
times more, and do it
all in CGI, but because
of our traditional
background – most of
our work at the time
was 2D, matte painting,
and so on – we found
other ways which
worked well, some quite
experimental.”

The series won the BAFTA for Best Visual Effects & Graphic Design, but the
duo thereafter left Film Factory to work freelance.
The ensuing twenty years were bookended by more work with DP Gavin
Finney, who Church worked with on Breathtaking (2000), and again as VFX
producer on Douglas Mackinnon’s Good Omens (2019), another TV series
noted and nominated for its huge amount of effects work.
“When there’s no work, both of us oversee insurance claims for films,” says
Church, though given that the pair have collaborated on dozens of titles, as well
as working individually on their own projects (Church is now starting on The Rig
for Amazon Prime), downtime must be rare indeed.
Highlights of their careers are many and varied. In Lee Tamahori’s The Devils
Double (2011, DP Sam McCurdy), they allowed actor Dominic Cooper to play
both Uday Hussain and his body double.
“This was a twinning situation,” says Giles. “We shot the whole thing twice:
once with the actor playing one of the parts opposite a stand-in, then we
reversed it. We’d get eyelines right, using motion control and using a lot of lineup

on the monitors. It meant
a lot of painting out,
moving and tweaking of
shots, things like positions
of the eye and pupil.
But I’m really proud of
that because it’s pretty
seamless.”
“The project I had the
most freedom on was
Time Traveller (2015, DPs
Mick Coulter BSC and
Ben Nott) with Roland
Joffé,” says Church. “I
was creating a world set
in the past, present day
and the future. We were
shooting in Australia, in
Portland, Weymouth,
Pinewood and central
India, and trying to
combine these together.
“But what I was
really proud of is an
underwater sequence,” he adds. “We had to do a combination of underwater
work at the tank at Pinewood, some dry for wet techniques which Simon came up
with on the second unit, we added CGI particles to some action sequences, and
then created full CGI environments. So it was a combination of everything.
Another point of pride for Church is Third Person (2013, DP Gian Filippo
Corticelli), directed by Paul Haggis. “It was supposed to be set in Rome, in
America, in Paris, in London, but it was all shot in Cinecittà Studios – with a lot of
green screen work to create these environments – apart from a little second unit
to shoot two plates in New York.
“What I love about those movies more than anything is they’re not known as
visual effects movies,” he adds.
Even in these digital days, Church and Giles still love miniature work: “There’s
an organic feel to it,” says Church. “We both did a shoot on Highlander: The
Source (2007, DP Steve Arnold) with a miniature, which was just marvellous.”
They also both like shooting elements in camera, often using practical elements
as a reference for the CGI.
They’re not luddites by any
means; Church for example
has great interest in using LED
screens as CG environments.
“We’re keen on any
medium, any format,” says
Church, “You mustn’t get too het
up with the technical side of it
because what you’re doing is
putting a story on the screen.”
“And the visual effects
should always match the story
you’re trying to tell,” Giles
agrees.
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FINESSING
TOUCHES
Goldcrest, London: has had a busy few
months with its colourists pretty much flat-out
through October, November and December,
working on Blackmagic DaVinci Resolve to
grade a wide range of projects. Jet Omoshebi
worked on The Undoing for HBO/Sky Atlantic,
directed by Susanne Bier, shot by Anthony Dod
Mantle DFF BSC ASC, as well as Domina for Sky
Italia/NBC Universal, helmed by David Evans,
with several DPs shooting across the series –
Denson Baker ACS NZCS, Tim Flemming, Ben
Wheeler, Nicola Daley and Tony Slater-Ling
BSC. She also worked with Christopher Ross BSC
on Everybody’s Talking About Jamie for New
Regency, directed by Jonathan Butterell, and
Roald And Beatrix for Sky One, directed by David
Kerr, shot by DP John Conroy.

Ruairi O’Brien, and Universal Pictures’ People
Just Do Nothing: Big In Japan, with director Jack
Clough and DP Matthew Wicks.
The company’s Adam Glasman put the
finessing touches to See-Saw Films’ Operation
Mincemeat, directed by John Madden, shot by
DP Sebastian Blenkov, Silent Night, directed by
Camille Griffen, DP Sam Renton, and Lockdown
for Storyteller Productions, directed by Doug
Liman, shot by Remi Adefarsin OBE BSC.
Molinare, London: many creatives
collaborated to complete the acclaimed fourpart docu-series The Life & Trials Of Oscar
Pistorius, directed by Dan Gordon, about the
South African sprinter convicted for the murder of
Reeva Steenkamp. These include colourist Vicki
Matich, online editors Des Murray and Beren

Company 3: Mangrove

Rob Pizzey graded Kenneth Branagh’s
Death On The Nile for 20th Century Studios,
shot on Kodak film by Haris Zambarloukos BSC
GSC. Pizzey also completed Universal Pictures’
355, shot by DP Tim Maurice-Jones, directed by
Simon Kinberg, and Zog And The Flying Doctors
for Magic Light Pictures/BBC, directed by Sean
Mullen. Meanwhile, Maria Chamberlain pulled
out the stops for Netflix’s The One, lensed by
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Croll, plus George Foulgham, Tom Verstappen,
Chad Orororo, Louisa Kearns, Claire Ellis and Zoe
Freed, who worked variously on sound, dialogue
and foley.
The Soho firm also recently lured the talents
of Ross Baker as senior colourist. His credit
list includes high-end dramas, comedies and
documentaries, such as Roughcut TV’s Inside
Number 9, Merman’s Motherland S.1 & 2,
Nutopia’s The World According To Jeff Goldblum,
David Attenborough’s Great Barrier Reef, ITV’s
Flesh & Blood and BBC1/Starz The Missing.
Company3, London: August 9th 2020
marked the 50th anniversary of the Mangrove
March, a landmark event in London and the
subject of director Steve McQueen CBE’s
Mangrove, shot by DP Shabier Kirchner, as one
instalment in McQueen’s acclaimed, five-part
anthology, Small Axe, which looks at the city’s
West Indian community over a period of decades,
utilising an unusual assortment of styles and
storytelling techniques. Other films in the Small
Axe project include Lovers Rock, set in the ‘80s
at a blues party over the period of a single night,
and Red, White And Blue, also set in the ‘80s and
concerning institutional racism in London’s police
force.
Colourist Tom Poole, who has worked on
all of McQueen’s films, including Widows and
Oscar-winner 12 Years A Slave (both shot by
Sean Bobbitt BSC), worked with the director and
cinematographer Kirchner to help bring out the
unique look the filmmakers designed for each of
the Small Axe films. “We worked to find a grade
that was complementary to each story without
feeling affected or forced,” says Poole.
Mangrove was shot on 35mm film. “Steve
loves shooting film,” Poole adds, noting that
he too is a fan of the look-and-feel of images
photographed on celluloid. Once the negative
was scanned, Poole applied a print emulation
LUT to the digital files, with “restricted whites, nice
roll-off, and halated whites that you get from a film
print. Shabier did an amazing job of mixing colour
temperatures with his lighting in a beautiful way
and the environments all looked very interesting as
a result of Helen Scott’s production design.”
Poole recalls that he and the filmmakers sought
inspiration from photography of the 1970s and
strove to capture that look in the final imagery as
opposed to a more “retro” interpretation of the
look. “We wanted that oxblood red and the true
tonality and the deep blues and teals, almost as if
we’d found an unprocessed role of Kodachrome
or Ektachrome from the period and made film print
out of it.”
When Poole is grading for the type of filmic
look McQueen embraces, he likes to start off
using DaVinci Resolve’s Offset tool, which alters
the image similar to the way photochemical colour
timers used to, making everything brighter or
darker and augmenting colour globally, without
changing the curve or introducing any secondary
corrections. The parameters are limited compared
to what’s possible using Lift, Gamma and Gain, and

introducing secondary corrections, but that was the
point – nothing was augmented in the first pass in
any way that even hints at digital manipulation.
“Then, when the images are balanced,
and I am as close as I can get to where we
want to be, I will use Lift/Gamma/Gain just to
finesse everything,” says Poole. “Personally, I
think some younger colourists go heavily into
secondaries straight away and I think the trick is
really to get as much as you can done as simply
as possible. That is not to say we didn’t shape
things or augment anything in the grade, but we
were always cognizant of realistic beauty to the
images. When something is too heavily graded
the viewer can become hyper aware that they’re
watching a narrative and can become somewhat
disconnected from the realness of the situation.”
Kirchner shot with Kodak 5219 500T stock
and allowed Tungsten, fluorescent and daylight
to exist together, particularly within the Mangrove
Restaurant to create mixed colour palettes. The
space, Poole says, “was bathed in Tungsten lights
with warm lampshades that read as a beautiful
kind of honey gold film space, but there are also
Molinare: The Life
& Trials Of Oscar
Pistorius

fluorescent fixtures and daylight coming in and
Shabier let all the different kinds of light mix in
beautiful ways.”
Framestore, London: recently purchased
Company 3/Method, thereby bringing together
two long-standing facilities working across
just about every part of the creative and postproduction process.
Oscar-winning post house Framestore is
headquartered in London with creative studios in
LA, New York, Chicago, Montreal and Mumbai.
The company’s work includes: Avengers:
Endgame, Blade Runner 2049 and Gravity, as
well as original series for streaming services such
as Amazon, Netflix and Disney+, and immersive
theme park experiences for Wanda and Lionsgate
Entertainment World.
Company 3/Method (C3M) provides image
creation to finishing services, and also includes
Encore and Stereo D in its corporate portfolio.
Led by CEO and renowned colourist, Stefan
Sonnenfeld, (right) C3M works with many of the

world’s leading directors, studios, ad agencies
and streamers. The newly-combined business is
designed to unite all functions that support the
making of entertainment and communications
content from concept through to post.
“Our vision for the future of our industry is
storytelling across all the media of content delivery
— from mobile to IMAX, and headset to theme
parks,” said Sir William Sargent, co-founder/
CEO of Framestore. “Stories originated in one
medium need to be able to travel across all of
these and be adapted creatively and technically
for each. I have long admired Stefan and his
achievements, and our expanded team will lead
in the innovation of this new content world.”
Sonnenfeld added, “The partnership
represents the combining of two great teams, both
bringing world-class expertise from our respective
fields. What we have achieved as individual
companies sets the tone for what we can deliver
as a united force.”
Harbor, LA: senior colourist Elodie Ichter
says, “I instantly loved the story, rhythm and light,
and I really wanted to be part of this adventure,”
after viewing a
cut of director/
editor Chloé Zhao’s
Nomadland, shot
by DP Joshua
James Richards. For
his part, Richards
was very honest
about where he
wanted to take the
look and needed
a colourist who
was emotionally
involved in the film:
“I was definitely
was that person,”
adds Ichter, “and
I’m very happy he
felt that too.”
Nomadland blurs the lines between narrative
and verité documentary. Shot mainly with natural
light, minimal crew, no hair and make-up, with
Frances McDormand performing amongst real
nomads, Ichter and Richards worked with a soft
LUT, a smooth tone curve and low saturation,
and mostly used primary colour correction within
Baselight to bring the naturalistic look Richards
was seeking.
Ichter wasn’t part of the dailies team, so
delivering a naturalistic image, akin to what was
shot, proved to be her main challenge. Whether
she was looking at a sunset, the complexity of a
skin-tone or the lightness of McDormand’s blue
eyes at a specific time of the day, Ichter’s goal
was always to make the result look like as natural
as when it occurred. “One of the most important
characters in this movie is nature itself, so it was on
me to enhance what they shot,” she says.
Intimate, candlelit scenes in the tiny van were
a challenge. “The ARRI Alexa Mini captures a lot.
Its latitude is big, and I needed to bring detail. But

Goldcrest: Death On The Nile

there’s a fine line between being too deep or too
milky, so using features such as Baselight’s film
grade shadow tool, we achieved what we wanted
little-by-little.
“With the stunning sunset/sunrise shots, it
was easy because Chloé and Josh had planned
their shot at the right time of the day, and nature is
shown at its best. So, for me, it was simply a matter
of revealing the beauty of it.”
Harbor has further expanded its LA operations
with the appointment of Mike Dillon as head of
production, focussing on sales and workflow
innovation. Starting his post career at EFilm in
2006, Dillon quickly rose through the ranks to
become a DI producer at EFilm, and then a senior
DI producer at Technicolor, LA. Most recently,
he served as director of strategic operations at
Technicolor. Dillon’s roster of credits includes: Black
Panther, Roma, Avengers: Infinity War, Doctor
Strange, The Jungle Book and The Revenant.
Color Intelligence, LA: the Hollywoodbased company has launched Colourlab Ai, the
first colour grading system to leverage Artificial
Intelligence (AI), aimed at radically improving the
process of colour correction. Founded by colour
scientist Dado Valentic, and industry veterans Mark
L. Pederson and Steve Bayes, the firm released
Colourlab Ai on November 24, 2020, after two
months of private beta testing among 500 industry
professionals and enterprise clients, including
Company 3, Harbor, HBO and Technicolor.
Whilst AI colour-matching is at the core of the
new software, Colourlab Ai has many significant
features developed from industry feedback. These
include the ability to work in SDR and output HDR
content that displays correctly on Apple HDRsupported mobile devices, as well as professional
and consumer HDR displays. The colour-managed
pipeline features popular camera profiles that
allow multiple camera types to be matched in a
single step. A free demo version of Colourlab Ai
allows anyone interested to test and evaluate the
system using their own footage before subscribing.

CO3’s Stefan Sonnenfeld and
Framestore’s Sir William Sargent
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Left: Taking stock on The
Undoing.
Below: Highlights on The
Irishman

who looked for a different way to get it done –
always simpler yet better.

Gaffer: Billy O’Leary
By David Wood

SHINE ON

He’s one of the top gaffers in the US, and has worked
with cinematographers including: Roger Deakins CBE
BSC ASC, Charlotte Bruus Christensen DFF ASC, Bruno
Delbonnel AFC ASC, Rodrigo Prieto AMC ASC, Chris
Menges BSC ASC and the late, great Harris Savides ASC.
How did you get started?
My break came in 1976 when a friend who
had graduated a year ahead of me left his job at
a doc house in NYC and offered me his position.
After travelling throughout the US, working on
documentaries for three years, I freelanced on
commercials and features as a PA. In 1981, I joined
the union as an electrician working on features and
as a gaffer on commercials. In 1984, I met Roger
Deakins and began my feature career as a gaffer.
Did you always want to be a gaffer?
No. Stills photography was my passion until I
took a film class as an elective. That sparked my
interest in lighting.
How did you learn the trade of being a gaffer?
I learned the trade as an electrician, through
stills photography and reading.
Who are your regular crew?
Richie Ford and Lou Petraglia as rigging
gaffers; Rob Vuolo and Joe Grimaldi as best boys;
Jeremy Knaster, Mike Maurer, Scott Kincaid and
Bob Stevers as electricians; and Jim Galvin on the
board.
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What film has been your biggest challenge?
Blade Runner 2049 with Roger. The challenge
for much of it was in the nature of the rigs and
unique lighting challenges. Usually when you’re
presented with a set or a lighting dilemma, you’ve
probably encountered something similar before.
Or one of the crew will pipe-up, having seen
something similar. But not here! We started from
scratch to create new ways to make lights move.
Tell us more about your work on Blade
Runner 2049?
We built mounts for lamps that move on curtain
rails, fired small lamps down aircraft cable,
mounted lamps to Technocranes, and travelled
them on arbours. Sometimes someone just held the
light and moved it by hand for the shot.
The ‘Replicant Hallway’, of course, also
involved moving lamps. In that case it was three
lamps blended into one source as they moved. The
challenge was that as one lamp disappeared the
next had to seamlessly appear, moving in the same
direction at the same speed and be of the same
quality in terms of sharpness and colour. And the
source had to be rock steady – with zero wobble.
The fixtures were manufactured to hold a
bare socket that
was mounted to a
heavy-duty curtain
track, and custom
screen shields were
made for safety. Then
we had to figure out
a way to move the
lamps down the track
and to introduce the
light into the set. Then
we had to cut that
lamp the moment the
next appears and so
on down the length
of the hallway as the
steps dropped further
and further from the
source.

Main: Billy O’Leary chilling
on set with The Irishman.
Below: Replicating
animated lighting sequences
for Bladerunner 2049

I will say, on Blade Runner 2049, we had
the luxury of time – nine weeks instead of the
usual five – which was unusual. And, we had the
resources in terms of access to fabrication and
to people who could solve these non-traditional
lighting problems. It looked great in the end. It
was a lot of fun for us to create the lighting that
Roger was looking for.

Put your phone down,
pay attention. Listen and ask
questions. Be early. Don’t be
afraid to work hard, smile…
and don’t complain!
I would also add, that the scale of the project,
the size and number of the sets spread across the
two studios in Hungary - Korda and Origo, 40km
apart from each other - plus the sheer amount of
equipment and supplies that were moving added
up to a logistics ordeal. But the crew was first-rate,
experienced, and hard-working. It was great job
and obviously the finished product speaks for
itself. I’m proud to have been a part of it.
What’s been the most unusual/difficult set/
location you have lit?
The most difficult were on Tony Scott’s The
Taking Of Pelham 123, shot by Tobias Schliessler
ASC, which involved working nights in active NYC
subway tunnels. Also the Coen Brothers’ Fargo,
shot by Roger, due to the very, very cold weather.
Who particularly inspires you?
DP Roger Deakins CBE BSC ASC for the elegant
simplicity of his lighting, Gordon Willis ASC for his
willingness to go dark, and Harris Savides ASC,

What are your favoured or trusted bits of kit?
The incandescent household bulb. I’m not
trying to be facetious when I say that, but the
household bulb is the simplest tool we have.
It’s a great tool – widely available and easyto-configure into a homemade rig, yet underapplied. We usually use them in what we call
‘gags’ – like in a ring shape or on a batten strip.
When you cluster incandescents, they soften off
and are a nice colour and take to dimming.
I think in just a few short years they’ve
almost become nostalgic. People sometimes
comment when they see them and call me an
‘old timer’. There’s something so simple about the
incandescent bulb. The idea to me is to look for
the simplest solution to a task.
What are you thoughts about LED lighting?
There’s a rush to apply the newest LED fixtures
and it’s good to learn the latest tech, but they are
just another tool. It hasn’t gotten to the point that
we should ignore the standards. I wouldn’t suggest
using incandescents for their own sake, but just
remember they’re there.
Sometimes we look to complicate the solution
because we can, but I’ve had it backfire on me.
I’ve had the latest LEDs wirelessly hooked up to
a dimmer board, driven by a media server in
another room, and then the wireless went out.
Oops. Now what? Maybe we should have just
put up a ladder and put a scrim on.
I think Roger would agree that often the best
solution is the simplest. If you’re not careful the
technology can get the better of you.

for its size and current draw, and it’s easy to
adjust the colour rapidly. I’ve found several of the
pre-programmed effects – like police light, flicker
mode, flash – to be helpful. One drawback is
when using it on cues there’s a lag in the turn-on.
But, other than that, it’s a great lamp when you
have a last-minute idea, or see an issue that needs
to be addressed quickly.
What advice would you offer aspiring gaffers?
Put your phone down and watch. Pay attention.
Listen and ask questions. Be early. Don’t be afraid
to work hard, smile… and don’t complain!

How do you keep up with the latest
innovations in lighting?
I read the trades and accept new pieces of
equipment from manufacturers to audition. And, I
listen to my crew since they may use gear on other
sets that I may not have seen yet.
What new lighting kit impresses you?
I’ve found the ARRI S60 SkyPanel to be a
truly useful tool. It’s quick to apply, easy-to-cable,
and can run off battery in a pinch. It’s powerful

As one of the industry’s premier rental resources, we
are extremely proud to support crews around the world
with an unrivalled collection of production solutions
the embrace both the conventional and the very latest
in advanced lighting technology.
Whatever your production type, wherever you are,
when it comes to lighting - we’ve got the lot.

MBS Equipment Company
Lakeside Road, Colnbrook, Slough, Berkshire SL3 0EL
+44 (0) 1753 987 888
mbseco.uk
PMBS generic quarter.indd 2

DP Bruno Delbonnel AFC ASC says: I think my
relationship with a gaffer is close to a sparring
partner. I don’t need someone who just does as they
are told. I want someone I can discuss the aesthetic
of the movie with. Someone who questions what I’m
trying to achieve. Someone who pushes me further
or suggests different approaches and artistic ideas.
Ever since working together for the first time
Inside Llewyn Davis I know I have a friend in Billy
who has a very strong point-of-view that he is able
to share with me when he thinks we can do better.
He just has a fantastic eye. He sees things I don’t.
But, most importantly, when you are going to
spend months together on sets, he is a great human
being. Every minute is a pleasant moment. He
smokes, as I do. He has a beautiful truck in which
I can hide sometimes when I don’t want to speak
to anyone. He has a great crew. He gets along
very well with Mitch Lilian, a fantastic key grip from
New York. For me, he’s the perfect gaffer.
DP Rodrigo Prieto AMC ASC says: I met Billy in
2009 on Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps with
Oliver Stone. He was recommended by Roger
Deakins CBE BSC ASC and Emmanuel Lubezki
AMC ASC, you really can’t have better references
than that.
As we started working together I was struck by
Billy’s unflappable nature. I would request lighting
set-ups that might have seemed extreme to some, but
he just kept cool and nodded. I was unsure at first if
he might be thinking, “This guy is insane, requesting
all that!”, or if it might be, “That could work!”. My
insecure inner voice was convinced that he was
not into what I was trying to do. But, little by little,
I learned that he absorbs every single word, and
makes a mental plan of how to execute it, while
thinking of ways to achieve it in a practical manner.
It is very impressive how Billy does so much
with absolutely no fanfare. It all just happens. He
delivers the images you had in your mind without
breaking a sweat, always finding the best answers
to the most complicated lighting situations. If he is
stressed, I would never know it. He is no-nonsense,
practical and economical in his solutions. And, to
top it all off, a fine human being. Since that project,
I have worked with Billy on several films, including
The Irishman with Martin Scorsese. It has been a
joy to work with him every time.
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Tuning up: Joe Dunton
MBE BSC ready to take
the stage and (below)
with Terry Gilliam
Main Photo: Erica Dunton

including Steadicam inventor Garrett Brown, Tony
Pierce-Roberts BSC, Dennis Kington and Peter
Taylor, amongst others.
Innovations made on this film shaped the
capture of film images in the 40 years since. When
prepping for the shoot, Joe decided to shoot Super
35mm film to blow-up to 70mm format for print
release. He says he didn’t know at the time, but this
was the original Superscope (apparently called
“poor man’s Vistavision” by Paul Beeson BSC!).
Joe says, “We wanted to blow the film up to
70mm, but use six-track magnetic sound instead of
the optical sound for the release print”. He could
shoot 1.66:1 in Super 35mm full aperture with 32%
more image area than the standard 35mm format
and blow-up to 70mm print.
Choosing to revive the Superscope format

HEY JOE
By John Keedwell GBCT

It’s crucial that within
this new world, everyone
upholds the quality of the
pictures we collectively
paint

Look at the history of cinema over the
past half a century or more, and you can
see Joe Dunton MBE BSC has been at the
forefront, consistently innovating and
influencing production and presentation.

I

met up with him to take a look at some
of his many achievements, and how his
innovations have changed the way we
both capture the images and how they are
now presented and distributed in cinemas.
We also discussed what he does for fun too.
Joe’s achievements in the film business have
been chronicled in many places over the years, and
his beginnings in CCTV and the sound department
leading to Joe Dunton Cameras (JDC), his camera
rental company, are famous. Yet it is this very
background that has come to define who Joe is
today bringing his talents as video engineer and
sound recordist to modern day cinema.
However, the influence goes further than that,
and some of the areas of cinema we know today as
a normal standard were introduced by him, before
being adopted globally for some of the most well-
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known and successful films known-to-date.
The beginning of the journey sees Joe working
at Pye TV, repairing closed-circuit TV systems. In
1966, Ossie Morris BSC used the first Mitchell
video assist with great success when working on
Stop The World I Want To Get Off. However, the
video tap could only play the picture and was not
able to record. Ossie was then hired in 1967 to
film the classic Oliver!, directed by Carol Reed. This
was an entirely different technical challenge, with
400 dancers in some scenes and lots to absorb
in real-time for the director and his team of seven
choreographers.
Joe was employed to work on Oliver! to build
what is now believed to be the first film camera
video assist recorder. Crucially, it had video
recording capability, which provided the ability to
review the performances of the dancers during the
largest musical numbers. At the time there was only
the possibility of using it with a 1-inch videotape
machine and, according to Joe, had a run-up time
for about a minute before it became stable and the
film cameras could roll. For camera crews nowadays
this would be an inordinately long wait-time, as
today’s technology provides instant record. But, at
that time, this was really remarkably inventive.
One momentous day would ultimately change
Joe’s future path within the film business. He was
asked to repair the CCTV cameras at Samuelson
Film Services, the legendary UK camera hire
company in Cricklewood, West London. Joe gained
the attention of the head of sound, who suggested
Joe work for Samuelsons full-time. A year later Joe
was employed when a job came in to develop twoway radios for the 1971 film Le Mans starring Steve

McQueen. He stayed in the sound department at
Samuelsons as chief sound engineer, as there were
no openings in their TV department.
Whilst at Samuelsons, Joe developed a keen
interest in Anamorphic lenses that would later be
pivotal in his success. When he was in the lens
department the first 20:1 zoom lens was produced.
Joe told me, “I find lenses a fascinating subject.
Anamorphic lenses are like having two lenses in one,
a horizontal wide angle and a vertical tight shot”.
Joe started the JDC in 1976. This provided the
vehicle for experimentation and the creation new
solutions for filmmakers to produce unusual shots
they wanted. The ground-breaking innovations Joe
achieved at JDC were adopted worldwide and
would ultimately win Academy Awards for DPs and
directors.
One aspect of Joe’s career that you are possibly
unaware of is the documentary film Dance Craze
(1981), directed by Joe Massot, capturing Britain’s
2-tone Ska era from the late ‘70s to the early ‘80s.
Massot had previously directed The Song Remains
The Same (1976), featuring the legendary Led
Zeppelin. Joe met Massot when he was visiting
Samuelsons at the time of filming between 1973 and
the release of the picture in 1976.
Massot’s son had seen some new bands whilst
at college. The bands are now household names yet
were unknown at the time – Madness, The Specials,
Bad Manners, The Bodysnatchers and The Selecter.
Massot was persuaded by his son to make a film
about them.
With Joe Dunton acting as the cinematographer,
Dance Craze was made possible by some of
the most eminent camera operators of the time,

meant using a full standard silent 4-perf pull-down
film gate. 4-perf Super 35mm is simply the original
frame size that was used in 35mm silent films. It is
a return to the way the film stock was used before
the frame size was cropped to allow room for an
optical soundtrack printed within the picture area on
the release print.
“I grew up in the sound department and wanted
the magnetic sound which was on the 70mm and
not on the optical at that time.” Joe recalls. “We
recorded the live sound on a 24-track magnetic
system properly recorded using Abbey Road and
Rolling Stones mobiles. Most people would have
just put in a Nagra recorder and recorded the live
sound in a club. But we had ace quality recordings
of live sound through 24 microphones out on a little
tiny stage of people.”

Joe continues, “I found a lovely man, Don Toms
from Technicolor, who did the direct negative to
70mm blow-up print for me. There was no quality
loss. I still have a 70mm print, that cost me £10,000,
in my loft!”
This format was quickly noticed by some illustrious
people in the business. It was adopted by John Alcott
BSC and renamed Super Techniscope when he
worked with Hugh Hudson
on Greystoke (1984).
Alcott w as well-known
for his work with Stanley
Kubrick on pictures such
as A Clockwork Orange
(1971), Barry Lyndon
(1975) and The Shining
(1980).
The S35mm format
also played a pivotal role
in the success of Top Gun
(1986, dir. Tony Scott, DP
Jeffrey Kimball), where it
received a great deal of
early publicity for making
the cockpit shots possible,
due to the ability to fit a
35mm camera inside the
confines of a fighter jet.
Super 35 is now
considered a universal
production process, with
thousands of feature films
produced with the format. It has been adopted as
a standard in digital cinematography too, as the
“look” of the cinematography that is inherent with
larger sensor sizes due to focus separation and
highlight details.
Joe’s other inventions are innovative and
plentiful. Along with the Ladderpod he also made
the first heated eyepiece, the first video assist for
the Louma, the Moy Bazooka and the Mitchell
Vitesse geared head – the first head to tilt-up and
down 90-degrees each way. In 2002, he even
developed, with Ikegami, a digital magazine that
slotted into a 16mm ARRI film camera, thereby
creating hybrid HD/film device.
Forever keen to embrace new technology, he
was the founder of the BSC Technical Committee,
and was solely responsible for initiating the BSC
Equipment Show, starting in 1993 on a small stage at
Shepperton, which has since expanded to become
the hugely popular BSC Expo. He has always liaised
closely with trade associations and guilds, training
organisations and government departments, and
been a long serving governor of the BSC. Joe is also
an honorary member of the GBCT.
During his years in the industry Joe has received
many awards, highlights of which were receiving the
MBE in the 1998 Queen’s New Year’s Honours List
for services to the film industry, then the BAFTA for
Outstanding Contribution to British Cinema in 2010.
The journey has not been all effortless, of course.
Joe’s children all work in the business, even though
his wife, Pat, didn’t like the idea at first. Both his
daughter Erica and son Richard graduated from the
UK’s National Film & Television School. As a writer/
director Erica has won many awards for her features
including a Sundance Audience prize, and, more

recently, she has been directing premium TV in the
US and the UK.
Richard Dunton is an established DP and camera
operator working in features and TV. Joe’s oldest son
Lester Dunton is at the forefront of strobeless back
projection on major productions across the UK and
Europe, including 007 James Bond and Tenet, and
also runs Dunton Cine Engineering & Lens Company

based in the US and UK.
Going forward, 2021 sees the 40th anniversary
of Dance Craze, and Joe is currently planning the
projection of the film as a 70mm blow-up. In a move
that is typically Joe, he is going the extra mile and
looking to produce a live mix of the sound from the
original six-track magnetic original soundtrack, all
performed in the original venue where the film was
shot, the Electric Ballroom, Camden.
In the meantime, he likes to sometimes play on
stage with The Madd Hatters band in Wilmington
USA where his stateside camera company is based.
He got into this scene when the trombone player’s
mum (who used to work for Joe) asked him along
and he ended-up to playing on stage. His barber
plays the bass, and Joe plays a two-string guitar.
Before I left, we briefly discussed ideas for
making a new version of the carbon arc-fired Brute,
as the tiny point source of light means it can be
accurately focussed compared to the larger light
sources we now have. Joe would also love the idea
of producing a permanent museum dedicated to the
technology of film.
Joe said, “This is a most exciting time for cinema.
We are experiencing a technological revolution
in the capture, presentation and distribution of the
cinematic image. I believe it’s crucial that within
this new world, everyone – from the actors on the
screen to all the artists behind it - uphold the quality
of the pictures we collectively paint.”
Absolutely. Joe has certainly influenced and
revolutionised cinema production in the past 50plus years. He continues to push the boundaries
and remains creative on many levels. He is still as
passionate and enthusiastic today about cinema as
he has always been.
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1. Eye-eye… DP Sally Low shot 2nd unit and B-camera
on The Fantastic Flitcrofts on 35mm and 16mm
2. Smooth mover… Trinity and B-camera operator
Svetlana Miko at work Apple TV+ sci-fi series Ray James.
3. #SetYoga… DP Anne Evelin Lawford stretching-out
during an English National Ballet shoot, supplied by
Movietech. Crew included clapper/loader Will Gething,
and grip Ashton Lunn. Photo by focus puller Derrick Peters.
4. Angus Hudson BSC’s #BeMoreMarkclapper-board.
jpgForget you not... one of the huge number of clapperboards signed in tribute to Mark Milsome.
5. Zoom zoom… Will Lyte in the chariot.
6. Get me to the church on time… Nicola Daley onset of the feature film Benediction. Photo by Laurence
Cendrowicz.
7. BAFTA Brit To Watch… Damian Daniel eyeing up a
shot
8. Doing a wheelie good job... Tony Kay operating on
Britannia.
9. Sharp shooter… Oona Menges capturing L.O.L.A. on
celluloid film for director Andrew Legge.
10. True Things About Me crew… shooting last September
in Ramsgate/Margate: DP Ashley Connor, 1st AC
Dave Pearce; 2nd AC: Ania Bahadrian, trainee Julie
Steyaert (top right), Digital Orchard DIT Dillon Hollis;
and truck driver Chris Daly.
11. Hunkered in the bunker… Josefine Thieme who is in
the process of stepping-up to 1st AC this year.
12. Nippy… Gravy Grips Dan Rees working on Fortitude
in Svalbard, Norway
GET FEATURED!
Send your photos to: artwork@cinematography.world
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eurocineexpo.com
The first event will take place in a very unique venue
within Munich - carefully selected to provide flexible
exhibition space, breakout areas and an atmosphere
like no other.
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Save the dates

25 - 26 June 2021

For more information contact us on +44 1428 609 382
or email info@eurocineexpo.com
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Integrated Options
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Primo Viewﬁnder
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mount
options
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Raw Capture
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